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In May 2006, the American glossy Vanity Fair published its first annual green 
issue. Combining the magazine‟s usual focus on fashion and celebrity culture 
with environmental politics, the cover showed Julia Roberts, George Clooney, 
Robert Kennedy Jr. and Al Gore, against a leafy, green background. In the next 
couple of years, other American magazines followed suit: like Vanity Fair, ELLE 
released its first green issue in 2006 – and has continued to print an annual 
guide to the best “eco buys” since. Time turned their cover‟s characteristic red 
border green in honour of Earth Day 2008, and in 2007, 2008 and 2009 
compiled an annual list of “Heroes of the Environment”.  
The popularity of the environment among magazine publishers in these 
years was matched – if not exceeded – by a wave of films and documentaries on 
the subject, ranging from the matter-of-factness of An Inconvenient Truth 
(2006) to the apocalyptic disasters of 2012 (2009) and Arctic Blast (2010), and 
the feel-good cuddliness of Happy Feet (2006) and Wall•E (2008). The 2007 Live 
Earth concerts featured artists at twelve locations all over the world; in the same 
year, the awarding of the Nobel Peace Prize to the IPCC and Al Gore 
recognized the significance of climate change to the world at large. And, if a 
concept‟s success can be measured by its misuse or abuse, increased 
greenwashing – the use of misleading environmental claims to sell anything 
from food to fashion, oil to cars – shows just how much being green has become 
part of (Western) culture. A 2007 ad by the energy company Vattenfall, for 
example, uses the slogan “energy for activists”, even though it continues to 
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lobby for the use of nuclear power and coal, and may therefore not be quite the 
environmental champion it pretends to be.1 
In short, in the late 2000s, the environment was more fashionable than 
it had been since the 1970s: as Vanity Fair‟s editor Graydon Carter put it in 
2006, “Green Is the New Black”. Terry Gifford has also claimed that the last 
couple of years of the previous decade were a watershed moment that redefined 
human-nature relations. He points to the spring of 2007 as a time which “may 
come to be seen in retrospect as a turning point in our perception of climate 
change and our engagement with global warming. It was a time when debates 
about our species‟ effects upon the global environment moved from a weekly to 
a daily presence in the newspapers. It was a time when the term carbon 
footprint penetrated the language (included in the Collins English Dictionary 9th 
edition, 2007) and the culture for businesses, cities, villages and families” 
(“Afterword” 245, emphasis in original).  
Currently, the cultural hype – in which to be hip was to be “green” – 
seems to have died down somewhat, and has been replaced by a more sustained, 
albeit less vocal, environmental consciousness.2 Grassroots movements continue 
to lobby and campaign, undeterred by the limited action undertaken by 
governments, sustainability has become an accepted part of fields as diverse as 
architecture and public policy, and eco-conscious, green or “ethical” clothing 
can be found on most high streets. A similar sense of environmental awareness 
is discernible in fiction. Of course, nature is one of the oldest themes in 
literature, resurfacing in everything from the classics to the British Romantics, 
from the American transcendentalists to twentieth-century science fiction. Yet 
contemporary British novels in particular have been slow to engage with 
environmental crisis and how it changes human relations with the nonhuman 
natural world. Supposedly, as debates on the “first British climate change novel” 
– Ian McEwan‟s Solar (2010) – show, the vast scale of environmental crisis has 
kept many authors of fiction from dealing with it. Even though McEwan 
himself said he was surprised that not more novelists were discussing climate 
change, the problem for many of his colleagues appears to be finding a balance 
between hope and despair, polemic and drama, as well as manoeuvring the 
often conflicting opinions on climate science.3 Consequently, the environment – 
especially in crisis – was long the near-exclusive territory of science fiction 
authors such as Kim Stanley Robinson. In recent years, however, the 
environmental turn in culture has also reached contemporary Anglo-American 
mainstream fiction. 
 The Canadian author Margaret Atwood, who uses elements of 
speculative fiction in much of her work, is a forerunner in this respect: Oryx 
and Crake (2003) and The Year of the Flood (2009) both combine 
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environmental themes with apocalyptic narratives. More recently, Verso 
published an entire collection of short stories by well-known authors such as 
Atwood, Toby Litt, David Mitchell and Helen Simpson dealing with life on a 
“damaged planet”. Taking its title from John Muir, I‟m With The Bears (2011) 
financially supports 350.org, an international movement working to reduce 
CO2.4 In his introduction, environmentalist Bill McKibben suggests that artists 
have a special task in a time of environmental crisis: “science can take us only so 
far. The scientists have done their job – they‟ve issued every possible warning, 
flashed every red light. Now it‟s time for the rest of us – for the economists, the 
psychologists, the theologians. And the artists, whose role is to help us 
understand what things feel like” (“Introduction” 3, emphasis in original).  
 Indeed, what is the role that artists can play in a time of environmental 
crisis? And what is the function of literary criticism at this moment? It is 
precisely such questions that ecocritics concern themselves with. Like the 
feminists and postcolonialists of the 1970s and later, ecocritics want to decentre 
the previously favoured subject and give voice to the marginalized. Instead of 
the feminist focus on women, and the postcolonial stress on (former) colonies 
and colonial subjects, they emphasize the nonhuman natural in their readings. 
In other words, in their critical analyses of novels or films, ecocritics do not 
interpret nature merely as background or as functioning in service of the human 
characters, but rather approach it in its own right. They ask questions about the 
role that nature plays in art and culture, and whether it has symbolic, mythical 
or otherwise culturally determined functions. They also look at 
anthropomorphism – attributing human features to animals –, whether the 
differences between the human and nonhuman are blurred, or if the way nature 
is presented accords with actual or historical environmental circumstances.   
The field has certainly benefited from the green trend of the late 2000s. 
Yet if ecocriticism wants to increase awareness of human-nature relations and 
their representation in culture, as is one of its goals, it still has a long way to go. 
For instance, even though ecocritics may, on paper, study any literary work – 
even the total absence of nature can be the object of analysis – most ecocritical 
scholars analyze texts that are explicitly about nature or carry an 
environmental(ist) message. Atwood‟s environmentally-inflected novels, for 
instance, are a popular choice in this respect, whereas contemporary fiction that 
lacks this bias typically receives far less attention.  
My starting point in Ecocriticism and the Contemporary British Novel is 
that a novel does not have to be environmental(ist) or explicitly about nature to 
merit ecocritical analysis. Moreover, I argue that part of raising environmental 
awareness through literary criticism is developing a viable and applicable 
academic practice, which requires ecocriticism to be less narrowly concerned 
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with “nature texts” and reading for an environmental(ist) message. Following 
the mostly theoretical first chapter on the development and challenges of 
ecocriticism, the core of Ecocriticism and the Contemporary British Novel is 
comprised of three chapters that each explore a so-called “image of nature”: 
pastoral, place and apocalypse. Although these are some of the most frequently 
used images to describe nature, many ecocritics doubt their suitability to 
contemporary circumstances. For instance, pastoral is often believed to be 
idealizing and escapist in its representation of the nonhuman natural world, as 
is place. Apocalypse, on the other hand, is often seen as being too ubiquitous or 
fictionalized to serve as an appropriate image for actual environmental crisis. 
These critiques, however, tend to obscure how important pastoral, place and 
apocalypse are to present-day culture, and how often authors, artists, 
filmmakers and designers still resort to them. Instead of dismissing them, then, I 
provide ways of reading these images ecocritically that both do justice to their 
long, and frequently problematic, histories, as well as their continued use. In 
each chapter – and, hence, in relation to each image – I read three 
contemporary British novels, which have until now received little to no 
ecocritical notice. In Ecocriticism and the Contemporary British Novel, then, I 
explore the challenges that ecocriticism faces, and redefine ecocritical 
approaches to pastoral, place and apocalypse to analyze nine works of 
contemporary British fiction. Consequently, I show ways of making 
“anachronistic” images of nature productive in the service of ecocritical analysis, 
and demonstrate how the ecocritical study of the novels expands both the 








1 See the website of the environmental organization Climate Greenwash: 
http://www.climategreenwash.org/vattenfall.html. 
2 A June 2011 survey among Europeans from all 27 memberstates shows that climate 
change is the second-largest concern, after poverty, hunger and lack of drinking water 
(considered as a single issue) (European Commission Climate Action). However, a 
British Social Attitudes survey held in the summer of 2011 shows that compared to 
2000, when 43% of Brits would pay higher prices for the sake of the environment, only 
26% was willing to do so in 2011 (Ramesh). Of course, whether climate change/the 




environmental crisis are two different issues, which nonetheless show a shift in 
attitudes.  
3 Alison Flood discusses the problems encountered by novelists in writing a “climate 
change” novel in more detail.  
4 The epigraph to the collection is by the environmentalist Dave Foreman: “John Muir 
said that if it ever came to a war between the races, he would side with the bears. That 
day has arrived”.  
5 In Ecocriticism (1st ed), Greg Garrard notes that images such as pastoral, place and 
apocalypse have the “liability of anachronism in the postmodern era” (176, emphasis 
mine). I will return to this issue at more length in chapter one. 
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Myths are necessary imaginings, exemplary stories which help our species to make sense 
of its place in the world. Myths endure so long as they perform helpful work. The myth 
of the natural life which exposes the ills of our own condition is as old as Eden and 
Arcadia, as new as Larkin‟s “Going, Going” and the latest Hollywood adaptation of 
Austen or Hardy. Its endurance is a sign of its importance. 
(Jonathan Bate, The Song of the Earth 25-6) 
 
 
Ecocriticism has experienced an explosive growth in the past decade, illustrated 
by the expansion of the Association of Literature and the Environment (ASLE) 
outside of the United States, the publication of numerous works by renowned 
publishers and the foundation of a number of ecocritical journals. This trend is 
likely to continue in the coming years, as the multitude of forthcoming 
publications and conferences attest.1 Nevertheless, despite these developments, 
ecocriticism is yet to gain the kind of critical and institutional ground that other 
ideologically-driven practices such as postcolonialism and feminism have 
gained. In the present chapter I argue that the biggest challenge facing 
contemporary ecocriticism in this respect is its development into a distinct and 
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applicable critical practice and academic discipline. Such institutionalisation is a 
significant step in working towards ecocriticism‟s aim to raise widespread 
awareness of human-nature relations in crisis. Therefore, I propose that 
ecocriticism needs to come to terms with two issues: its often narrow concern 
with reading texts for an environmental message, and its frequent focus on 
nature-oriented literature or texts which take nature as their explicit topic.2 In 
other words, I claim that ecocriticism‟s development is restricted by both what 
and how most ecocritics read. These two issues illustrate a paradox in 
contemporary ecocriticism: whereas ecocriticism is premised on the significance 
and ubiquity of environmental themes and crisis, this is not reflected in the 
relatively narrow scope of its canon, which does not adequately express the 
representation of human-nature relations in the wider literary and cultural 
debate.3  
 In this study I respond to this ecocritical paradox by taking a two-fold 
approach. Firstly, in the present chapter, I evaluate and critique contemporary 
ecocriticism, discuss the challenges facing it and propose a broader ecocritical 
practice which addresses these challenges and as such contributes to 
ecocriticism‟s development as an academic discipline. Secondly, in the 
subsequent chapters, I will apply my approach to a number of contemporary 
British novels. These nine texts, as I will explain in more detail towards the end 
of this chapter, have received little to no ecocritical attention. Through my 
readings of these works I will subsequently demonstrate the possibilities that a 
broader ecocritical practice has to offer.  
 
 
DEFINING ECOCRITICISM  
The term “ecocriticism” was first used in 1978 by William Rueckert in his essay 
“Literature and Ecology”, in which he sets out to “experiment with the 
application of ecology and ecological concepts to the study of literature” (107). 
However, ecocriticism was not picked up again until the 1989 Western 
Literature Association Meeting when Cheryll Glotfelty and Glen A. Love called 
for an “ecological criticism”.4 Although the term gained in popularity and usage 
in the years after the 1989 meeting, little consensus was reached on its 
definition. The work done in (mainly American) ecocriticism until the mid-
nineties was collected in the 1996 anthology The Ecocriticism Reader, edited by 
Glotfelty and Harold Fromm. Glotfelty‟s introduction to this anthology is 
generally perceived as the first attempt to define the field and has remained 
influential. Ecocriticism, according to Glotfelty, is “the study of the relationship 
between literature and the physical environment” (“Introduction” xviii). The 
many ecocritical definitions coined since then can be said to have developed out 
of the 1996 definition, with some ecocritics holding on to its breadth and 
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inclusiveness, and others choosing to develop more specific and at times more 
prescriptive definitions. Timothy Clark, for instance, quotes Glotfelty in his 
Cambridge Introduction to Literature and the Environment (2011) and adds 
that ecocriticism “usually” considers literature “from out of the current global 
environmental crisis and its revisionist challenge to given modes of thought and 
practice” (xiii). Similarly, though not citing Glotfelty directly, Lawrence Buell 
(2005) defines ecocriticism as “an umbrella term … used to refer to the 
environmentally oriented study of literature and (less often) the arts more 
generally, and to the theories that underlie such critical practice” (Future 138), 
stressing the pluriformity and inclusiveness of ecocriticism.5 Another extension 
of Glotfelty‟s definition is provided by Catrin Gersdorf and Sylvia Mayer (2006), 
who argue for the further development of ecocriticism as a methodology by 
specifying some of its concerns: “[it] re-examines the history of ideologically, 
aesthetically, and ethically motivated conceptualisations of nature, of the 
function of its constructions and metaphorisations in literary and other cultural 
practices, and of the potential effects these discursive, imaginative constructions 
have on our bodies as well as our natural and cultural environments” (10). 
Gersdorf and Mayer mention a fairly recent concern in ecocritical studies, 
namely that environmental crisis does not merely affect how we perceive 
nature, but also how we define the human. Likewise, Martin Ryle (2002) has 
argued that ecocriticism “must be centrally concerned with the historical 
development of „human nature‟” (13). This issue is also noted by Greg Garrard in 
Ecocriticism (2004): “the widest definition of the subject of ecocriticism is the 
study of the relationship of the human and the non-human, throughout cultural 
history and entailing critical analysis of the term „human‟ itself ” (5, emphasis 
mine).6 Such a critique of the concept of the human is particularly relevant in 
terms of environmental crisis and collapse.7 
The inclusiveness suggested by Glotfelty and others is picked up – and 
taken a step further – by Scott Slovic (1999) who proposes a two-fold definition: 
“[ecocriticism] is the study of explicitly environmental texts by way of any 
scholarly approach or, conversely, the scrutiny of ecological implications and 
human-nature relations in any literary text, even texts that seem, at first glance, 
oblivious of the nonhuman world” (“Letter” 1102). Although I support Slovic‟s 
argument that “not a single literary work anywhere utterly defies ecocritical 
interpretation” (ibid.), I would argue that perceiving ecocriticism as the study of 
environmental texts through any approach makes it not so much a critical 
practice informed by certain assumptions about human-nature relations as a 
solely thematic practice. The second part of his definition is more productive – 
albeit relatively vague – for the study of literary texts in general, and allows the 
analysis of a wider range of texts. An inclusive definition of the field is also 
provided by Robert Kern (2003), who notes that “ecocriticism, ultimately a form 
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of environmental advocacy, is primarily a critical and literary tool, a kind of 
reading designed to expose and facilitate analysis of a text‟s orientation both to 
the world it imagines and to the world in which it takes shape” (260). In other 
words, ecocriticism studies both the environmental conditions of the imagined 
world within the text, as well as the conditions in the world in which the text is 
created.  
By suggesting that ecocritics read texts against the grain, and not on the 
basis of the “ethical or ecological attitudes [a text] expresses” (Kern 261), Kern 
distances himself from critics who perceive ecocriticism first and foremost as a 
form of environmental activism – even though he terms it “ultimately” a form 
of advocacy. Simon Estok (2007), for instance, suggests that “[ecocriticism] is 
committed to effecting change by analyzing the function of representations of 
the natural environment in documents (literary or other)” (“Theory from the 
Fringes” 63), consequently attributing a political function to texts themselves 
which may express positive or negative messages about the environment. The 
purpose of (literary) texts within the environmental debate is also central to 
Richard Kerridge‟s 1998 definition in the first British anthology of ecocriticism, 
Writing the Environment. Ecocriticism, he proposes, “seeks to evaluate texts 
and ideas in terms of their coherence and usefulness as responses to 
environmental crisis” (“Introduction” 5). Although it can be argued that the task 
of the critic is always to evaluate, evaluating works on their environmental 
merits has led some ecocritics to deem certain texts unsuitable for ecocritical 
analysis. Serpil Oppermann (2011), for instance, suggests a fairly limited 
ecocritical canon – and a large degree of prescriptiveness – when she claims that 
“[ecocritics] expect of writers that they inscribe ecological viewpoints in their 
work” (“Ecocentric Postmodern Theory” 230). Such prescriptiveness, although 
perhaps in line with ecocriticism‟s environmentalist sympathies, prevents 
ecocriticism from becoming a fully-fledged academic discipline and from 
contributing to increased environmental awareness on a larger scale.  
Although these are only a few of the definitions that ecocritics have 
provided over the past decades, they illustrate an issue central to contemporary 
ecocriticism that also informs this study. With the exception of Kern‟s, all 
definitions, even the broad and inclusive ones, are invariably followed by 
readings of explicitly nature-oriented texts.8 For instance, the texts discussed in 
The Ecocriticism Reader include nature writing by Thoreau, Burroughs, Carson 
and Native Americans, and novels by science fiction authors such as Ursula Le 
Guin and Don DeLillo‟s White Noise – all texts that are nature-oriented or 
explicitly concerned with the non-human environment. Whereas this may be 
understandable in an early ecocritical work, a similar selection is made in the 
most recent of the publications cited above, Clark‟s 2011 Cambridge 
Introduction. He too, although taking a relatively original approach in the 
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themes he discusses, refrains from going beyond the stock ecocritical texts by 
Clare, Thoreau and Wordsworth. While it may be argued that introductions to a 
field generally tend to be more conservative than other contributions, Clark‟s 
study suggests that in terms of the kinds of texts analyzed by ecocritics, little has 
changed in the sixteen years since The Ecocriticism Reader. 
 
 
CHALLENGES TO ECOCRITICISM  
Buell‟s The Future of Environmental Criticism (2005) remains a good starting 
point for a discussion on the future of ecocriticism. In it, he suggests that the 
field faces four challenges: “the challenge of professional organization, the 
challenge of professional legitimation, the challenge of defining distinctive 
models of critical inquiry, and the challenge of establishing their significance 
beyond the academy” (128). The way in which ecocriticism engages with these 
four challenges determines the extent to which it can achieve its aim of raising 
awareness about human-nature relations and whether it can indeed develop 
into a coherent academic discipline. In the first area, Buell concludes, “the gains 
have been impressive”, as the international development of ASLE demonstrates 
(129). Particularly in the US, professional legitimation – the second challenge – 
is being achieved as more universities and colleges start to offer courses on 
ecocriticism, and some even have ecocritics on staff. Furthermore, its inclusion 
in textbooks on and introductions to literary theory shows that ecocriticism is 
becoming a widely accepted part of the literary landscape.9 Yet the same 
textbooks and introductions also demonstrate that in terms of professional 
legitimation ecocriticism still has a long way to go. Generally speaking, these 
overviews present ecocriticism as a niche-practice, which takes a relatively 
narrow approach to a relatively small body of literature. Consequently, as Buell 
notes, “[e]nvironmental criticism in literature and the arts clearly does not yet 
have the standing within the academy of such other issue-driven discourses as 
those of race, gender, sexuality, class, and globalization” (ibid.). A broader 
ecocritical practice, then, will also contribute to further legitimation.  
Regarding the third challenge – defining distinctive models of critical 
inquiry – Buell notes that ecocriticism has not so much changed literary studies 
as been absorbed by it, and consequently cannot claim the “methodological 
originality that was injected into literary studies by (say) new critical formalism 
and by deconstruction” (130, emphasis in original). Although he suggests that “a 
new critical paradigm is not the be-all or end-all that it is often thought to be” 
(ibid.), the specific features of ecocritical practice have been extensively debated 
in recent years, with many ecocritics arguing that a specific ecocritical mode of 
inquiry does not (yet) exist. Terry Gifford, for instance, has written that 
“[e]cocriticism has not developed a methodology” (“Recent Critiques” 15), and 
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Estok also argues that what “„ecocriticism‟ actually means and includes seems to 
have been lost along the way, and the paradigm-inaugurating stuff Buell sees 
ecocriticism as lacking has remained elusive” (“Theory from the Fringes” 63). 
Furthermore, in the recent ecocriticism and theory forum in the journal 
Interdisciplinary Studies in Literature and the Environment, the majority of 
contributors note that ecocriticism does not have a critical practice or method.10  
Others, however, have suggested the opposite, namely that ecocriticism 
does not lack but abounds in practices. Oppermann, for example, has proposed– 
in response to Gifford – that the problem does not lie in “any lack of 
methodology” but in “ecocriticism‟s methodological and theoretical plurality” 
(“Rhizomatic” 18), which has led to a “rhizomatic discursive formation” (19). 
Buell‟s definition of ecocriticism as an “umbrella term” (Future 138) likewise 
reflects the diversity of approaches that make up ecocriticism. Similarly, the 
present study also interprets ecocriticism as a critical practice which includes 
other practices all based on the same assumptions and foundations. Or, as 
Oppermann suggests, “the various developments in ecocriticism [can] be viewed 
as participating in a shared intellectual attitude” (“Rhizomatic” 18) – an attitude 
which critiques the dualistic and anthropocentric orientation of Western 
culture and literary scholarship.  
Finally, the fourth challenge identified by Buell – establishing relevance 
beyond the academy – reveals ecocriticism‟s affiliation with environmental 
activism. Many ecocritics continue to see ecocritical practice as a form of 
environmentalism: Estok has several times called for a more activist 
ecocriticism, which requires “practice from its preachers” and “will need to look 
seriously at anthropocentrism and speciesm and how these inform the daily 
choices we make, from the food we eat to the clothes we wear” (“Theorizing in 
a Space of Ambivalent Openness” 217).11 In response to Estok, Kip Robisch 
presented his version of ecocritical activism in less nuanced terms: “We write 
too much. Shut up and go outside” (702). The argument to leave the confines of 
text, office and classroom and go outside has been voiced repeatedly over the 
years by ecocritics seeking to counter the focus on textuality characteristic of 
late twentieth-century literary studies.12 Patrick Murphy, for instance, notes 
that ecocriticism is – and should be – more concerned with the world outside of 
the text than that inside of it: “[ecocriticism] tends to focus on the relationship 
of the reader‟s attitude toward the text‟s representation of the extratextual 
world more so than the world imaginatively represented in the text” 
(Ecocritical Explorations 6). This can be done, for instance, through 
environmental pedagogy and taking the classroom outside. “Fieldwork on the 
part of scholars and students,” Don Scheese proposed in 1994, “can improve the 
practice of ecocriticism… Outdoor education goes hand-in-hand with 
ecocriticism because we and our students need to be reminded regularly that 
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the earth was not made for humans alone” (“Ecocriticism” par.4). Even though, 
as Gifford has noted, pedagogy is receiving less ecocritical attention now than it 
did in the beginning, it has remained a significant topic in the field.13  
Of course, if ecocriticism is to be seen as a form of environmental 
activism, the question is whether literary criticism can ever affect political, 
cultural, and economic change of the kind that is needed to alleviate 
environmental crisis. Hannes Bergthaller has suggested that ecocritics are 
mistaken in wanting to achieve change beyond the boundaries of their own 
discipline of literary criticism. Drawing on insights from social systems theory, 
Bergthaller argues that politics and literary scholarship are two distinct spheres, 
or systems. Only politics, he claims, can have political effects, just as in order to 
achieve something in the world of law, legal language and regulations need to 
be used. Likewise, literary criticism cannot transcend the borders of its own 
system, and ecocritics will have to accept, Bergthaller proposes, their 
“limitations as a necessary prerequisite for the production of a distinct kind of 
knowledge – in other words, to accept that what ecocritics do is read texts and 
write about them, not campaign for new environmental legislation or plug 
tailpipes” (227). Similarly, ecocriticism as I use it in this study, is at most 
academic activism, rather than environmental activism. 
As a form of academic activism ecocriticism is practised not so much 
outside of the office and classroom, but within the institution. Garrard has 
proposed – in response to Estok – that “[e]cocriticism is a field within an 
academic profession, and those professing it should be left to manage their own 
compromises without others trying to make windows into their souls” 
(“Ecocriticism” [2011] 51). He echoes his earlier statement that for him 
ecocriticism is a “resolutely intellectual – even a professional – pursuit” 
(“Ecocriticism as a Contribution to Consilient Knowledge” 22, emphasis in 
original). Although environmental activism and ecocriticism as academic 
activism share similar goals – both aim to raise awareness of the representation 
of nature, and the crises characterizing human-nature relations – academic 
activism does not replace environmental activism, which more explicitly strives 
for political and practical change, but rather seeks to complement it in order to 
contribute to ecocriticism‟s further institutionalization. 
The four challenges posited by Buell point to what I propose is the 
biggest challenge facing contemporary ecocriticism: the shift from ecocriticism 
as a personal practice heavily shaped by politics and ideology, to ecocriticism as 
a fully-fledged academic discipline with political and ideological roots. The 
former is illustrative of early ecocriticism, in which scholars read texts out of 
their personal interest in and connection with nature. Particularly, these 
ecocritics were concerned with recuperating the genre of nature writing – until 
that moment largely ignored by literary scholarship – as a form of 
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environmental activism. Characteristic of ecocriticism as a personal practice is 
so-called “narrative scholarship”: essays that combine academic analysis with 
personal experiences of nature.14 As an academic discipline, however, 
ecocriticism needs to be more concerned with being widely applicable: i.e. it 
should strive to develop ecocritical practices that foreground representations of 
nature in all texts, without giving up on its principles. Furthermore, in 
developing such broader practices, it needs to draw on the conventions of 
literary scholarship, for instance by shifting its focus from merely the content of 
a work – such as nature descriptions – to form, i.e. the way in which 
narratological aspects shape representations of nature.  
In the past few decades, some attempts have been made at making the 
shift from ecocriticism as personal practice to academic discipline, most 
frequently by drawing on other, established, fields within and outside of the 
humanities. Postcolonial ecocriticism is an apt example of the intersection of 
two modes of critical analysis which together foreground the way in which 
(post)colonialism has environmental as well as social, political and cultural 
dimensions.15 In the ISLE forum on theory, scholars furthermore proposed 
connections with animal theory (Helena Feder), Marxism (Garrard) and 
philosophy (Serenella Iovino). In the same forum, Glen A. Love called on 
ecocritics to become more “Darwin-literate” (“Ecocriticism, Theory, and 
Darwin” 775), by which he referred to interdisciplinary ecocritical practices 
which draw on ecology, biology and other natural sciences.16 Likewise, in 
Ecocritical Theory. New European Approaches (2011), several contributors 
forged links with European philosophy and physics. 
However, practices that seek connections with other areas of critical 
analysis have not sufficiently addressed one of the main issues in contemporary 
ecocriticism: its limited approach and scope. This illustrates the rather uncritical 
attitude to their work that ecocritics have displayed in the past; as Gifford notes, 
debates within the field “have not directly challenged the positions of the 
originators of the movement” (“Recent Critiques” 15), which he believes has led 
a number of scholars, such as Joseph Meeker and Kate Soper, to offer “single 
significant statements and [subsequently retreat] from the ecocritical scene” 
(ibid.). In recent years, however, a shift seems to be taking place, as Garrard, 
drawing on Soper‟s terminology, also proposes: “ecocriticism is in the process of 
shifting from a predominantly „nature-endorsing‟ position to a „nature-sceptical‟ 
one” (“Ecocriticism” [2010] 16).17 Consequently, more ecocritical studies are 
emerging in which the thematic focus is not on the celebration or preservation 
of nature, but rather on the darker sides of the natural world, embodied by dirt, 
phobia and excrement.  
Timothy Morton‟s Ecology Without Nature (2007) is an apt example of 
nature-scepticism. In this book, Morton argues that the term “nature” has 
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become so contested that it prevents a critical engagement with nature itself (7). 
Subsequently, he criticizes ecocriticism for being “too enmeshed in the ideology 
that churns out stereotypical ideas of nature to be of any use. Indeed, 
ecocriticism is barely distinguishable from the nature writing that is its object” 
(13), in line with Dana Phillips‟s suggestion that ecocriticism needs to get rid of 
its “devotional attitude towards its subject matter” (Truth 240). Morton has 
become best known among ecocritics for his discussion of “dark ecology” which 
requires a focus not merely on the beautiful aspects of nature, but also on their 
opposite: “The ecological thought … has a dark side embodied not in a hippie 
aesthetic of life over death, or a sadistic-sentimental Bambification of sentient 
beings, but in a „goth‟ assertion of the contingent and necessarily queer [i.e. 
contradictory] idea that we want to stay with a dying world” (184-5).18 
An earlier example of nature-scepticism is provided by Phillips, who, 
like Morton, also focuses on the less idyllic sides of nature. At one time 
introduced as “ecocriticism‟s most critical friend”,19 Phillips critiques a number 
of ecocriticism‟s foundations in The Truth of Ecology (2003), including its 
traditional reliance on the pastoral. Particularly, he argues that ecocriticism 
needs to “acquire more theoretical savvy … [and] a less devotional attitude 
towards its subject matter” (240). As a kind of countermovement against the – 
frequently idealising – nature writing texts studied by other (early) ecocritics, 
Phillips provides a reading of A.R. Ammons‟s poem Garbage, about, as the title 
obviously suggests, garbage. Similarly, at the 2010 ASLE UKI/EASLCE 
conference in Bath,20 he again attempted to break away from the traditional 
ecocritical subject matter by presenting a paper on “excremental ecocriticism”, 
in which he repeatedly stressed the significance of “knowing where your shit 
goes”. 
More attention to the darker sides of nature and humankind‟s 
relationship with it is also advocated by Estok, who has coined the term 
“ecophobia”: “an irrational and groundless hatred of the natural world, as 
present and subtle in our daily lives and literature as homophobia and racism 
and sexism” (“Theorizing” 208), a concept that seems heavily indebted to 
debates on dualism by environmentalists such as Val Plumwood. In an earlier 
essay, Garrard had offered Anthony Lioi‟s article on swamp dragons as another 
example of the nature-sceptical turn in ecocriticism (“Ecocriticism” [2010] 14). 
In his piece, Lioi argues for more attention to dirt: “Impure and defiled, both 
literally and figuratively, the swamp dragon is uncharismatic but still alive, an 
ecstatic identification with a beleaguered cosmos. It prevents the idealization of 
nature or culture and thereby avoids traditional dualism and its reversal” (“Of 
Swamp Dragons” 32, emphasis in original). These examples of nature-sceptical 
studies signal a thematic change in ecocritical scholarship. Now, the time has 
come for ecocritics to not only demonstrate a more critical attitude to their 
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subject matter, but also to their own practice. In the next section, I therefore 
propose that changing what and how ecocritics read leads to a broader 
ecocritical practice which makes a more effective and stimulating contribution 
to the field of literary scholarship as a whole. 
 
 
TOWARDS A BROADER ECOCRITICAL PRACTICE 
In the introduction to the 2001 anthology Beyond Nature Writing, Karla 
Armbruster and Kathleen Wallace relate how during a job interview, 
Armbruster was asked how she “might apply an ecocritical approach to a writer 
such as Henry James” (6). This question eventually led to the anthology in 
which the introduction appears, which aims to explore “how productive … an 
ecocritical approach [can] be when used with texts as far „beyond nature 
writing‟ as the works of Henry James would seem” (7). Although they argue that 
“teasing out the meaning of James‟s focus on culture and the human psyche in 
seeming isolation from nature is the kind of task that best demonstrates 
ecocriticism‟s range and power” (ibid.), such projects are to date scarce. The 
(im)possibility of ecocritical readings of James‟s works demonstrates two issues 
that are as pressing now as they were in 1995 when Armbruster‟s job interview 
took place. Firstly, ecocriticism was and remains primarily thematical, 
concerned with texts that share a thematic and explicitly voiced concern with 
nature. Secondly, the James question illustrates the importance of developing 
new ecocritical practices if the field is to become an applicable academic 
discipline. Particularly given its aims and the extensiveness of human-nature 
relations – in crisis or otherwise – ecocriticism cannot afford to be a niche-
practice but needs to broaden and expand.21  
 My primary concern in this study is to redefine ecocritical practice in 
order to make it more recognizable and applicable, consequently allowing the 
study of more literary texts – such as contemporary British novels – and better 
achieve widespread awareness of human-nature relations and environmental 
crisis. Ecocriticism‟s traditional thematic approach means that the majority of 
ecocritics read texts in order to find or evaluate a sense of environmental 
awareness in them.22 In the present section, I propose a different approach, 
which is not as much tied to nature-oriented literature but allows the 
foregrounding of nature in any kind of work. Hence, the main premise 
underlying this study is that a (literary) text does not have to be 
environmental(ist) to merit an ecocritical reading. Furthermore, a text neither 
has to be explicitly concerned with the environment – i.e. environmental – nor 
express political, ideological opinions about the natural environment – i.e. 
environmentalist – in order to allow the foregrounding of human-nature 
relations that ecocriticism provides. This premise determines both how and 
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what ecocritics read, and allows the development of a broader practice and the 
study of a greater variety of texts. 
 Since ecocriticism‟s inception in the early 1990s, much of ecocritical 
scholarship has been evaluative, assessing texts on their environmental(ist) 
message. Although this practice – which I call reading for the message – may be 
seen as an extension of ecocriticism as a form of (environmental) activism, it has 
led to a rather limited and narrow ecocritical canon. In other words, by reading 
only a certain type of texts – primarily nature-oriented in this case – ecocritics 
have developed ways of reading only applicable to these kinds of texts. In 
addition to that, ecocritical reading practices have historically tended to avoid 
narratological analyses. A more widely applicable ecocriticism, however, does 
not only study texts beyond nature-oriented literature, but does this by looking 
at narratological form in addition to (environmental) content. 
 In the past other critics have also argued for a broadening of the 
ecocritical canon, most notably Armbruster and Wallace in Beyond Nature 
Writing, which includes readings of, for instance, Virginia Woolf (Charlotte 
Zoë Walker) and Thomas Hardy (Kerridge). Moreover, Murphy has done 
influential work on broadening ecocriticism beyond Anglophone literature and 
has advocated more attention to fiction as well as nonfiction.23 However, despite 
these examples, few ecocritics have actually taken up the challenge, as 
publications in journals, introductory studies and papers presented at 
conferences demonstrate.  
Yet the broader ecocritical practice necessary for the further 
development of the field is not merely a case of changing what ecocritics read – 
just as important is how ecocritics read texts. These two dimensions – what and 
how – are interdependent: expanding the canon of ecocriticism will not lead to 
far-reaching changes in the field unless ecocritical practice also develops tools to 
read these texts, which in turn facilitates the analysis of a wider variety of texts 
that have hitherto been ignored. The approach I suggest aims to add to existing 
practices and specifically contribute to the field by focusing on form – 
narratological aspects such as genre and focalization – as well as content, the 
latter having received most ecocritical attention.24 In his recent introduction to 
ecocriticism, Clark suggests that ecocritics have been hesitant to look at literary 
form because of their initial suspicion of formalism, which was perceived as 
being “attentive more to intricacies of structure than to any ethical claim it may 
make upon its reader” (47). In response to early ecocriticism‟s suspicion of 
postmodern and poststructuralist theory, the focus was indeed disproportionally 
on content and many of these scholars consequently ended up at the extreme 
opposite end of postmodern theory: a pre-theoretical, Romantic view of literary 
criticism.25 An exception to the majority of content-oriented ecocriticism is 
Kerridge‟s essay “Ecological Hardy” in which he tentatively approaches the 
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relation between form and representations of nature. He suggests that Hardy‟s 
novels are a good place to find “narrative procedures that correspond to 
ecological principles” (126). For instance, the ecological principle of the 
interdependency of all organisms is reflected in the way in which Hardy 
introduces characters in terms of their relationships with others (130). In 
Ecocriticism and the Contemporary British Novel, however, rather than reading 
form in terms of ecological concepts, I will focus on the role that form plays in 
representing human-nature relations. 
My analyses of the nine novels discussed in the following chapters 
demonstrate the ways in which literary form can emphasize the content – i.e. 
descriptions of nature – of a novel, as well as how form undermines it. 
Characterization, for example, is frequently employed to represent the 
ambiguity of human-nature relations, for instance by using certain characters as 
foils to others, or juxtaposing the narrator‟s views of nature with those of the 
characters. Genre also determines how nature is described, with satire and 
crime fiction – not typically analyzed ecocritically – potentially expressing 
similar views of nature in radically different terms. Furthermore, shifts in 
narrative perspective may deconstruct views expressed earlier in the novel. A 
final example, narrative structure – particularly if it is experimental –, can 
foreground certain concerns about nature which are not made explicit by either 
narrator or characters. A shift from a primary focus on content to content as 
well as form particularly offers possibilities for ecocritical readings of 
contemporary novels which have traditionally not been analyzed. 
 
 
ECOCRITICISM AND THE CONTEMPORARY BRITISH NOVEL 
The 2010 English Studies special issue on ecocriticism is a recent example of a 
growing number of non-ecocritical journals devoting entire issues to 
ecocriticism.26 Yet it stands out from others because it is wholly concerned with 
ecocritical readings of contemporary novels. In this respect, the journal issue 
points towards the growing attention paid in ecocritical circles to recent novels, 
which, however, contrasts with anthologies of and introductions to the field. 
The Ecocriticism Reader, for instance, only includes literature that is nature-
oriented, and mostly nature writing. Although this focus is characteristic of 
early ecocriticism, it also remains dominant in more recent ecocritical studies. 
In The Cambridge Introduction to Literature and the Environment, Clark, as I 
mentioned earlier, restricts himself to the traditional ecocritical canon, 
consisting of, for example, Clare, Thoreau‟s Walden, Barry Lopez and Annie 
Dillard – the only exception being Mary Shelley‟s Frankenstein, although this 
novel is also grounded in the Romantic tradition examined by, especially, early 
ecocritics. 
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 Several issues, related to both ecocriticism and the genre itself, have led 
to the neglect of the novel, particularly the contemporary novel that is not 
nature-oriented. Early ecocriticism‟s suspicion of literary theory and textuality 
resulted in attempts to draw attention to the world outside of the text, and in 
particular, an interest in the referential aspects of literary works. Thus, in his 
influential 1995 study, Buell argues for a type of literary criticism that does not 
“read literature about nature for its structural or ideological properties [but] for 
its experiential or referential aspects” (Environmental Imagination 36). 
Ecocritical analysis that focuses on the referentiality of a text almost 
automatically leads to the study of non-fiction, in particular nature writing, as 
also becomes apparent from Buell‟s checklist of ingredients that make up an 
environmentally-oriented text. These four elements – the suggestion that 
human history is implicated in natural history; an interest in the nonhuman; 
human accountability to the environment; a sense of environment as process 
rather than constant – leave few options other than nonfiction, as Buell 
acknowledges: “By these criteria, few works fail to qualify at least marginally, 
but few qualify unequivocally and consistently. Most of the clearest cases are 
so-called nonfictional works” (ibid. 8). Ecocriticism‟s early focus on these 
environmentally-oriented works, as defined by Buell, has not merely led to the 
neglect of fiction in general, but in particular to the exclusion of the novel from 
the ecocritical canon. Or, as Dominic Head remarks with regard to Buell‟s 
checklist, it “reveals the anthropocentric bias of the dominant literary forms, 
particularly the novel” (Modern British Fiction 197).  
  Besides referentiality, another issue that has made many ecocritics 
hesitant to analyze novels is their supposed anthropocentricism: their focus on 
the social rather than the natural. Armbruster introduces her reading of Graham 
Swift‟s 1983 novel Waterland by noting that “the object of ecocritical study is 
most often literary nonfiction in the nature writing tradition”, rather than 
novels which are “almost inevitably focused on the actions and development of 
human characters” (“Ecocriticism and the Postmodern Novel” 21). Similarly, 
Head – who has most extensively discussed the place of the novel in ecocritical 
practice – remarks on the genre‟s focus on personal development, personal time 
and personal growth (“Problems” 65). Other potentially problematic elements of 
the novel that have been remarked upon by ecocritics are the typical audience 
of novels – they are largely an urban genre speaking to an increasingly 
urbanized population (Head, “Problems” 66) – the necessarily anthropocentric 
bias of language as a verbal medium, and the restrictions of plot. Conventional 
plot structure, requiring closure and a relatively limited time-span, may stand in 
the way of representing environmental problems, as Kerridge and Garrard have 
argued.27  
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Yet the issues that the novel poses for many ecocritics go beyond the 
focus on the social or plot. In their introduction to The Good of the Novel 
(2011), Liam McIlvanney and Ray Ryan tentatively define the novel as “doing” 
character and interiority (xiii). The way in which most novels engage with 
these two elements reveals that ecocriticism‟s concerns with the genre lie 
deeper than mere surface characteristics such as plot or anthropocentricism. 
Novelistic characters, McIlvanney and Ryan propose, are generally anti-heroic 
and rarely have “the finish and consistency of the epic hero, the tragic hero, the 
action hero. When most novelistic, the world of the novel is one of 
compromise, shortcomings, inexactitude” (ibid.). This may very well cause a 
problem for those ecocritics seeking narratives that express an explicit 
environmentalist message and a character fighting for the good cause, as 
Kerridge‟s discussion of Ian McEwan‟s Solar (2010) illustrates. This novel, 
analyzed in chapter four of the present study, is “anti-heroic on a general scale”, 
Kerridge suggests (“Single Source” 156). The environmental crisis “doesn‟t bring 
the best out of anybody. No one rises to the occasion. Or the one person who 
does is killed-off early on” (ibid.). The environmentalist hero who might inspire 
environmental activism on a grander scale, then, is lacking from Solar, just as 
the hero is lacking from most contemporary fiction as defined by McIlvanney 
and Ryan.  
 A further possible issue in terms of ecocritical readings of novels is that 
“[t]he novel‟s truths are not reducible to a formulation, a proposition. They are 
partial, provisional. The novel represents a distinctive kind of ontology. The 
novel‟s wisdom is the „wisdom of uncertainty‟” (McIlvanney and Ryan xiii). Not 
only, then, does the novel fail to express an unambiguous message – 
environmentalist or otherwise – it also expresses uncertainty about the truth, or 
what we are able to know. These characteristics make the novel radically 
different from nonfictional nature writing, which aims to represent personal 
experiences of, and factual details about, nature. Yet it is precisely ontological 
uncertainty that also characterizes contemporary environmental debates, in 
which hard facts about, for instance, climate change are scarce and opinions are 
so varied that the average individual can no longer be sure what is really going 
on and what should be done. Therefore, the novel‟s “wisdom of uncertainty” 
need not be an obstacle to ecocritical analysis at all, even though ecocriticism‟s 
(early) focus on nature writing suggests otherwise. Rather than critiquing 
contemporary fiction for not looking “beyond the human realm” (Scott Russell 
Sanders, “Speaking a Word for Nature” 194) ecocritics should use their practice 
as a way of looking beyond this realm – even if the text does not as first sight 
invite such an analysis since it does not express an environmental message. The 
nine novels that I analyze in this study are examples of such texts, and will be 
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discussed in accordance with the broad approach I have suggested in the 
previous pages. 
In chapter two, on pastoral, I provide readings of Gerard Woodward‟s 
August (2001), John Fowles‟s Daniel Martin (1977) and Julian Barnes‟s England, 
England (1998). Chapter three, on place, consists of analyses of Sarah Hall‟s 
Haweswater (2002), John Burnside‟s The Locust Room (2001) and Jon 
McGregor‟s If Nobody Speaks of Remarkable Things (2002). Finally, in chapter 
four on apocalypse, I discuss Babel Tower (1992) by A. S. Byatt, Solar (2010) by 
Ian McEwan, and David Mitchell‟s Cloud Atlas (2004). I have chosen these 
novels because the three images most critiqued by ecocritics – pastoral, place 
and apocalypse – are employed extensively in these works to represent nature. 
Furthermore, in response to ecocriticism‟s concern with what Head terms 
“lesser” genres (“[Im]Possibility of Ecocriticism” 34), I have selected nine texts 
which can be termed literary or mainstream, have been nominated for literary 
awards and discussed by literary reviewers in national newspapers. Finally, I 
have aimed to compile a corpus which includes novels by well-known authors – 
for instance Fowles and Byatt – as well as debuting and lesser-known authors, 
such as Hall and McGregor.  
Although I have therefore used specific criteria in the selection of these 
novels and have aimed for diversity, they are by no means meant to be 
representative of the whole of contemporary British fiction. Nevertheless, I do 
believe that the novels I discuss are sufficiently varied to reflect contemporary 
literary uses of pastoral, place and apocalypse. The combination of novels in 
every chapter illustrates both traditional and conservative conceptions of these 
images, as well as more diverse and less traditional ways of imagining nature. As 
such, I aim to counter the at times reductionist and simplifying views that have 
led some ecocritics to dismiss pastoral, place and apocalypse outright as 
unsuitable to the twenty-first century. In the following chapters, I use these 
novels to challenge ecocritical assumptions about literature, (representations of) 
nature and the function of novels in a larger framework of environmental crisis 
and employ them to demonstrate and test out the ecocritical approach that I 
propose in this study.  
Most importantly, I have deliberately chosen to focus on contemporary 
British novels. Whereas non-British contemporary literature is frequently 
studied by ecocritics,28 ecocriticism‟s concern with British literature is largely 
confined to either (contemporary) nature writing, or texts written before the 
First World War – for instance, the poetry of Wordsworth and Clare, the novels 
of Thomas Hardy and, increasingly, those of Charles Dickens.29 Yet ecocritical 
readings of contemporary British fiction continue to be scarce. Overall, the 
novels discussed in Ecocriticism and the Contemporary British Novel are case 
studies, meant to invite the application of a broader ecocritical practice to other 
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works that have been neglected, and as such increase the applicability of 
ecocriticism as a whole.  
 
 
IMAGES OF NATURE – PASTORAL, PLACE AND APOCALYPSE 
In The Machine in the Garden (1965) Leo Marx notes that two images were 
used by Elizabethans to describe America: the wilderness and the garden, which 
“are traditionally associated with quite different ideas of man‟s basic relation to 
his environment” (42). The garden suggests “an ideal of immediate, joyous 
fulfilment” (ibid.) and expresses “aspirations still considered utopian – 
aspirations, that is, toward abundance, leisure, freedom, and a greater harmony 
of existence” (43). The wilderness presents America as a “field for the exercise of 
power”, and conveys “a need to mobilize energy, postpone immediate pleasure, 
and rehearse the perils and purposes of the community” (ibid.). Whereas one 
image – the garden – imagines the New World as a second Eden, a bountiful 
paradise, the other implies danger and hard work rather than leisure. This 
example shows how dynamic images of nature are: not only can one image have 
several meanings, as my discussion of pastoral in the next chapter demonstrates, 
the same landscape can also be described in terms of two different images. 
Consequently, images of nature are especially interesting to ecocritical analysis, 
particularly since they have become increasingly disputed over the past decades, 
yet remain relevant for ecocriticism for several reasons.  
Pastoral, place and apocalypse have been the subject of many past and 
present debates in ecocritical circles: whereas earlier scholars were concerned 
with foregrounding or contextualizing them, more recently ecocritics have 
questioned these images and frequently argued that their long and contested 
history has made them suspect and unsuitable for contemporary representations 
of nature in the arts. For instance, Garrard has proposed that images such as 
pastoral and dwelling are inadequate in a time of widespread environmental 
crisis and that only “the relatively novel constructions of the human animal and 
the whole Earth … seem to offer metaphors adequate to the novelty of our 
predicament” (Ecocriticism 176). Furthermore, both pastoral and place are 
generally understood in their “sentimental” senses, expressing an “inchoate 
longing for a more „natural‟ environment” (Marx 5) that not only clashes with 
contemporary circumstances but also expresses an unwillingness to confront 
them. In respect to apocalypse, Frederick Buell has argued that the image has 
become such a part of everyday life that it has lost its force. Hence, holding up 
apocalypse as a warning no longer inspires environmental action, or affects 
people‟s behaviour (202). Although I am exclusively concerned in this study 
with literary representations of nature, pastoral, place and apocalypse are also 
significant in a broader cultural context:  witness the use of pastoral by the 
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advertising industry to sell everything from drinks to shampoo, holiday 
destinations to clothing; the Western fascination with indigenous tribes 
believed to live more authentic, rooted – and better – lives; and the popularity 
of apocalyptic films. Consequently, pastoral, place and apocalypse have become 
powerful conceptualizations of contemporary attitudes towards nature, and 
what is perceived as nature.  
Since pastoral, place and apocalypse carry relevance beyond literature I 
have deliberately chosen a visual term to denote them – images – which reflects 
the appeal and instant recognisability that these three concepts hold. Novelists 
gladly make use of the visual dimensions of images such as pastoral: for instance, 
in Daniel Martin, the narrator draws on cinematic techniques to imagine 
pastoral, demonstrating that its meanings range beyond the literary, even in a 
literary text.30 Furthermore, unlike a host of other terms used by ecocritics to 
describe representations of nature, “images” is theoretically relatively neutral: it 
is not tied to a particular kind of literary, environmental or psychological 
discourse, as “metaphor”, “trope”, “representation” or “archetype” are. 
Particularly in proto- and early ecocritical scholarship, the term “metaphor” was 
frequently used.31 However, this concept does not sufficiently do justice to the 
flexibility of images such as pastoral, place and apocalypse, as it implies that a 
certain metaphor can only be employed for one type of landscape feature or 
idea. Another possible term is “trope”, used by Garrard in Ecocriticism, in 
which he argues that he chose the term since all of the “metaphor[s]” that he 
examines are “in some sense, ways of imagining, constructing or presenting 
nature in a figure” (7). Yet, since each of these tropes “gather[s] together 
permutations of the creative imagination: metaphor, genre, narrative, image” 
(ibid.), the term is too broad for my purposes. “Images” more adequately 
expresses both the role that is played by pastoral, place and apocalypse in 
ecocritical debates, as well as the representations of nature in contemporary 
fiction that I study. Finally, unlike “representations of nature”, another possible 
phrase, “images” does not imply mimesis, or the ability to devise and use 
something that can capture nature “as it is really is”. On the contrary, central to 
the term “images of nature” as I use it, is precisely that these images do not 
suggest a one-on-one representation of the natural environment, but rather are 
dynamic spaces in which various personal, cultural and religious views of nature 
meet and intersect.  
The deep roots that these images have in our culture makes it impossible 
– or at least infeasible, even unwise – to dispense with them, particularly as they 
continue to be used so extensively.32 A more constructive approach would be 
either to identify images in contemporary culture that are employed in addition 
to “ancient” ones – like Heise does in Sense of Place, Sense of Planet (2008) in 
which she argues for “planet” as a new way of imagining global connectedness – 
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or, as I do in Ecocriticism and the Contemporary British Novel, to propose ways 
in which the analysis of pastoral, place and apocalypse can be made more 




In chapter two, on pastoral, I argue for a redefinition of ecocritical approaches 
to the image that engages more explicitly with the traditional pastoral 
movement of retreat and return. Pastoral has come to be almost exclusively 
associated with retreat and escape, and is as such – rightly – perceived as 
unsuitable to contemporary circumstances. Yet approaching pastoral in terms of 
both retreat and return emphasizes the necessity of return to a less-than-ideal 
world and frames the idealization of nature inherent to the image. As such 
pastoral aptly captures the ambiguity of (contemporary) human-nature 
relations.  
Place, analyzed in chapter three, is less contested than pastoral yet no 
less politically suspect. Whereas the former is frequently associated with class 
and imperial abuses, the latter is tinged by fascist movements propounding Blut 
und Boden theories and associated with controversial philosophers such as 
Heidegger. Furthermore, traditional place-attachment has become untenable for 
most contemporary Westerners, who are increasingly connected to other places 
and people through travel, the internet and the goods they purchase. Instead I 
suggest a rethinking of ecocritical approaches to the image which relies less on 
dichotomies and more on fluidity, and propose a way of reading that does not 
depend on oppositions, but rather on what I term “linking postulates”: concepts 
that are traditionally conceived as binaries, but increasingly shift in their 
positions towards each other.  
The third image, apocalypse, requires a somewhat different approach: it 
is even more dynamic than pastoral and place as it continuously adapts itself to 
and latches onto different crises, be it the religious end of the world, nuclear 
war or environmental crisis. Unlike the two other images, then, apocalypse is 
always topical, as numerous recent books, films and documentaries attest. It is 
nonetheless in dire need of revision since the way in which many ecocritics 
approach apocalypse is a result of and contributes to the narrow environmental 
practice that I challenge in this study. Rather than suggesting that imagining 
apocalypse adequately is necessary to prevent (further) environmental 
apocalypse, or even that the image has proven to be unsuitable to this goal – as 
some ecocritics have done – I propose alternative ways of engaging with the 
image, for instance by focusing on literary form rather than content. 
After redefining ecocritical approaches to pastoral, place and 
apocalypse, the largest part of each chapter is devoted to readings of novels and 
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the ways in which they draw on, construct, deconstruct and subvert the images. 
These analyses also serve to test the approach that I have outlined in this first 
chapter. Most importantly, I will show that a broader, more inclusive, distinct 
and applicable ecocritical practice is more suited than traditional ecocriticism to 
studying the different nuances of contemporary environmental crisis, and the 







1 See for instance Crowded Spaces: British Perspectives on Ecocriticism, edited by 
Richard Kerridge and Harriet Tarlo, Beginning Ecocriticism, by Richard Kerridge and 
The Oxford Handbook of Ecocriticism, edited by Garrard, all to appear in the coming 
years. In addition to the biannual ASLE conference in North America, several 
conferences on ecocriticism take place every year all over the world.  
2 I use the term “nature-oriented literature” as defined by Patrick D. Murphy: an 
example of nature-oriented literature is “an aesthetic text that, on the one hand, directs 
reader attention toward the natural world and human interaction with other aspects of 
nature within that world, and on the other hand, makes specific environmental issues 
part of the plots and themes of various works” (Ecocritical Explorations 90). Nature-
oriented literature, then, does not only foreground nature and human-nature relations, 
but also aims to express an environmental message.  
3 I use the term “texts” here to refer to cultural artefacts in the broadest sense, although 
in this study I will be primarily concerned with novels. Furthermore, since I am 
concerned with the study of literary texts, the kind of ecocritical practice that I propose 
draws on literary criticism. This does not mean, of course, that ecocriticism cannot be, 
and is not, also applied to other cultural artefacts such as film and photography. 
4 See Cheryll Glotfelty, “Toward an Ecological Literary Criticism”, Western American 
Literature Meeting, Coeur d‟Alene, Idaho, 13 October 1989 and Glen A. Love, 
“Revaluing Nature: Toward an Ecological Criticism”, Western American Literature 
Meeting, Coeur d‟Alene, Idaho, October 1989. Printed in Western American Literature 
25.3 (November 1990): 201-15.  
5 In this study I use both the work of Lawrence Buell and Frederick Buell. However, 
since I draw on Frederick Buell‟s From Apocalypse to Way of Life only in chapter four, 
I will only distinguish between him and Lawrence Buell in that chapter. Throughout 
the rest of Ecocriticism and the Contemporary British Novel, the reference “Buell” 
denotes Lawrence Buell. 
6 Unless noted otherwise, all references to Ecocriticism in this study refer to the 1st 
edition published in 2004. 
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7 See my discussion of apocalypse in chapter four of this study. 
8 Kern‟s definition is followed by a reading of Jane Austen‟s Pride and Prejudice (1813).  
9 See for instance introductions to literary theory such as Peter Barry‟s Introducing 
Literary Theory (3rd ed. 2009), the second edition of Hans Bertens‟s Literary Theory. 
The Basics (2008) and Literary Theory and Criticism, edited by Patricia Waugh (2006). 
10 See ISLE 17.4 (Autumn 2010). For earlier references to ecocriticism‟s lack of 
methodology see Michael P. Cohen, “Blues in the Green” and Ursula Heise, “The 
Hitchhiker‟s Guide to Ecocriticism”.  
11 See “Bridging the Great Divide: Ecocritical Theory and the Great Unwashed” (2005), 
“The Muddy Shakespearean Green” (2009), “Discourses of Nation, National Ecopoetics, 
and Ecocriticism in the Face of the US: Canada and Korea as Case Studies” (2009), 
“Reading Ecophobia: a Manifesto” (2010) and his recently published study Ecocriticism 
and Shakespeare: Reading Ecophobia (2011). 
12 See, in addition to Murphy, Kent Ryden, “What Is Ecocriticism?”, John Elder, “The 
Poetry of Experience” and Wendell Berry‟s Standing by Words.  
13 See Gifford in Reconnecting with John Muir (2006): “The reconnection of 
scholarship, criticism, creativity, and teaching within the life of an ecocritic seems a 
modest proposal. Yet with the exceptions of Patrick Murphy … and Glen Love … one 
would hardly guess that most ecocritics actually spend any of their time teaching, or 
that new concepts and debates might present new challenges to their pedagogy” (172). 
For ecocriticism and pedagogy see Garrard‟s “Ecocriticism and Education for 
Sustainability” (2007); Murphy‟s Ecocritical Explorations in Literary and Cultural 
Studies (2009) particularly 185-92; Teaching Secondary English as if the Planet Matters 
(2010) by Sasha Matthewman; Teaching Ecocriticism and Green Studies edited by 
Garrard (2011). Early issues of ISLE included a section on pedagogy.  
14 Examples of such narrative scholarship are SueEllen Campbell‟s essay “The Land and 
Language of Desire”, Gifford‟s Reconnecting with John Muir (2006) and Scott Slovic‟s 
collection of essays, Going Away to Think (2008). 
15 See, most recently, Helen Tiffin and Graham Huggan, Postcolonial Ecocriticism 
(2010), and Upamanyu Pablo Mukherjee, Postcolonial Environments: Nature, Culture 
and the Contemporary Indian Novel (2010). For works that demonstrate the expansion 
of ecocriticism, see also note 28 in the present chapter. 
16 See also his work Practical Ecocriticism (2003).  
17 See Kate Soper, What is Nature? (1995) 4-5.  
18 Morton‟s concept of dark ecology is remarkably similar to the antipastoral, which 
shows the natural world not as “„a land of dreams‟ but … [as] a bleak battle for survival” 
(Gifford, Pastoral 120). Morton further discusses dark ecology in The Ecological 
Thought (2010), a kind of prequel to Ecology Without Nature.  
19 Kerridge introduced Phillips with these words at the 2006 ASLE-UK conference in 
Lincoln where Phillips was one of the plenary speakers.  
20 The conference was organized by the British and Irish branch of ASLE, ASLE UKI, 




21 Incidentally, a discussion on the ASLE listserv in February 2009 about the “James-
question” also illustrated the fear that some ecocritics have about broadening the field. 
For instance, Thomas Lynch notes that “[i]n the move to make ecocriticism relevant to 
all texts and all places, a move I support, I fear this vital connection to nature, the point 
of ECOcriticism, might be lost” (February 27th 2009, emphasis in original). 
22 This is most aptly illustrated by Kerridge‟s definition of ecocriticism as a theory that 
“seeks to evaluate texts and ideas in terms of their coherence and usefulness as responses 
to environmental crisis” (“Introduction” 5).  
23 See Literature of Nature: an International Sourcebook (1998) and Farther Afield in the 
Study of Nature-Oriented Literature (2000).  
24 I am aware that the form and content of a literary work are not as distinct as I may 
imply here. For the author of a novel, form and content are closely intertwined. 
Nonetheless, I make this distinction since it is traditionally made in ecocriticism, and is 
useful in distinguishing between the focus of early ecocritical practice and the kind that 
I propose. 
25 Axel Goodbody and Kate Rigby disprove the view of early ecocriticism‟s hostility 
towards theory: “there is a sense in which the oft-repeated allegation that, until 
recently, ecocriticism has been universally atheoretical is misleading… the charge of 
ecocritical theory-phobia fails to recognize the theoretical moment that is implicit in 
the admittedly widespread rejection of the then dominant mode of critical or cultural 
theory by most first-wave ecocritics” (1). Nonetheless, even though theory might 
respond to the cultural moment, just as ecocriticism responds to environmental crisis, 
the suspicion voiced by many early ecocritics is aimed at what Jane Elliott and Derek 
Attridge term Theory, with a capital T, to denote the, mainly French, (post)structuralist 
philosophies of the 1960s and 1970s (see their “Introduction” to Theory After „Theory‟ 
[2011]). 
26 Other examples are Configurations 18 (2010), a special issue devoted to Ecocriticism 
and Biology, and Modern Fiction Studies 55.3 (Fall 2009) on the future of ecocriticism.  
27 See Kerridge‟s “Narratives of Resignation” in which he argues that “conventional plot 
structures require forms of solution and closure that seem absurdly evasive when 
applied to ecological questions with their extremes of timescale and complexities of 
interdependence” (99). Garrard seconds this and adds that “[n]one of the traditional 
forms in literature, films, or television documentary is unproblematically suited to 
capturing the geographical and temporal scale, and uncertainty of climate change in 
particular” (“Ian McEwan‟s Next Novel” 709). 
28 Axel Goodbody is one of the best-known ecocritics concerned with contemporary 
German literature, see his essay “Sense of Place and Lieu de Mémoire” and Nature, 
Technology and Cultural Change in Twentieth-Century German Literature. The 
Challenge of Ecocriticism (2007). See Nature, Neo-Colonialism, and the Spanish 
American Regional Writers (2005) by Jennifer French and Reading and Writing the 
Latin American Landscape (2009) by Beatriz Rivera-Barnes on Spanish literature. The 
recent boom in postcolonial ecocriticism is illustrated by Upamanyu Pablo Mukherjee, 
Postcolonial Environments: Nature, Culture and the Contemporary Indian Novel, 
Wilderness into Civilized Shapes: Reading the Postcolonial Environment (2010) by 
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Laura Wright and the anthology Postcolonial Ecologies: Literatures of the Environment 
(2011) edited by Elizabeth DeLoughrey and George Handley.   
29 For Dickens, see Buell “Ecocriticism” 95.  
30 See my discussion of Daniel Martin in chapter two. 
31 See for instance Marx, The Machine in the Garden for the term “root metaphor”. In 
his chapter on apocalypse in The Environmental Imagination, Buell uses the term 
“master metaphor” (281ff). 
32 Simon Schama similarly notes that environmental crisis is often used as the main 
reason for arguing that we need new images of nature – or “nature myths” as he terms 
them. However, he argues that old nature myths have never gone away: “our entire 
landscape tradition [is] built from a rich deposit of myths, memories, and obsessions” 
(14). Schama also points out the Western obsession with indigenous cultures or far-
away (tropical) paradises, which are held up for example as places in which people still 
live in accord with their natural environment (embodying the concept of place), or in 
which nature is still unspoilt (pastoral). Yet, these nature myths that many people seek 
in far-away or even lost places, “are in fact alive and well and all about us if only we 

















And that will be England gone,  
The shadows, the meadows, the lanes,  
The guildhalls, the carved choirs.  
There‟ll be books; it will linger on 
In galleries; but all that remains 
For us will be concrete and tyres.  
(Philip Larkin, “Going, Going”) 
 
 
Over the past two decades, pastoral has rapidly become the image most 
criticized by ecocritics.1 Most have come to agree that pastoral‟s history – and 
particularly its abuse and misuse in service of class and imperialist interests – 
has made it problematic. Even more importantly, the escapism that 
characterizes the image seems out of place in a time of environmental crisis, and 
its traditional focus on the countryside no longer suits a rapidly urbanizing 
Western world. Yet ecocriticism‟s critique of pastoral does not account for the 
continued use of the image in contemporary culture. Rather than approaching it 
as a relic that is no longer productive for ecocriticism, I therefore propose a 
more fruitful approach that accounts for its contested history but is aware of the 
image‟s ongoing appeal to readers, authors and artists. Central to this rethinking 
is the movement of retreat and return inherent to pastoral. In its literal sense 
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and traditional use, retreat is the escape to an idyllic landscape outside of the 
city and society, while return denotes the necessity for the city dweller – the 
traditional audience of pastoral and the one who retreats – to go back to the city 
and society. In a more figurative sense, return can also be that by which the 
(desire for) retreat is critiqued, for instance when the narrator or characters of a 
text expose the artificiality of the retreat. Consequently, the idealization that 
makes pastoral so problematic is challenged. Below I will first offer some 
observations on my use of the term pastoral as an image rather than a genre or 
mode, and subsequently elaborate on the distinction I make between 
traditional, popular and critical uses of pastoral. My theoretical redefinition of 
approaches to the image is preceded by a discussion of its significance for 
ecocriticism, in order to sketch the need for rethinking its use in ecocritical 
debates. The core of the chapter is formed by an analysis of three contemporary 
works of fiction which engage with pastoral in various ways. 
 Although I will not outline the origins and developments of pastoral – 
others have done so exhaustively – a few elements need to be considered before 
examining the problems that many ecocritics have with pastoral.2 Most works 
on pastoral approach it as a genre or mode, and use the term to define a kind of 
literature which idealizes the country in contrast to the city.3 In my view, and 
for my purposes, such a generic definition of pastoral is, however, both too rigid 
and too vague. On the one hand, genre and mode imply a set of conventions 
which make a text pastoral, while on the other, consensus has not been reached 
about the exact characteristics of pastoral as genre or mode.4 Two apt examples 
in this respect are Paul Alpers‟s and Terry Gifford‟s definitions of pastoral as 
mode and genre respectively: Alpers argues that “herdsmen and their lives, 
rather than landscape or idealized nature” (22) are central to pastoral, whereas 
Gifford defines it as “any literature that describes the country with an implicit 
or explicit contrast to the urban … [which] is usually associated with a 
celebratory attitude towards what it describes, however superficially bleak it 
might appear to be” (Pastoral 2). Unlike genre or mode, the term “image” is 
more flexible and more adequately captures the use of pastoral in literary texts. 
Consequently, a text can draw on the pastoral image without being labelled 
pastoral as a whole, as in the case of mode and genre. Furthermore, as I 
discussed in chapter one, pastoral as an image does more justice to pastoral as a 
dynamic space in which various personal, cultural and religious views of nature 
meet and intersect.  
 Throughout this chapter I distinguish between three uses of pastoral in 
contemporary culture. Firstly, the traditional use of pastoral, as I define it, 
originates in Theocritus and Virgil, particularly the latter‟s Eclogues (37 BC). 
From these works the contrast between the city and the country as well as the 
desire for retreat so characteristic of pastoral derive. In British literature, 
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Spenser‟s Shepheardes Calender (1579), modelled on the Eclogues, is an example 
of this traditional use. Secondly, popular uses of pastoral are employed in, for 
instance, contemporary adverts that present products or holiday destinations as 
paradisical retreats from which no return is ever necessary. Such uses have 
become problematic because they idealize a countryside and nature that have 
largely ceased to exist – if they ever existed at all. Moreover, this type of 
pastoral is a composite image, relying both on traditional pastoral as well as on 
paradisiacal images – neither Virgil nor Theocritus describe a pastoral world 
which is quite as perfect as popular pastoral. Particularly in the Eclogues, the 
pastoral idyll is continually contrasted with the harsh reality of political and 
private life.5 The paradisiacal dimension of pastoral, then, is based much more 
on classical Arcadia, the Isle of the Blest and the Christian Garden of Eden, in 
which the earth brought forth ample food and mankind did not have to work, 
than on traditional pastoral texts. Raymond Williams has argued that the 
seventeenth century saw the shift from traditional to popular uses of pastoral, as 
I call them, as the image came to be used primarily – and exclusively – to 
celebrate the countryside, for instance through the countryhouse poem, 
without acknowledging the economic, social and environmental realties 
underlying the image (26). Ben Jonson‟s To Penhurst (1616) is a good example 
of this development, whereas Andrew Marvell‟s poem Bermudas (ca. 1650-
1652) illustrates the role that popular uses of pastoral played in colonisation and 
the establishment of the British Empire.  
Critical uses of pastoral, the third category that I distinguish in the 
present chapter, counter idealization and nostalgia, and recognize that these 
elements of retreat are just one part of the pastoral movement of retreat and 
return. Consequently, critical uses of pastoral take into account both the desire 
and (im)possibility of retreat as well as the necessity of return, both literally and 
figuratively.6 Unlike traditional and popular pastoral, critical uses of the image 
are not mainly inscribed in a text, but may also denote a certain way of 
ecocritical reading. If, for instance, a novel itself does not express awareness of 
the necessity of return, the ecocritic may supply this return, for example by 
juxtaposing the novel with actual environmental circumstances. In terms of this 
chapter, then, I will not distinguish the different uses of pastoral in the literary 
texts analyzed, but also demonstrate the critical pastoral approach in my 
readings. Of course, the three uses of pastoral can also occur in the same work, 
particularly in the case of traditional and popular uses.  
 
 
ECOCRITICISM’S PROBLEMS WITH PASTORAL 
In his 1995 work The Environmental Imagination Lawrence Buell argues that 
pastoral “cannot but play a major role” in the formulation of a “mature 
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environmental aesthetics” (32) and predicts that “pastoralism is sure to remain a 
luminous ideal and to retain the capacity to assume oppositional forms for some 
time to come” (51), suggesting that the image is and will remain significant to 
ecocriticism.  A decade later, however, he seems to have changed his mind and 
in The Future of Environmental Criticism (2005) merely briefly discusses 
pastoral in terms of the history and development of ecocriticism (Future 15-6; 
144-45), offering no suggestions as to the image‟s possibilities for the future. 
This shift is illustrative of the fate of the image among ecocritics in general. 
Early ecocriticism was heavily indebted to pastoral – both the image and the 
genre – as it provided the context for the individual‟s experience of nature 
central to nature writing, the original focus of ecocriticism. Pastoral is also the 
main subject of two so-called proto-ecocritical works, Leo Marx‟s 1964 The 
Machine in the Garden and Raymond Williams‟s The Country and the City 
(1973), which trace the pastoral tradition in American and British literature 
respectively.  
Whereas Williams‟s Marxist readings in particular have been influential 
to (British) ecocriticism, the work of the American critic Marx is frequently 
referred to but rarely fully explored in terms of contemporary possibilities. 
Central to Marx‟s argument is the disturbance of the pastoral ideal, the so-called 
machine in the garden motif, which is illustrated, for instance, by the train that 
invades an idyllic landscape (16-24). Furthermore, whereas Williams focuses 
almost exclusively on the mistaken idealization of the retreat in British 
literature, Marx suggests that return to a less-than-ideal reality is inevitable, or, 
in his terms, that the machine – literally or figuratively – always enters the 
garden. Foundational as his work has become, this aspect is ignored in much 
contemporary ecocriticism, in which the focus has disproportionally been on 
retreat – i.e. the idealization of nature in contrast to the city or society – 
without the necessity of return, be it literal or more figuratively by means of a 
critique offered by the text or critic.7  
Although The Machine in the Garden is frequently mentioned – for 
instance by Buell in The Environmental Imagination (13-4) – Gifford remains 
one of the few ecocritics to offer a sustained discussion of Marx‟s concepts. 
Gifford‟s own concept of the post-pastoral, which he presents as a contemporary 
version of pastoral, is prefigured by Marx‟s distinction between sentimental and 
complex pastoral. The image of pastoral that is so widely critiqued by ecocritics 
– the popular use of pastoral – is what Marx terms sentimental pastoral, an 
“inchoate longing for a more „natural‟ environment” which is at work 
“[w]herever people turn away from the hard social and technological realities” 
(5). Whereas sentimental pastoral depends wholly on an idealized yet lost 
connection to a paradisiacal nature, complex pastoral is shaped by the image of 
the machine, and more specifically by the disturbance of the pastoral idyll, 
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either by an actual machine such as a train or airplane or more figuratively by a 
reference to death (et in arcadia ego, 26). As Gifford also notes, the latter image 
is far more suitable to a contemporary context than the more widely-used 
sentimental pastoral, and lies at the core of his own concept of the post-pastoral 
(“Re: Post-Pastoral Narrative Theory” 19 February 2010). Since Gifford‟s post-
pastoral is a rare example of a recent ecocritical attempt to come to terms with 
pastoral I will discuss it here at some length.  
First coined in Green Voices (1995) – Gifford‟s study on the poetry of 
Ted Hughes – post-pastoral aims to simultaneously reject and go beyond 
pastoral (“Re: Post-Pastoral Narrative Theory” 9 March 2010). Post-pastoral 
texts, as Gifford defines them, are “aware of the anti-pastoral and of the 
conventional illusions upon which Arcadia is premised, but … [find] a language 
to outflank those dangers with a vision of accommodated humans, at home in 
the very world they thought themselves alienated from by their possession of 
language” (Pastoral 149). Or, to put it differently, post-pastoral goes beyond the 
dualism which characterizes traditional and popular uses of pastoral, enabling 
humans to coexist with nature. Over the years, the concept developed from a 
term to characterize Hughes‟s poetry into a “post-pastoral theory of fiction” 
(“Post-Pastoral Theory of Fiction”).  
Post-pastoral theory, as Gifford proposes in Reconnecting with John 
Muir (2006), “results from a critique of the traditions of pastoral and anti-
pastoral literature, but it can also offer a critique of naïve and escapist „realist‟ 
literature” (173). At the end of his – as yet unpublished – article on McCarthy‟s 
The Road (2006) Gifford proposes the following five elements as features of a 
post-pastoral theory of fiction:  
1. The writer‟s assumption and manipulation of the reader‟s sense of a global 
environmental crisis, even in its absence. 
2. The necessity for an aesthetic of nature that is founded in unidealised awe.  
3. Adds a moral imperative of responsibility to that quality of unidealised 
awe. 
4. An assumption that caring for the Other must include both humans and 
the more-than-human if it is to be effective in the long-term.  
5. Recognises a dynamic of mutual responsibility, or a dialogic relationship 
with Another, that is symbiotic.  
 (22-3) 
 
Yet, although – as his reading of the novel shows – all of these features recur in 
The Road, it is debatable whether these constitute a theory – a lens through 
which a text is explored – rather than merely characteristics of a text which do 
not require a particular practice in order to be foregrounded. As a means of 
classifying poetry such as Hughes‟s and a novel such as McCarthy‟s The Road, 
the term post-pastoral is useful to note the ways in which a work counters 
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pastoral idealization of nature with an awareness of the destruction in and of 
the natural environment. Yet post-pastoral is productive in respect to these 
texts primarily because it was formulated on the basis of Hughes‟s poetry, and 
later amended to suit The Road. It is consequently highly problematic as a 
(narrative) theory, or theory of fiction, because it is wholly derived from and 
based on the aspects of a few texts, rather than premised on general principles 
applicable to a much wider variety of texts. Gifford seems to be aware of this 
discrepancy between text and theory himself, as in his article on The Road he 
uses the term “narrative” interchangeably with “narrative theory”. Thus, 
whereas he lists the elements of a theory at the end, throughout the article itself 
he writes not about theory but about “the features of post-pastoral fictional 
narratives” (8), i.e. post-pastoral texts.  
 To a certain extent, post-pastoral is a variation on what I call critical 
pastoral, though Gifford defines post-pastoral primarily as an extension of the 
anti-pastoral and focuses on the separation that language causes between 
humans and the nonhuman natural worlds, two aspects which are not 
significant to critical pastoral. Yet whereas post-pastoral can be seen as a part of 
critical pastoral, critical pastoral is not the same as, or even a variation on, post-
pastoral. A contemporary rethinking of ecocritical approaches to pastoral is 
more served with the relative breadth and expansiveness of critical pastoral 
than an approach that is relatively narrowly defined and applicable to a limited 
number of texts, like post-pastoral. However, Gifford‟s work nonetheless 
demonstrates that both from the point of view of ecocriticism as well as from 
the point of view of contemporary literature, pastoral remains an object of 
debate, albeit marginalized. The majority of ecocritics, however, have carefully 
avoided pastoral over the decades and even argued that it has little to offer 
contemporary ecocritical analysis. 
 One of the most apt examples in this respect is Dana Phillips‟s discussion 
in The Truth of Ecology (2003). In this first extensive critique of ecocriticism, 
Phillips criticizes (early) ecocriticism‟s reliance on pastoral, and its definition of 
the genre as “very broadly to mean „having to do with nature‟, while ignoring or 
dismissing as irrelevant its less convenient and more literary implications” (16). 
Drawing on the abuse and misuse of pastoral in service of class, imperialist or 
metropolitan interests, Phillips suggests that “[g]iven the pastoral‟s historical 
tendency to transmogrify and to splinter into different versions, many of which 
seem incompatible with each other because they serve radically different 
interests and purposes, I doubt whether ecocriticism will find the pastoral 
congenial over the long haul” (17). Furthermore, he proposes that pastoral is 
wholly unsuitable to the present age: “I doubt that the pastoral (as conceived 
along traditional lines) will help us confront the environmental crisis head on, 
since the context of this crisis is largely an urban one, and that context obliges 
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us to conduct dry debates about public policy” (146). Strikingly, in his critique 
of pastoral Phillips does not show an awareness of its origins as a product of 
urban culture.8 Furthermore, although the environmental crisis may be caused 
by urban industrialization, it is not limited to urban environments. Yet besides 
critiquing pastoral, Phillips offers few suggestions for a kind of pastoral that is 
not, as he puts it, “conceived along traditional lines”. However, it is precisely 
pastoral‟s “tendency to transmogrify” – in other words, to change and adapt – 
that makes the image so useful in a contemporary context, as it both expresses 
humans‟ desire for retreat as well as an awareness of historical, cultural, social, 
economic and environmental realities that make retreat impossible and return 
inevitable.9 
Neither are pastoral‟s possibilities fully explored by Greg Garrard in 
Ecocriticism. In his chapter on pastoral Garrard traces the significance of the 
image for ecocritics, pointing out, for instance, Rachel Carson‟s use of pastoral 
descriptions in Silent Spring (1962).10 He, much like Buell in 1995, also 
acknowledges that “its long history and cultural ubiquity mean that the pastoral 
trope must and will remain a key concern for ecocritics” (33). At the end of the 
chapter, however, he sets out only one way in which ecocritics should engage 
with pastoral: by suggesting that its use is counterproductive to environmental 
aims. Instead of pastoral, which is constructed on the mistaken view of “nature 
as a stable, enduring counterpoint to the disruptive energy and change of 
human societies” (56), he proposes images that are “profoundly shaped by 
scientific thought” (176) such as the human animal and the whole Earth. 
Peculiarly, a similar tactic is demonstrated by Buell in The Environmental 
Imagination – the study in which he argues for pastoral‟s importance to 
ecocriticism. In an endnote on his use of the term “pastoral ideology”, Buell 
mentions, between brackets, that he favours the term “naturism”, over 
pastoralism “as having less ideological and aesthetic baggage and as referring 
unequivocally to the material nonhuman environment” (439 n.4). At the same 
time, however, Buell and many other ecocritics have failed to acknowledge that 
it is precisely pastoral‟s “baggage” that makes it such a strong image. 
Furthermore, neither one of these ecocritics has offered a constructive critique 
of pastoral which focuses on the possibilities that a more critical use of the 
image has to offer ecocritical readings of texts. Yet the need for such an 
approach is undiminished, as pastoral remains the quintessential image used in 
contemporary culture to describe nature, be it in literature, advertising or films.  
More recently, a group of ecocritics have sought to explore pastoral‟s 
contemporary relevance. At the 2011 ASLE conference in Bloomington, 
Indiana, a roundtable was organized on cosmopolitics and the radical pastoral, a 
transcription of which later appeared in the online Journal of Ecocriticism (July 
2011). Its aim was to ask whether pastoral can be “intelligently reinvented to do 
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the jobs that need to be done in the twenty-first century, given the new kinds 
of environmental challenges we face” (Lance Newman 70). Although the 
roundtable was framed in terms of cosmopolitics, the chief outcomes of the 
discussion point less to cosmopolitanism and globalisation than to an extension 
of pastoral as it was traditionally conceived. Particularly the concept of the 
pastoral landscape as a middle landscape between society and the wilderness – 
described extensively by Marx in The Machine in the Garden – proves to be 
appealing to ecocritics such as Laura Walls and Paul Outka. Now that nature has 
come to an end, as Walls paraphrases Bill McKibben, the middle landscape of 
pastoral is all we have left (59). Outka echoes this in his contribution, suggesting 
that pastoral is “in between what we would think of as wilderness and what we 
might think of as urban” (62), as Marx proposes, and “the only nature we have 
left” (ibid.). In terms of environmentalism and environmental activism, 
Anthony Lioi discusses the function of pastoral as primarily instructive, or even 
corrective. In his discussion of Central Park as a pastoral space, Lioi argues that 
the park “is really a class ideological space; it is designed to create certain types 
of behavior that acculturate immigrants into polite society” (60). In fact, he 
notes that pastoral spaces always have such an ideological or instructive 
function: “pastoral space is designed to generate certain kinds of behavior that 
are then supposed to be brought back into the city and into the public sphere” 
(ibid.).11 Indeed, and similarly, traditional uses of pastoral offered reflection for 
the city dweller.  
Much like Gifford, these ecocritics base their approaches to pastoral on 
Marx‟s work on the pastoral, and particularly the middle landscape. However, 
they do not explore the position that this middle landscape has in a 
contemporary context: if the middle landscape is “the only nature we have left”, 
as Outka suggests, is it a form of nature more in line with contemporary 
circumstances in which there is little unspoilt nature left, or is this middle 
landscape the same kind of idealized space which functions as retreat in 
traditional, popular and critical pastoral? Either way, the roundtable at the 
ASLE conference, in addition to earlier work done on the image, demonstrates 
that pastoral is everything but obsolete in contemporary culture, and that a lot 
of work remains to be done by ecocritics in this respect. 
 
 
RETHINKING ECOCRITICAL APPROACHES TO PASTORAL 
A critical use of pastoral as I suggest is defined by two elements: firstly, retreat 
and return, and secondly, the imagination of contemporary pastoral spaces. 
Ecocritics, as the discussion above shows, have near exclusively focused on the 
(idealized) retreat which popular pastoral has become synonymous with. Return 
– in the form of going back to the city or a critique of the retreat within the text 
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– has been largely avoided, even though it is traditionally inherent to pastoral; 
as Gifford notes, retreat and return make up the “fundamental pastoral 
movement” (Pastoral 1). Given the problematic status of pastoral in a time of 
environmental crisis, rethinking ecocritical approaches to the image in terms of 
both retreat and return is long overdue, particularly since the full pastoral 
movement much more aptly illustrates the ambiguity of contemporary relations 
with nature. Retreat illustrates the idealization of nature and a longing for 
communion with the nonhuman world, whereas return is the knowledge that 
such a connection is fleeting and that idealization bypasses environmental 
realities. Even more so, pastoral lends itself particularly well to a time of 
environmental change and crisis, since historically it has always been a response 
to change, which also accounts for its varied uses throughout the centuries. 
Virgil‟s Eclogues, for instance, were written after a period of political unrest and 
refer to social and cultural upheavals.12  
Return can be a literal return to the city, but also a figurative embedding 
of the idealized retreat. Thus, a narrative may frame pastoral idealization of 
nature by critiquing it, or exposing its artificiality and constructedness, through 
focalization, characterisation or other techniques. Idealization may also be 
embedded through a critique offered by the ecocritic, for instance, by pointing 
towards environmental or historical circumstances that question the feasibility 
of retreat. A critical use of pastoral furthermore explores contemporary pastoral 
spaces in literary texts. In novels this is translated in the description of spaces 
which are not necessarily constructed on the country/city duality, but explore, 




Gerard Woodward‟s 2001 debut novel August is the first of a trilogy about the 
Jones family and describes their annual holidays to Wales in the 1950s and 
1960s.13 Throughout the novel, the narrative switches back and forth between 
Wales and London. The idyll of their holiday is contrasted with and interrupted 
by their London lives, mother Colette‟s addiction to bicycle tire glue and their 
eldest son‟s aggression and alcohol addiction. With its focus on the family 
holiday and the countryside in which they spend it, the novel plays with the 
image of pastoral, as the ideal retreat is continually countered by the narrator‟s 
less idyllic descriptions of the landscape, and Janus‟s and Colette‟s addictions. In 
the following pages I will read August through the lens of critical pastoral and 
will hence focus on retreat and return as well as the contemporary pastoral 
spaces described in the novel. In particular I will analyze the role played by 
narrative voice and focalization, by which August both constructs and 
deconstructs pastoral. Furthermore, rather than relying on traditional pastoral 
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contrasts of city and country, culture and nature, the novel makes use of what I 
term traces, which go beyond and subvert typical pastoral dualities.  
  
 
A WELSH PASTORAL 
In 1955 Aldous Jones cycles from London to Wales to find a camping site for his 
family. Looking for “somewhere idyllic and isolated” (24) he gets hit by a car on 
a country road and meets Hugh Evans, a local farmer. He later describes this 
event to his wife Colette as landing “head first in paradise” (14). For the Joneses, 
the farm in Llanygwynfa is indeed paradise, a retreat in both the spatial and 
temporal sense. Waiting for his wife and children to arrive after his “discovery” 
of the farm, Aldous finds it hard to believe that the village can be reached by 
train from London at all: standing on the platform he cannot imagine that “the 
rails below, dead straight in both directions, provided an unbroken line of 
bolted steel between Llanygwynfa and London Paddington” (16). In Aldous‟s 
mind this distance is not merely measured in kilometres and railway tracks, but 
also in time. As a child and young man he frequently visited Wales, until World 
War II interrupted his annual camping holiday, and the Welsh origins of his 
surname connect Aldous to the past in yet another way as well. Even before the 
novel has properly begun, the temporal distance so characteristic of traditional 
and popular pastoral is hinted at in an epigraph by R.S. Thomas: “There is no 
present in Wales,/ And no future;/ There is only the past,/ Brittle with relics” 
(“Welsh Landscape”). This epigraph immediately sets the tone for Aldous‟s 
experience of Wales: it is a region that belongs to the past and that is seemingly 
distinct from the rest of the world. Quite literally it occurs to Aldous that “[a] 
much older geology shaped the landscape” (288). In fact, he notes, he is not 
merely travelling in space but also through time: “[i]t hadn‟t occurred to Aldous 
before that in travelling to Wales he was travelling backwards through 
geological time. The country ages with each mile out of London. In Wales there 
were mountains that were formed right at the beginning of Earth‟s geological 
history – the oldest surfaces in the world” (288-9). To Aldous, then, Wales 
represents the quintessential – and essentially ageless – pastoral retreat, distant 
in time and space from his home in the city, London. The narrative voice of the 
novel, however, continually destabilizes, challenges and critiques this pastoral 
idyll, hereby reflecting a more critical use of pastoral.  
 The narrator does not describe the coastal landscape in paradisiacal 
terms at all but instead as “a thorny strip … of marshy fields, small tenant farms, 
clumps of Douglas firs, abandoned aerodromes, toppled cromlechs and disused 
sheds of black tin” (1). Further inland, the landscape is interspersed with “a 
single-track railway [that] cuts a dead straight path across the land, 
accompanied by a small bundle of telephone wires mounted on crooked poles” 
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(ibid.). This subtle challenge of pastoral becomes a full-blown critique when the 
farm on which the Joneses stay is described from the perspective of the owner. 
Hugh Evans is clearly not living the idyllic life that the family associate the 
farm with. Rather, while Aldous lands “head first in paradise”, Evans is hoping 
to buy the freehold of his tenancy (4). The narrator subsequently presents the 
annual holiday as a clash between the Joneses‟ expectations and the Evanses‟ 
attempts to make a living. For instance, in 1969, Aldous laments the changes 
about to take place at the farm, as they will ruin his pastoral retreat: “The 
Evanses were on the brink (as they always were) of successfully purchasing the 
freehold of their farm. Barry [Evans] was engaged in a perpetual struggle with 
the National Park authorities to convert the upper fields of the farm into a 
proper camp site, with toilet facilities, shops, playgrounds” (225). The clash 
between the Joneses and the Evanses is also a case of opposing temporal 
directions: whereas Aldous wants the farm to stay in the past, the farmers try to 
bring it into the present and make it ready for the future.  
The juxtaposition of the desires of the Joneses and the needs of the 
Evanses neatly sums up the argument that Williams makes in The Country and 
the City. He notes a change in the seventeenth century when Virgilian pastoral, 
which includes pleasure as well as hardships, was transformed into a pastoral in 
which only a celebration of nature is left. In the terms that I use in the present 
chapter, this change was a shift from traditional – Virgilian – uses to popular 
uses of pastoral. Thus, Renaissance pastoral was “an idealization of actual 
English country life and its social and economic relations” (26). At the same 
time the focus shifted from the farmer to the country gentleman, whose life is 
celebrated in contrast to the court and city (28). Although the Joneses can 
hardly be called upper class, a similar contrast to that described by Williams is 
presented in August. On their yearly visit to the farm, the family live secluded 
from the everyday workings of the farm. The three weeks during their first 
summer in Wales are spent “in almost pure contentment in the hills or on the 
beach”, while “[t]he processes of the farm went on about them, an impenetrable 
mystery. Animals were moved from field to field for no obvious reason” (35). 
Although their vacation depends on the farm, the family is not interested in the 
details of farm life.  
 In The Country and the City Williams relates how the view of the 
idealized, happy tenant farmer that dominated Renaissance poetry made way 
for a more nostalgic view: “It gave way to a deep and melancholy consciousness 
of change and loss, which eventually established, in a new way, a conventional 
structure of retrospect” (61). Similarly, Aldous‟s idealization of Llanygwynfa is 
replaced by a lament of that which is about to be lost. When the Evanses are 
making plans for the future of their farm, Aldous feels that “this was not the 
place he‟d fallen into head first in 1955. That his time in this paradise was up. It 
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would be better to leave it now and have the memories intact before they were 
spoiled” (255). Seeing changes all around him, Aldous decides not to return to 
Wales in order to keep the farm a part of what it has always been to him: the 
past. When the family eventually do go back to Wales – just Aldous, Colette and 
Julian, as the other children are no longer interested – they end up returning to 
London early.  
Reading August in terms of a more critical pastoral also reveals 
contemporary views of nature. For instance, the Joneses‟ lack of interest in the 
day-to-day workings of the farm is illustrative of certain contemporary attitudes 
towards the production of food and agriculture. Farms are in general 
appreciated as tourist attractions, places to pet lambs and taste organic food, or 
alternatively, as sites for romantic getaways. This idyllic image of the farm 
depends on the blocking out of the actual breeding and killing of animals and 
growing of crops. At the same time, agriculture also has plenty of negative 
connotations of factory farming and backwardness. Contradictory as these views 
are, they both illustrate the dissociation of people and products that also 
characterizes the experience of the Joneses. Just as the closest the average 
Westerner comes to a farm is the produce section of the supermarket, the 




In Pastoral, Gifford proposes that in a broad sense, “pastoral refers to any 
literature that describes the country with an implicit or explicit contrast to the 
urban” (2). Whereas the narrator of August destabilizes this contrast through his 
descriptions of Llanygwynfa, the pastoral experiences of the Joneses affirm it 
and rely heavily on the difference between London and Wales. In the most 
obvious sense this dichotomy is implied in their vacation – a modern-day 
pastoral retreat away from ever-expanding London. The characters, particularly 
Aldous, also think in terms of the pastoral contrast: “Aldous had come to believe 
that Llanygwynfa and Fernlight Avenue [their London home] were balanced 
around a common fulcrum, and that any change in the one might cause a 
similar change in the other. It was as though they were geographical twins, 
separated at birth, but still linked by a common geological ancestry” (63). The 
connection between Wales and London is exemplified by several incidents that 
change both the Joneses and the farm: shortly after the family buy their first 
car, the Evanses build milking parlours, demonstrating how “this unfolding of 
technology in [the family‟s] lives would cause a similar disruption in 
Llanygwynfa” (65). Colette reasons the other way around and anticipates a 
change in London because of the milking parlours at the farm: “she imagined 
that something equally disruptive would happen at Fernlight Avenue, some old 
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process, a way of doing things, would be changed beyond recognition” (65). 
Indeed, while the Joneses are on holiday, they are notified that Colette‟s 
mother, who had been living with them, has died. This event brings death to 
the countryside, and illustrates the et in arcadia ego motif.  
The Joneses‟ focalized experience of pastoral, then, relies heavily on the 
contrast between country and city, which has become problematic and 
unfeasible in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. The novel achieves a 
more fruitful take on the pastoral dichotomy through its use of what I call 
traces, in which London and Wales are subtly interconnected. Traces are 
elements belonging to the retreat appearing in the city or society, and vice 
versa. In this respect, the term extends the et in arcadia ego motif in which 
death disturbs the retreat, as well as Marx‟s machine in the garden motif. 
Pastoral traces, however, also bring the country or retreat to the city. These 
traces, then, illustrate the inextricability and interdependence of retreat and 
return, in line with contemporary circumstances in which the boundaries 
between retreat and return, the city/society and the country have become fluid.  
 The first of these interconnections between London and Wales follows 
the burning down of the family tent in 1963. Rather than going back to London, 
the Evanses invite the Joneses to stay in one of the barns for the rest of their 
holiday. Soon, the barn – a quintessential symbol of the countryside – is filled 
with the family‟s possessions: “The family had set about the domestication of 
the barn [and] [w]ithin a few days they‟d established a living space that was a 
rough echo of their house in London” (50). Of course, all forms of camping, no 
matter how primitive, are always a way of domesticating and culturing the 
countryside. This example, however, explicitly brings London to Wales: 
through the traces of their Fernlight Avenue house, the Joneses establish a 
pastoral contrast themselves. It is not the absence of London, but its presence – 
a trace – which creates the dichotomy. The creation of dualities by means of 
traces also works the other way around, as slowly the family‟s home in London 
is filled with references to Wales. A quite literal example in this respect are 
Aldous‟s paintings of Wales that he hangs all over the house: the picture of 
Moelfre near the television, and pictures of a waterfall and clouds (236-7). He 
even uses one of his Welsh paintings to board up the broken door, which 
subsequently gives them a view not of suburban London but the Welsh hills: “a 
view through trees of distant Welsh hills, the painting facing into the house, 
brown stippled hardboard facing the street” (271). As Colette‟s addiction 
progresses, camping life on the farm also invades their house in other ways as 
she reproduces “the cuisine of the fields in the kitchen at Fernlight Avenue” 
(204). Most extreme in this respect is an episode from 1968 in which Colette, 
high on bicycle glue and sleeping pills, hallucinates a farm in the living room: 
“she noticed animals, tiny little ones, moving slowly across the carpet. A flock 
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of sheep, hardly bigger than white mice, and some kitten-sized cows were 
scattered about the floor, doing exactly what real sheep and cows do – very 
little. Some sheep were nibbling at the fibres of the carpet, one of the cows was 
licking its hind parts with its bird-like tongue, another was, with a raised tail, 
letting slip from its body a little fall of manure” (166).  
Colette‟s addiction is one of the means by which August offers an 
uncharacteristic exploration of pastoral. Like Janus‟s destructive behaviour, it 
echoes Marx‟s machine in the garden motif in which the idyll is always 
disrupted. Furthermore, in describing the effects of the glue Colette herself also 
draws on pastoral. Sniffing glue creates a kind of interior landscape in which 
“[h]er thoughts became trees. Towering canopies of memories branching and 
leafing, falling. The leaves falling” (129). Her addiction creates a pastoral retreat 
– a copse – consisting of childhood memories of when her brothers used bicycle 
glue to fix their tires. Such references to childhood are characteristic of pastoral: 
as Williams notes, “often an idea of the country is an idea of childhood: not only 
the local memories, or the ideally shared communal memory, but the feel of 
childhood: of delighted absorption in our own world, from which, eventually, 
in the course of growing up, we are distanced and separated, so that it and the 
world become things we observe” (297). Pastoral, then, contains a dimension of 
childish innocence, of immersion in an imaginary or real landscape. Williams 
frames this pastoral-as-childhood in terms of the larger pastoral motif of the 
Garden of Eden in which mankind also lived in innocence, immersed in a 
landscape. Colette‟s addiction to glue offers her a similar experience: not only 
does she imagine the landscape around her erupting into volcanic ash and lava, 
she imagines that she is becoming part of it: “„I am returning,‟ she thought, „to 
my stony origins. I am becoming, once again, a geological feature‟” (127). Her 





Until this point I have been mainly concerned with Wales as a pastoral 
landscape, focalized through and idealized by the Joneses. The narrator, 
however, presents readers with another pastoral space: suburbia. The Joneses 
moved to Fernlight Avenue from Edmonton Green, an area now dominated by 
tower blocks. From their leafy suburban street the family can just about see the 
tower blocks, “as white stumps on the lowland areas towards the Lee Valley, a 
constant reminder of their successful escape” (8). Fernlight Avenue is part of a 
carefully planned neighbourhood, in which the street names recall the 
countryside, are lined with trees, and the residents enjoy spacious gardens.14 
The garden is the landscape feature most often referred to in respect to London. 
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When the family moves in, they plant a number of small trees in the 
backgarden which, if they grow to maturity, will create “a dense, dark forest” 
(11) – as indeed happens (198). On a ramble through the neighbourhood Janus 
notes that “[i]f you took all the gardens of suburban London … and join them 
together, you would have a garden the size of Oxfordshire” (260). The suburban 
gardens of August are a contemporary take on the kind of middle landscape that 
Marx regards typical of pastoral. Such a middle landscape is, in the Virgilian and 
Hawthornian sense, “neither wild nor overcivilized, where the dream of 
harmony between humanity and nature might be attainable” (Marx 377). 
Likewise, the leafy streets and carefully planned gardens of suburbia exist not 
between the city and the wilderness, but between the city (Edmonton Green) 
and the country (Wales).  
The garden of the pastoral middle landscape is not, in Marx‟s terms, a 
paradisiacal space of abundance but man-made and cultivated (85). The Joneses‟ 
garden is in fact such a space: every summer, after their return from Wales, 
Aldous spends a few days trying to come to terms with its “dizzy 
voluptuousness” (197). Unlike in the Welsh episodes, the novel‟s narrator does 
not criticize or subvert pastoral here but draws on and affirms it by using 
popular pastoral connotations of abundance. The family, on the other hand, 
does not experience their garden in such positive terms at all: “It was as though, 
in Wales, they‟d put foot in eternity, never endingness, and they‟d come back a 
year later” (197). It is therefore not the garden that has paradisiacal associations 
for the family, but the countryside. Whereas the garden requires work and toil, 
the countryside does not – at least not for the Joneses. At the farm, the work 
required to keep it running passes them by, mysteriously and not requiring any 
participation. This juxtaposition of pastoral landscapes by the narrator and 
characters also serves to express different attitudes towards nature. The 
narrator‟s pastoral garden is a man-made space, in which nature and culture 
mix. The Joneses, however, although retreating to a farm – a cultured space – 
take a much more passive approach towards their nonhuman natural 
environment. Rather than engaging with it, they are onlookers, observing 




Overall, then, August illustrates the critical use of pastoral that I distinguished 
at the beginning of this chapter in three ways: by relying not on a pastoral 
contrast but on traces; by suggesting a relationship between pastoral and 
tourism; and by drawing attention to the constructedness of pastoral itself. 
Firstly, August challenges dualistic thought inherent to pastoral: as Buell has 
remarked, “[p]astoral always already has the status of an otherwhere positioned 
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against an implicit and civilizational norm, that is, a more urbanized social 
border than the one that is under view and placed under the sign of pastoral” 
(“Cosmopolitics” 61). If the traditional pastoral contrast focuses on the absence 
of the city or countryside – if this is even possible – in August it depends on the 
presence of the opposite. Thus, Wales becomes a retreat not only because it is 
spatially removed from London, but also because it is continually juxtaposed 
with events that destroy the pastoral idyll: the death of Colette‟s mother, Janus‟s 
aggression, Colette‟s addiction. Similarly, London is not wholly distinct from 
Wales either. The family home in Fernlight Avenue is slowly filled with traces 
of Wales: Colette‟s campsite recipes, for instance, and Aldous‟s numerous 
paintings of the Welsh landscape. Not only does the narrative confirm that the 
pastoral contrast as it was traditionally conceived has become infeasible, it also 
suggests new ways of envisioning this contrast by means of the traces of Wales 
that occur in London, and the traces of London that surface in Wales. In other 
words, pastoral is not dead – as Barrell and Bull suggest – because the contrast 
between city and country has ceased to exist, but pastoral continues to thrive in 
contemporary culture, because the boundaries between city and country are 
more fluid than ever.15  
 Secondly, August reflects a more critically charged use of pastoral by 
means of the connection it makes between pastoral and tourism. The tourist 
industry relies on the kind of ideas that the Joneses have: the suburban garden 
cannot offer the kind of retreat they seek, hence other destinations are sought 
out – farms, wildlife parks, unspoilt forests and beaches – which do provide this 
escape away from home. Of course, this escapist view of pastoral is one-sided 
and is reflected in the novel only by the Joneses. The narrator criticizes this 
idealization and contrasts it with descriptions of the Welsh landscape that are 
less than paradisiacal as well as with the economic worries of the Evanses. The 
ambiguity surrounding the Joneses‟ holiday reflects equally problematic 
situations in contemporary holiday destinations. Those tourists seeking out a 
pastoral retreat are often (deliberately) unaware of the reality of tourist 
destinations. As August puts it, “Aldous sometimes thought that the farm did 
indeed cease to exist in their absence” (227), by which he ignores the economic 
struggles of the Evanses, just as many contemporary tourists are not aware of 
the consequences tourism has – environmentally, socially, culturally and 
economically. 
 Finally, and thirdly, August provides ways of employing and subverting 
pastoral that avoid most of the pitfalls noted by ecocritics. Originally a literary 
form, meant to provide a metaphorical retreat for the literate, urban classes, it 
has transformed into a means of describing the natural environment that is 
presented as being somehow factual. In this respect, pastoral – being inherently 
idealizing – can only be escapist and anachronistic, particularly if the dimension 
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of return is not provided. A pastoral suitable to contemporary circumstances, 
then, needs to be aware of this dimension. Again, the juxtaposition of narrator 
and characters in August illustrates this. As Aldous‟s mistaken ideas about the 
countryside and Colette‟s glue-induced hallucinations exemplify, pastoral is not 
primarily a physical reality but an experience, and thus subjective. In fact, the 
pastoral experience in August is a means of reading the Welsh landscape in 
pastoral terms. Or, to put it differently, it is a way of overlaying pastoral on the 
landscape, subsequently highlighting and idealizing some features and ignoring 




Daniel Martin, the main character of John Fowles‟s 1977 novel, is a successful 
Hollywood screenwriter who travels back to England when his former best 
friend, Anthony, dies. Daniel‟s return is a pivotal event in the novel and 
changes his life for good. Moving from the bright lights and glamour of 
Hollywood to the Devon countryside proves to be a (pastoral) retreat in several 
ways. Most significantly, returning to England is a temporal as well as a spatial 
retreat, as Daniel‟s narrative is interrupted continually by extensive flashbacks 
to his childhood and youth. Furthermore, as is characteristic of traditional uses 
of pastoral, Daniel‟s retreat causes him to reflect on his Hollywood life. 
Consequently, he breaks up with his much younger girlfriend Jenny, starts a 
relationship with Anthony‟s widow Jane and picks up on the idea to write a 
novel rather than the screenplays he usually writes. Fiction subsequently 
becomes another means of escaping and retreating for Daniel, in addition to 
physical retreats. Through Daniel‟s authorial aspirations the narrative 
accordingly explores writing and textuality, which influences the way in which 
the image of pastoral is employed.  
 In The Recurrent Green Universe of John Fowles (2006), the ecocritic 
Tom Wilson also reads Daniel Martin in terms of pastoral. In particular, he 
focuses on the solitary experience of nature, Fowles‟s own interest in the 
natural environment and the use of what I would call traditional uses of 
pastoral. However, ecocritics are yet to approach Daniel Martin from the point 
of view of critical pastoral. In this section my focus will therefore be, firstly, on 
the way in which the movement of retreat and return is employed in the novel, 
and, secondly, on the kind of contemporary pastoral spaces imagined in the text. 
The first two sections below explore the various physical and mental retreats 
described in the novel. In the third section I analyze textuality and shifts in 
narrative voice as means of exposing the constructedness of pastoral. These 
elements function as a return that counters the idealization of the novel‟s 
pastoral retreats.  
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PHYSICAL RETREATS 
Three places function as pastoral retreats in Daniel Martin: Devon in Daniel‟s 
childhood, Oxford as he experienced it as a student, and Thorncombe, the farm 
he buys. Idyllic as these three places are, they also illustrate the way in which 
the narrative continually deconstructs the pastoral ideal through war, death and 
Daniel‟s own restlessness. For instance, the Devon harvest scene in the first 
chapter is interrupted by a warplane flying overhead and the bloody killing of 
rabbits. Similarly, the boating trip Daniel takes with Jane as a student in Oxford 
is disturbed by the discovery of a dead woman in the reeds. The only 
contemporary retreat left to Daniel, Thorncombe, is only possible through 
frequent returns to the city and society. As he says, “I began my peripatetic 
existence, working more and more away from Thorncombe. Only frequent exile 
made the place possible” (82). Instead of putting down roots, as he envisions 
when he buys the farm, he spends his life escaping from it. Here the narrative 
reverses the pastoral movement and idyll: although Thorncombe is the retreat 
from the city, it is hardly ideal, and the city and society become Daniel‟s means 
of escaping from the farm. Consequently, the narrative subverts popular uses of 
pastoral, which rely solely on idealizing descriptions of the countryside and 
nature. 
 The three retreats also foreground the significance of childhood and 
identity to pastoral. Daniel acknowledges that Thorncombe‟s appeal lay in the 
magic it held for him as a child, much like Williams who suggests that the idea 
– and ideal – of the country is often the idea of childhood.16 National identity 
also influences his experience of the landscape. As he admits to himself, “[m]y 
attitude to nature, my past, Thorncombe, must be partly a product of my own 
history and genetic make-up; it is also because I am English” (84). His 
Englishness and identity also determine which spaces he defines as pastoral. For 
instance, whereas Devon, Oxford and Thorncombe are pastoral retreats for him, 
a more exotic setting such as Egypt is not. After Anthony‟s death, Daniel and 
Jane visit Egypt, where Daniel does research for the script of a film on Herbert 
Kitchener. On a cruise down the river Nile, they experience “almost an envy of 
the simplicities of life in this green and liquid, eternally fertile and blue-skied 
world… Before certain such idyllic pastoral scenes, one‟s own over-complex 
twentieth-century existence could seem like a passing cloud-shadow” (552). 
Daniel and Jane envy the simplicity of life on the banks of the Nile, compared to 
their own complex, urbanized lives. The real pastoral appeal of this scene, 
however, lies in the distance between Daniel and Jane on the one hand and the 
washerwomen on the other. The women on the shore are quaintly archaic, 
washing their clothes in the river, and thereby temporally distant. The spatial 
distance between ship and shore is increased by the fact that the cruise ship 
glides past the landscape, which then appears much like images in a film. As 
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onlookers rather than participants, Daniel and Jane do not share the economic 
and social realities of the washerwomen. Since they only see the pastoral idyll 
they use pastoral to “cancel history” (Williams 257) – a technique frequently 
employed in pastoral narratives to foreground the idyllic and ignore the 
economic and social hardships underlying it. 
 In Egypt, Daniel and Jane also visit Kitchener‟s Island, a lush tropical 
paradise in the Nile given to Kitchener by the Egyptian government. The island 
is a typical example of popular pastoral that conflates the traditional pastoral 
retreat with paradisiacal images. It is literally a garden run wild: initially 
intended as a botanical garden by Kitchener, it has “run to seed, and bred the 
pleasing air of a once stern scientific purpose succumbed to the mere existing of 
shady vistas, countless birds, coolness, simplicity” (599). The fecundity and 
timelessness are indeed reminiscent of paradise, yet Daniel is a visitor, as he was 
on the cruise, rather than a participant in the landscape. His level of 
participation is key to why Devon is a pastoral retreat for Daniel and 
Kitchener‟s Island is not, while a boat trip in Oxford is, and a cruise on the Nile 
is not. As a mere passer-by Daniel is unable to forge a connection to the 
landscape and remains an onlooker. His dissociation from the Egyptian pastoral 
is also brought on by his lack of a relationship of identity – whereas he feels 
intricately connected to the English landscape because of his memories as well 
as Englishness, no such link is possible in Egypt.  
 
 
FICTION AS PASTORAL RETREAT 
Devon, Oxford and Thorncombe are fairly conventional pastoral retreats, much 
like Wales in August. Daniel Martin, however, also provides another type of 
pastoral retreat that makes it stand out from the other novels in this chapter: 
Daniel not only retreats to England, but also withdraws from his day-to-day life 
by writing in a different genre. Fiction subsequently becomes an inward retreat, 
compared to the physical retreats he had sought out earlier. 
After returning to England Daniel decides to “escape” (451) by writing a 
novel instead of a screenplay. In attempting this escape, he suggests that 
storytelling – the desire to create imaginary worlds – has always been connected 
in his mind “with the notion of retreat … the sacred place that is also a redoubt” 
(304). He explicitly describes his preference for fiction over film in terms of 
nature imagery. For instance, he suggests that fiction is like a forest, whereas a 
film script is merely a thin copse (308). Fiction, Daniel implies, provides more 
opportunities for the narrator to hide, a fact that is aptly illustrated by the 
numerous shifts from first to third person in Daniel Martin, which I will discuss 
in more detail below. The possibility of hiding also informs another reason for 
fiction as retreat: “the printed text allows an escape for its perpetrator. It is only 
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the spoor, the trace of an animal that has passed and is now somewhere else in 
the forest; and even then, given the nature of language, a trace left far more in 
the reader‟s mind (another forest) than outside it” (307). In other words, 
literature allows the author to hide not only because of the possibilities 
provided by narrative voice, but also because it largely relies on the reader to 
create an image, based on the traces – the words – left on the page. Echoing 
postmodern conceptions of language, and its inability to express anything more 
than a trace or spoor, Daniel suggests that the words on the page become traces 
in his reader‟s mind, leaving him – the author – free to escape. 
Daniel‟s choice of natural images to describe his pastoral retreat also 
reveals his attitudes towards nature. The image of the forest in particular 
reflects dualistic thought: forests are traditionally spaces radically different from 
and opposite to the city, polis and society, associated with lawlessness and 
wilderness.17 They are also places of freedom, promise and opportunities, which 
Daniel seeks when he decides to write a fictional work. Daniel himself suggests 
that he imagines writing fiction in terms of a forest because he is English, and a 
product of the Robin Hood myth, “this archetypal national myth … that 
literally every English person carries in his mind all through his life” (303-4). 
Consequently, this myth, and retreat in general, is “a dominant mental 
characteristic, an essential behaviour, an archetypal movement … of the 
English imagination” (304-5, emphasis in original). Both types of retreats 
presented in Daniel Martin – the outward and the inward – draw on the same 
set of shared images and a supposedly culturally-determined desire for pastoral 
retreat. Even more so, the two retreats depend on each other: because Daniel 
experiences the Devon and Oxford landscapes in pastoral terms, he has 
internalised these images, making it natural for him to draw on them to 
describe his inward retreat. At the same time, both retreats are impossible: in 
one way or another Daniel will always have to return to the city or society, and 
fiction provides a retreat only within the sphere of work. In other words, Daniel 
Martin imagines return as an inevitable part of the pastoral movement and 




TEXTUALITY AS PASTORAL RETREAT 
Like many of Fowles‟s works, Daniel Martin is highly self-reflexive: for 
instance, throughout the novel, the narrator repeatedly draws attention to its 
structure by referring to episodes which have not been read by the reader or 
even written yet while the characters comment on the writing process.18 The 
novel draws most attention to its fictionality and constructedness through the 
numerous narrative shifts. Daniel narrates his own past and present in both the 
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first and third person, repeatedly moving back and forth, even within a single 
paragraph. Critics have generally interpreted these shifts in terms of the 
development of Daniel‟s authorial voice as work on his own novel progresses. 
The first half of Daniel Martin illustrates, according to Robert Arlett, “the 
struggle between the two voices to gain ultimate control of the narrative” (178), 
whereas in the final part, when the third person overrides the first, “[p]rivate 
and public worlds and two selves of Daniel Martin, plus Jane‟s, are wedded into 
the steady voice of the mature novelist” (179). Similar sentiments are expressed 
by Peter Brandt, who suggests that the narratological changes in the last eleven 
chapters, “indicate that Dan has now re-collected the necessary fragments from 
the past and is able to move forward to the „whole sight‟ of the future” (156). 
None of these critics, however, notes the effect that these narrative shifts have 
beyond Daniel‟s development as an author. Narrative voice is also employed in 
the novel to destabilize and deconstruct pastoral, resulting in a critique of the 
image which counters the temporal and spatial retreats of Oxford and Devon 
and provides an element of return. The three chapters that draw most 
extensively on the image of pastoral – “the Harvest”, “the Woman in the Reeds” 
and “Phillida” – demonstrate the relationship between narrative voice and 
pastoral particularly well. 
“The Harvest” is pastoral in the sense that it describes an idyllic, 
georgic-inflected scene which is disturbed by war and death, classic machine in 
the garden motifs. Most of the chapter is narrated in the third person: the 
narrator describes Daniel and the other farm hands working and eating in the 
fields. The entire episode has a cinematic feel to it and begins by taking a 
sweeping view of the field: “The last of a hanger ran under the eastern ridge of 
the combe, where it had always been too steep and stony for the plough. It was 
now little more than a long spinney, mainly of beech. The field sloped from the 
wall of trees, westward, a gentle bosom, down to the open gate on to Fishacre 
Lane” (7), followed by descriptions of the farmer and the other workers. In the 
final paragraph the perspective briefly switches from third to first: “I feel in his 
pocket and bring out a clasp-knife; plunge the blade in the red earth to clean it 
of the filth from the two rabbits he has gutted… He stands and turns and begins 
to carve his initials on the beech-tree…. D.H.M.” (16, emphasis in original). 
Briefly, Daniel the first-person narrator steps into the scene, feeling in the 
pocket of Daniel the boy whose experiences have been narrated from a third-
person perspective up until this point. Carving his initials in the tree therefore 
signals a break to the adult Daniel, “Adieu, my boyhood and my dream” (ibid.), 
as he confronts his younger self. This is also Daniel‟s attempt to connect to his 
childhood self and the environment as he experienced it at the time. Yet the 
third-person narrative prevents such a true experiencing; rather, it is as if 
Daniel is watching a film.  
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 A similar cinematic feel pervades the second pastoral chapter, “The 
Woman in the Reeds”, set in Oxford: “The wind blows the indolent arms of the 
willows sideways and ruffles the water of the long reach. The distant wooded 
hills to the west and the intervening meadowlands are stained with summery 
cloud-shadow. On the far side of the Cherwell a young man, an undergraduate, 
poles a punt upstream” (25). The young man is Daniel and the woman he is with 
Jane. Again, a sweeping view of the idyllic summer landscape is followed by a 
closer look at the characters themselves. In addition to illustrating the machine 
in the garden motif – the intrusion of humans and later the discovery of a dead 
woman – the passage is self-consciously pastoral. When Daniel describes earlier 
outings on a boat with his girlfriend Nell, Jane says to him: “How revoltingly 
pastoral of you both” (28), not realizing that she herself is now part of a similar 
pastoral scene. Like the first chapter, this pastoral chapter draws heavily on 
cinematic elements and language, which, combined with the third-person 
narration, create a sense of distance between Daniel and the landscape he tries 
to recollect.  
  “Phillida” switches back and forth between the first and third person 
more frequently than the earlier pastoral chapters. Besides being most varied in 
this respect, it is also, at first glance, the most pastoral of the three chapters: its 
title refers to an eighteenth-century pastoral farce, the epigraph is from a 
sixteenth-century ballad and it describes Daniel‟s adolescent love affair with 
Nancy, a farmer‟s daughter.19 Unlike “The Harvest” and “The Woman in the 
Reeds”, “Phillida” does not begin cinematically and is related largely in the first 
person. Daniel describes how he started to work at the Reed family farm – 
Thorncombe – which he had always loved for its secludedness and idyllic 
setting. The first time the narrative switches from first to third is when Daniel 
becomes aware that he does not fit in at the farm: “There was the class thing, 
the way Mrs Reed always made a fuss of me … the vicar‟s son, the honoured 
guest; and Daniel suddenly conscious that he didn‟t sound natural” (389). This 
sense of not-belonging is crucial to the narrator‟s habit of switching from first to 
third and back – using the first is Daniel‟s attempt to “re-experience”, not 
merely recollect. Once he realizes that this is impossible, he almost forcibly goes 
back to the third person. 
His inability to truly experience – and to belong – is made acutely 
obvious when Daniel and Nancy kiss in the fields. The minute Nancy takes him 
to one of her secret places in the countryside, obviously with the intention of 
kissing him, he lapses into third person: “Daniel sat beside her, then leant on his 
elbow. He felt abominably gauche and tongue-tied, at a loss before her apparent 
composure; still sought for something to say, something that…” (399). The 
narrative does not switch back into first person until after they have sex for the 
first time, and the more mature, sexually-experienced Daniel steps in to admit, 
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“[a]t least I suspect now that is what happened. We lay there so long afterwards, 
we were so silent, we knew we had done something terribly wicked, something 
new to both of us, and we felt the primeval shame” (417). Daniel is unable to 
(re-)experience or even fully recall this event, as the third person perspective 
implies. At the same time, his decision to relate this episode in the third person 
also forecloses (re)experience. A similar incident takes place when he has sex 
with Jane on their trip to Egypt and Syria, which he likewise narrates in the 
third person. It is a disappointment: he did not reach the “non-physical climax 
he wanted” (670). In fact, he notes, “the failure could have been put in terms of 
grammatical person. It had happened in the third, when he had craved the first 
and the second” (ibid.). The non-physical connection to Jane that he desired is 
not achieved, much like narrating episodes in the third person causes 
dissociation, both when the event is taking place as when Daniel tries to 
recollect it later.  
 In “Phillida”, and throughout the novel, (re-)experience is also 
foreclosed when scenes are framed in terms of pastoral, as this requires the 
narrator to emphasize certain aspects – the beauty of the landscape, seclusion, 
adolescent sex – and ignore others, most significantly the reality of life on the 
farm. The effect of such pastoral framing becomes painfully obvious at the end 
of the chapter, when the narrative jumps forward to 1969, by which time 
Daniel has bought Thorncombe. One day Nancy and her husband visit the farm, 
not realizing that her former boyfriend has bought it. Any pastoral charm that 
Thorncombe still held for Daniel is destroyed when Nancy tells him that she is 
glad the old days are over: “Good riddance, if you ask me. The way we had to 
work. Don‟t know how we stood it, really” (427). Both as a child and as an adult 
Daniel remains largely unaware of the reality of farming. Instead he consciously 
chooses to relate the landscape in terms of pastoral, a choice that he could only 




In The Recurrent Green Universe of John Fowles, Wilson suggests that “[a]n 
important part of Fowles‟ pastoral in Daniel Martin is his having portrayed the 
relationship of humanity at one with the land as something which has ended” 
and that “[m]echanisation and dislocation are features in the contemporary 
cultural context this novel speaks to” (95). Similarly, Dominic Head argues that 
the novel rejects the “rural nostalgia to which it is also susceptible” and as such 
is “entirely representative of the treatment of rural themes in the post-war 
novel, where contemporary analysis frequently does battle with a hankering for 
the past” (Modern British Fiction 188-9). Given these features, Daniel Martin is, 
according to Wilson, an apt example of Gifford‟s post-pastoral because it 
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outflanks “the dangers of sentimentalising rural life, whist [sic] at the same time 
not ignoring its poetries and valuable rituals” (97). However, discussing Daniel 
Martin in terms of critical uses of pastoral rather than post-pastoral more 
effectively demonstrates the opportunities for pastoral in a present-day context, 
specifically through pastoral spaces, its critique of the image and the role that 
textuality plays in the work.  
 Daniel Martin imagines two kinds of pastoral spaces that are illustrative 
of many contemporary human-nature relations. Firstly, the textual nature of 
pastoral in the novel suggests possibilities for experiencing nature through 
cultural expressions such as literature, film and photography. Daniel‟s inward 
retreat – by means of writing fiction – implies alternative ways of engaging with 
the environment, even when the “real thing” is not available. Much like 
Aldous‟s paintings in August, literature can serve as an alternative 
contemporary pastoral space. Yet experiencing nature in such a secondary 
fashion necessarily leads to distance as well as proximity. At the same time, this 
contrary movement is characteristic of pastoral, which has always been an 
image used by those who cannot be close to nature but long to nonetheless, 
hence the impossibility of true pastoral retreat without return.  
 Wilson reads “Phillida” in terms of future farming practices and suggests 
that it has “immense contemporary political relevance” (89). On their farm, the 
Reeds produce a mixture of cereals, practise horticulture and keep livestock. 
Such diversity forms a stark contrast to contemporary megafarms and instead 
provides, according to Wilson, “a model for farming practices” (90). While 
reruralization and local farming may indeed be viable approaches for the future, 
Thorncombe farm also illustrates another aspect of contemporary human-
nature relations. Daniel, as he notes early in the novel, can only retreat through 
frequent escape back to the city. The upkeep of his pastoral retreat, then, does 
not depend on him, but on the couple who maintain the house, Ben and 
Phoebe. Much like the absentee landowners criticized by Williams in The 
Country and the City, Daniel only visits occasionally, almost like a tourist in his 
own house, to enjoy the landscape he has little part in maintaining – like the 
Joneses in August.  
 Daniel Martin also critiques the traditional uses of pastoral that it draws 
on. It achieves this by playing with pastoral, and by constructing and 
deconstructing the image in various ways. For instance, the novel presents a 
highly ironic view of pastoral and the pastoral retreat in particular. Although 
Daniel is the quintessential urbanite seeking escape, the movement of retreat 
and return is turned upside-down when it becomes apparent that he actually 
cannot stand retreat. He longs for retreat until the moment he steps into 
Thorncombe, and then quickly leaves again. Ironically, the society which he 
initially sought escape from itself becomes a refuge – a retreat. By 
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deconstructing the pastoral movement of retreat and return in this sense, Daniel 
Martin also redefines pastoral in another way. In the novel, pastoral is not the 
way a landscape is but the way in which it is perceived. In other words, pastoral 
is an experience of landscape, rather than a representation of it. Furthermore, 
and even more importantly, interpreting pastoral as a filter through which a 
landscape is perceived, foregrounds the way in which the image emphasizes 
some and leaves out other aspects of a landscape.   
 Most significant to ecocritics, however, is the way in which Daniel 
Martin employs textuality to critique pastoral. Textuality and other means by 
which a text draws attention to itself have been largely ignored by most 
ecocritics, out of a concern that this might draw attention away from the 
“actual” environment.20 Even Wilson avoids this aspect of Daniel Martin in his 
extensive ecocritical reading of the novel. In fact, the novel‟s self-reflexiveness 
results in a use of pastoral that is much more in line with critical uses of pastoral 




In Julian Barnes‟s 1998 satire England, England entrepreneur Jack Pitman 
creates a microcosmic England on the Isle of Wight, which he renames 
England, England – or simply “the Island”. This project is planned and described 
extensively in the second, and longest part, of the novel. It is framed by two 
shorter parts that focus on the protagonist of the novel, Martha Cochrane. 
Beginning with the question “What‟s your first memory?” (3), the first section 
relates some of Martha‟s childhood memories and her favourite toy, a “Counties 
of England” jigsaw puzzle. Memories and remembering also recur in the second 
part, in which the Island is filled with English myths rather than history, and 
the third in which the few people left in England try to lead authentic lives 
based on their sketchy memories of the past. In this final part, Martha returns to 
England – now called Anglia – after having been fired and banned from the 
Island by Pitman.21  
 Nature, and how it is defined and culturally constructed, plays a 
significant role in all three parts of the novel. It can be even said that England, 
England is an ecocritical project in itself: it not only presents (problematic) 
images of nature, but also critiques them, much like ecocritics challenge 
representations of nature in texts. As such, it is surprising that the novel has 
received no ecocritical attention to date. On the other hand, though, 
ecocriticism‟s roots and early development have made some ecocritics sceptical 
towards satire and hyperrealities. Satire prevents the kind of closure that those 
ecocritics “reading for the message” seek. The satirical elements of England, 
England cause the narrative to continually turn in on itself: whenever an image 
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of nature is presented, it is immediately destabilized, only to have this 
destabilization mocked as well. The same goes for representations of pastoral in 
the novel: although England, England draws on all uses of the image – 
traditional, popular and critical – they are constantly critiqued, for instance 




Hyperrealities are a central concept in Baudrillard‟s theory of the three orders 
of simulations, described most extensively in his Simulacra and Simulation 
(1994). In the first order, the representation of the real is merely an artificial 
representation; in the second, the boundaries between reality and 
representation are blurred. Hyperrealities are third-order simulations in which 
the real and the representation have become detached, to such an extent that 
the real no longer matters and the representation – the simulation – is superior 
(Lane 84). As Baudrillard notes, the hyperreal occurs when the signs of the real 
have been substituted for the real (Simulacra 2). In Kim Toffoletti‟s paraphrase: 
“We are at the point of hyperreality … when our knowledge and understanding 
of the world is primarily derived through signs that have come to replace 
reality” (24). Pitman‟s description of the Island echoes this: “[the Island‟s visitors 
have to feel] that they have passed through a mirror, that they have left their 
own worlds and entered a new one, different yet strangely familiar, where 
things are not done as in other parts of the inhabited planet, but as if in a rare 
dream” (120). The Island is not merely artificial, nor are the boundaries 
between reality and representation merely blurred: rather, it has become 
wholly impossible to relate the representation to the reality because reality no 
longer plays a part. 
Hyperrealities have been problematic for ecocritics such as Buell. He 
has argued that they are not suitable for ecocritical analysis because they do not 
defer to “the authority of external nonhuman reality as a criterion of accuracy 
and value” (Environmental Imagination 113). Yet, as Phillips has noted as well, 
referring to nature outside of the text is difficult as it presents nature as an 
external standard, an authority outside of the text that is not “tainted” by 
culture or theory.22 More recently – in response to Phillips‟s criticism – Buell 
has suggested that he never argued for a “one-to-one correspondence between 
text and world” (Future 32) and that “[t]he mimesis police are probably right in 
complaining that early ecocriticism tended to narrow its sights overmuch in this 
regard. A disproportionate amount of first-wave [ecocritical] energy was 
probably directed at texts and genres that seemed to provide dense, accurate 
representations of actual natural environments” (Future 40).23 Second-wave 
ecocriticism, as Buell terms more recent developments in the field, is less 
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concerned with mimesis and referentiality, and its concern with the 
environment acknowledges that natural and built environments are long since 
mixed up (Future 22). This development can be extended by reading 
hyperrealities ecocritically. In England, England, such highly artificial, man-
made spaces serve to critique contemporary conceptions of nature and, in 
combination with satire, hold up a mirror to reflect conflicting uses and views 
of nature and pastoral. It is precisely because its satirical elements make it 
impossible to pin down England, England in terms of a cohesive, unambiguous 
environmental(ist) message that the novel is so apt for ecocritical analysis.        
 My analysis focuses on three instances in which the novel employs the 
image of pastoral: the countryside in England (part I), the Robin Hood myth as 
constructed on the Island (part II) and the return of the seasons to Anglia (part 
III). The Island, I will argue, is not the only hyperreality in the novel – as most 
critics suggest – but all three pastoral spaces are hyperrealities and, furthermore, 




Although the Island is the novel‟s most elaborate hyperreality, in England too 
the distinction between the real and representation is continually challenged 
and frequently lost. Pitman House, the headquarters of Pitman‟s company, for 
instance, is filled with spaces that question the authenticity and constructedness 
of nature. The view from Pitman‟s office window is obstructed by “an evidently 
false window on whose glass was painted a prospect of golden cornfields” (46). 
Another part of the building is called “the Oasis”:  “a ferny, palmy, waterfally 
zone” (69). Although all of this is fake, this does not matter: Pitman is in no way 
concerned with making the view from his office window look real, he is 
perfectly content with the painted glass that merely suggests a cornfield. That is 
to say, he does not desire reality, but only the representation. 
Similarly, Pitman has no illusions about the naturalness of the 
countryside: he “never made the mistake of imagining that any of it was simple, 
or natural” (42). His employee Mark, however, holds a different view. Equating 
“nature” with “untouched by humans”, Mark believes that “Nature made the 
countryside as Man made the cities” (60), adapting William Cowper‟s “God 
made the country, and man made the town” (The Task 43). Pitman criticizes 
such oppositional thought:  
We change it all, Mark, the trees, the crops, the animals…. That lake on the 
horizon is a reservoir, but when it has been established a few years, when fish 
swim in it and migrating birds make it a port of call, when the treeline has 
adjusted itself and little boats ply their picturesque way up and down it, when 
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these things happen it becomes, triumphantly, a lake, don‟t you see? It becomes 
the thing itself. 
(60-61, emphasis in original) 
 
The landscape that Pitman walks through consists of man-made elements that 
over time have come to be perceived as nature: it has become a hyperreality in 
which the term “nature” has lost its original connotation as that which is 
opposed to culture. Pastoral accordingly serves as a way of framing this not 
quite natural landscape, a technique that Pitman himself makes use of as well. 
On his walk through the countryside, Pitman hums Beethoven‟s Sixth 
Symphony, the Pastoral: “Pum pa-pa-pa-pa pumm pumm pumm” (40, emphasis 
in original). By means of this obvious reference to pastoral, the novel shows that 
it is a framing device: pastoral is a way of experiencing nature, rather than 
actual – factual – nature. It as such suggests proximity to nature but does not 
really offer it. In fact, pastoral merely serves to mask the absence of untouched, 
unspoilt nature and humankind‟s inability to connect to it.  
By employing pastoral in this fashion, the novel again draws on 
Baudrillard‟s thought, in particular the four stages of the image that he 
distinguishes. In the first stage the image is “the reflection of profound reality” 
(Simulacra 6), a reflection of the real. Baudrillard connects this stage – the first 
order simulacrum – to the period between the Renaissance and the Industrial 
Revolution, at which moment images lost their symbolic and anthropologic 
value (Toffoletti 17-20). In the second stage, beginning with the Industrial 
Revolution, mass production changed the value of the image yet again, and 
created a sense of equivalence.25 While in the first stage an analogy is created 
“between the original and the fake (the image is an interpretation of the 
world)”, in the second, “they are equivalent (the image seeks to be equivalent to 
what it portrays)” (Toffoletti 23). Or, as Baudrillard puts it, in the second stage 
the image “masks and denatures a profound reality” (Simulacra 6). Third order 
simulacra further erode the relationship and distinction between image and 
reality. Rather than functioning as reflections or interpretations of the world, 
the roles are reversed, and the images become that which determines how 
people see reality. In her discussion of this third stage of the image, Toffoletti 
draws on the American television series CSI, and how this programme has 
changed the way in which people perceive the reality of crime and forensic 
investigation. Consequently, “our perception of forensics is generated by 
televisual images alongside other signs, which in turn are influenced by 
preconceived ideas of the needs and wants of viewers of TV crime” (29) – what 
she calls “the stuff outside the frame” comes to be seen as the real thing (28-29).  
While in the third stage the image “masks the absence of profound 
reality”, in the fourth the image has no relation to reality whatsoever anymore 
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(Baudrillard 6, emphasis in original). Images no longer represent or interpret the 
world, but have become the world. Consequently, as Baudrillard claims, the 
image has become “its own pure simulacrum” (ibid.). The pastoral landscape 
that Pitman witnesses on his walk – and which he later deconstructs to Mark – 
is an example of nature functioning as a third-order simulacrum. That which is 
perceived as nature, by Mark, for instance, only serves to mask the absence of 
what Kate Soper has termed nature in its “lay” or “surface” meaning. “Used in 
reference to ordinarily observable features of the world,” she notes, “the 
„natural‟ [is] opposed to the urban or industrial environment („landscape‟, 
„wilderness‟, „countryside‟, „rurality‟), animals, domestic and wild, the physical 
body in space and wild material” (What is Nature? 156). Pitman‟s argument of 
something becoming the thing itself – the reservoir turning into nature – shows 
how that which is actually not nature, in the wild and unspoilt sense, but 
culture, is gradually seen as nature, and as such serves to mask the fact that 
there is very little wild nature left in England. Moreover, as outrageous and 
over the top as Pitman‟s ideas of reality may at times be, this passage goes 
beyond the covers of England, England and confronts the reader with his or her 
own conceptions of nature, in an environment that has become largely man-
made.  
 England, England also touches on the use and abuse of pastoral in 
service of class. Poems such as Jonson‟s countryhouse poem “To Penhurst” 
contributed to the conversion of “conventional pastoral … into what can be 
offered as a description and thence an idealisation of actual English country life 
and its social and economic relations” (Williams 26). Although Pitman does not 
own the country he walks through, he nonetheless has economic interests as a 
proposal put to the Ramblers‟ Association, of which Pitman is “Honorary 
President” (42), illustrates. The motion proposed that all walkers “be obliged to 
wear colours which blended with the landscape. Sir Jack had fought the motion 
tooth and nail, root and branch. He had described the proposal as fantastical, 
élitist, unworkable and undemocratic. Besides, he was not without his interests 
in the leisurewear market” (ibid.). Of course, this example also mocks the 
environmentalist movement by exaggerating the kind of proposals it puts forth 




“England” suggests that at its core pastoral often has a hyperreal side, that it is a 
representation detached from any kind of historical reality it was once tied to – 
a framing device used to express certain ideas about nature. The second part of 
the novel, “the Island”, develops this notion further, specifically by using 
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pastoral to convey an ideological message, and by describing the construction of 
a pastoral retreat in the form of the Robin Hood myth. 
 From the start the Island is marketed as the more comfortable 
alternative to the tourist attractions of England: it is “everything you imagined 
it to be, but more convenient, cleaner, friendlier and more efficient” (184). It is 
even environmentally better, offering transportation by “eco-friendly pony-
and-cart” and taxis and buses fuelled by solar power (180). As the project 
becomes more successful, the contrast between England and the Island is 
increased by Pitman and his employees. The Island‟s official newspaper 
consistently reports positively on Island affairs and negatively on England: “[b]y 
all accounts the place had been in a state of free-fall, had become an economic 
and moral waste-pit. Perversely rejecting the established truths of the third 
millennium, its diminishing population knew only inefficiency, poverty and sin; 
depression and envy were apparently their primary emotions” (202). Due to the 
Island‟s success, the English economy collapses and mass migration and political 
instability ensue. After “the emergency” (243), England turns its back on the 
rest of the world and changes its name to Anglia. From the perspective of those 
on the Island, this is yet another reason to visit the simulation, the Island, rather 
than England – the real thing. In a pastoral sense, then, England is presented in 
ways similar to the cities of traditional pastoral as a place of dirt, vice and 
gloom. Consequently, the Island becomes a pastoral retreat, the escape from the 
city. Yet this traditional pastoral duality is also undermined in the novel: the 
Island is explicitly not a retreat for the inhabitants of England, or the Isle of 
Wight for that matter, but is meant as an escape for tourists, or “purchasers of 
Quality Leisure” as Pitman calls them (83). Therefore, in traditionally pastoral 
terms, the pastoral retreat – the Island – is not meant for city dwellers – in this 
respect, the inhabitants of England – but for people who are outside of the 
pastoral movement that is created when the Island presents itself in contrast to 
England. Hereby, pastoral is yet again dissociated from its historical reality and 
literary roots, as is characteristic of hyperrealities. 
  Several pastoral retreats are also created on the Island itself, of which 
the portrayal of the Robin Hood myth is the most apt example. Daniel Martin 
noted that this myth seems to be part of every Englishperson‟s make-up and 
imagination – similarly, on Pitman‟s list of “Quintessences of Englishness” (83), 
Robin Hood comes seventh. The mere creation of this “primal English myth” 
(ibid.) on the Island demonstrates how detached it is from any kind of historical 
or environmental reality. The Isle of Wight‟s Parkhurst Forest has become 
Sherwood Forest and “the environs of the Cave had been arboreally upgraded 
by the repatriation of several hundred mature oaks from a Saudi prince‟s 
driveway. The rock-style facing to the Cave was being jack-hammered into aged 
authenticity” (147). In the context of the Island it is of no importance that the 
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trees are signs of Englishness rather than actually English. Just how much 
pastoral has lost its connection to any kind of historical context is illustrated by 
a “cross-epoch extravaganza” (227) in which the cave is invaded by the Island 
SAS – made up mainly of gymnasts – who usually act out the Iranian embassy 
siege of 1980 (228). The result is both hilarious and disturbing, as Robin Hood 
and his band have suffered such a degree of “personality slippage” (222) that 
they no longer act and thus defend their cave using real weapons. Meanwhile 
the SAS men discover that acting alone is inadequate in this situation. Since 
both narratives are no longer tied to temporal or spatial contexts they can 
effortlessly exist side-by-side in a hyperreality. 
The Robin Hood myth demonstrates not only the dissociation of reality 
and representation on the Island, but also the artificiality of pastoral itself. For 
instance, even though this myth is quintessentially English and “[e]veryone 
knows about Robin Hood” (147-8, emphasis in original), it turns out to be 
highly problematic to act it out. The project‟s historian – soon to be fired for 
being too critical – remarks that the “historical record of the mid-to-late 
thirteenth century is no clear stream into which we might thrillingly plunge” 
(148) – even though Pitman would so much want to – and that it is not even 
certain that Robin Hood was male. After all, the name Robin “is sexually 
ambiguous, an ambiguity endorsed by the British pantomime tradition, where 
the outlaw is played by a young female person. The name „Hood‟, for that 
matter, denotes a garment that is ambisexual” (ibid.). Consequently, although 
the myth had originally seemed straightforward enough, two separate bands are 
established in Sherwood Forest: “the traditional all-male, though minority-
oriented organisation led by Robin Hood; and a separatist femme group led by 
Maid Marian” (152).  Although in part II of the novel, the critique of pastoral 
and views of nature is not voiced as explicitly as in part I, in which Pitman 
functioned as a spokesperson for more critical perspectives of pastoral and 
nature, the critique is achieved by means of satire, which in this part is more 




The contrast between the Island and Old England that is so carefully crafted by 
Pitman in the second part of the novel is reversed and taken apart in the third 
and final part of England, England, in which Martha returns to England, now 
named Anglia. The first pages of “Albion” paint a quintessentially pastoral 
picture: a farrier is cutting the grass in an ancient village graveyard – echoing et 
in arcadia ego – while the sun shines, bumblebees buzz and birds sing in the 
trees (241). Nothing in this scene corresponds to the image of Anglia created by 
the Islanders. Instead, the village is depicted as a peaceful – spatial – pastoral 
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retreat from the hustle and bustle of the Island. Anglia is also temporally a 
pastoral retreat, less technologically advanced, simpler and uncorrupted by 
modernisation as a result of “the Emergency”: the political and social instability 
caused by the success of the Island. As tourists began to prefer the Island to 
England, the mainland declined: “The tourist-based economy collapsed; 
speculators destroyed the currency; the departure of the Royal Family made 
expatriation fashionable among the gentry; … Scotland purchased large tracts of 
land down to the old northern industrial cities; even Wales paid to expand into 
Shropshire and Herefordshire” (251). After a series of military defeats, England 
retreats, leaves the European Union, announces a trade barrier against the rest 
of the world and finally declares “its separateness from the rest of the globe and 
from the Third Millennium by changing its name to Anglia” (253). Politically 
too, then, Anglia embodies a temporal, pastoral retreat to an independent 
England, which at the same time resonates with recurring contemporary calls 
for more English freedom from, for instance, the European Union voiced most 
persistently by the UK Independence Party. Incidentally, this state of affairs also 
echoes recurring calls for Scotland‟s independence.26 
The collapse of the economic and political system has also led to 
environmental changes. Martha discovers that “the seasons had returned to 
Anglia, and become pristine. Crops were once again the product of local land… 
Fogs had character and motion, thunder regained its divinity. Rivers flooded, 
sea-walls burst, and sheep were found in treetops when the water subsided” 
(255). Pollution levels drop and birds and animals return, illustrating the kind of 
homeostasis that early ecologists believed was nature‟s “natural” state. Such 
homeostasis, in which nature is believed to return to balance if humans leave it 
alone, has been discredited since the 1950s when it was established that nature 
is not, as England, England and popular pastoral suggest, enduring and stable, 
but dynamic and ever-changing.27 Nonetheless, the “balance of nature” 
continues to hold popular appeal. Daniel Botkin, for instance, argues that 
contemporary views of nature are largely based on mistaken ideas of balance 
and harmony: “[the] idea of nature as undisturbed by human influence is the 
one generally advocated [whereas] [c]hange now appears to be intrinsic and 
natural at many scales of time and space in the biosphere” (9).28 Such ecological 
misconceptions make the image of pastoral problematic as well, as Garrard has 
noted, since it is founded on the “idea of nature as a stable, enduring 
counterpoint to the disruptive energy and change of human societies” 
(Ecocriticism 56).  
As soon as the narrator of England, England describes the villagers, 
however, the idealised pastoral landscape that had earlier been suggested is 
destabilized and it becomes clear that Anglia is every bit as much a simulation – 
a hyperreality – as the Island. The farrier at the beginning of “Albion” is Jez 
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Harris, “formerly Jack Oshinsky, junior legal expert with an American 
electronics firm obliged to leave the country during the emergency. He‟d 
preferred to stay, and backdate both his name and his technology” (242-3, 
emphasis mine), “play the yoke” (243) and tell made-up legends and myths. 
Meanwhile, the village schoolmaster, Mr. Mullan, proposes to revive “– or 
perhaps, since records were inexact, to institute – the village Fête” (246) 
consisting of tents, a dressing-up competition and conga line (264-5). None of 
the villagers – apart from Martha – have ever lived in a village, the myths they 
tell are neither original nor traditional – as all myths have been lost in the 
Emergency – and the festival is as authentic as the siege on Robin Hood‟s cave.  
Anglia is therefore not only the most detailed and extensive example of 
popular pastoral in England, England, but also its most extensive hyperreality 
since the connection between representation and reality has now completely 
vanished, without anyone noticing it. Representation has become reality: for 
instance, whereas on the Island the actors portraying the Robin Hood myth 
were still said to have experienced “personality slippage”, in “Anglia” this 
slippage is no longer remarked upon. The inhabitants of the village – previously 
businessmen and -women – have wholly become the characters they act out. 
Only Martha reflects critically on Anglia, and wonders whether this return to 
old customs, festivals and professions can even be termed nostalgia, since even 
she – the oldest inhabitant of the village – was not yet alive when these were in 
use. Perhaps, she thinks, it was nostalgia “of a truer kind: not for what you 
knew, or thought you had known, as a child, but for what you could never have 
known” (260). Martha hence illustrates Williams‟s notion of the escalator 
inherent to pastoral here in which people continually look back to a better past 
just beyond their grasp (9). Yet that which is believed to be reality – an idyllic, 
unspoilt landscape – is always only a representation detached from this reality, 
particularly since popular pastoral does not take into account the function of 
return in traditional pastoral.  
At the same time, it has been suggested that such looking back has an 
important function given the environmental realities currently facing 
humanity. Soper has recently called for what she calls “avant-garde nostalgia”: 
reflection on the current context by looking to the past (“Passing Glories”). The 
significance of such nostalgia, she claims, lies in highlighting “what is pre-
empted by contemporary forms of consumption, and thereby stimulate desire 
for a future that will be at once less environmentally destructive and more 
sensually gratifying” (ibid. 24).Yet, this does not provide a wholly convincing 
analysis of “Albion” either. Although the state of nature in the final part of 
England, England may be the dream of contemporary environmentalists, the 
narrator‟s descriptions of the village and the inauthenticity of Anglia as a whole 
mock the country in its entirety – including the renewed natural “balance”. 
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Then again, authenticity may very well not be a marker of whether something 
is environmentally sound or not. In this respect, then, as bizarre and fake as 
“Anglia” may at times be, England, England here may very well suggest that a 
greener future may not lie in returning to the old, but instead incorporating 
aspects, or lessons, from the past in a different present. These speculations show 
how the novel continually destabilizes readings. It consequently prevents both 
closure as well as a conclusive environmental(ist) message – no wonder, then, 
that more traditional ecocritics, looking for such a message, have shunned it, 




More than any of the other novels discussed in this chapter, England, England 
explicitly engages with various uses of pastoral, drawing alternately on 
traditional, popular and critical pastoral. The way in which the novel 
subsequently subverts, deconstructs and critiques all three uses makes it an 
ecocritical project in itself: the critical perspective usually supplied by the 
ecocritic is already present in the work. Pitman‟s countryside walk in part I is a 
good example of this. Mark, one of Pitman‟s employees, expresses popular 
pastoral sentiments, by equating “nature” with “untouched by humans”. Pitman, 
on the other hand, is weary of this, and shows – as critical uses of the image do 
– that popular pastoral is premised on mistaken ideas and outdated dualities. At 
the same time, however, the narrative mocks Pitman‟s critical use of pastoral as 
well, by framing the episode in terms of Beethoven‟s Pastoral Symphony – 
which is an example of traditional pastoral – and ridiculing Pitman himself. 
England, England employs satire, then, to continually destabilize pastoral and 
prevent closure about any kind of message or nature in general. As such, it also 
exposes critical approaches to pastoral and demonstrates the inevitability of 
drawing on problematic views when describing or discussing nature. This issue 
is inherent to (contemporary) views of nature in general, which often vacillate 
between idealization of nature on the one hand and awareness of 
environmental crisis on the other. At the same time, the satire of England, 
England also holds up a mirror to ecocritical practice itself: much like the novel, 
in critiquing representations of nature and images such as pastoral, ecocritics are 









 See, for example, Greg Garrard‟s Ecocriticism (1st ed. 2004) 33-58; Terry Gifford‟s 
Pastoral (1999); Dana Phillips‟s The Truth of Ecology (2003), particularly 11-20.  
2 See Gifford, Pastoral, for a thorough introduction to the subject, as well as The 
Machine in the Garden (1964) by Leo Marx and Raymond Williams‟s The Country and 
the City (1973) as earlier works which extensively discuss the subject.  
3 See for example Paul Alpers‟s What Is Pastoral? (1996) in which he defines it as a 
literary mode; Gifford defines pastoral as a genre in Pastoral.  
4 Similar confusion between mode and genre arises in the introduction to New Versions 
of Pastoral (2009) by David James and Philip Tew. 
5 See particularly Eclogue I, which draws on the countryside-city dichotomy. As Guy 
Lee notes, Virgil‟s poem responds to a time of turmoil: “The Eclogues spring from the 
troubled times that followed the murder of Julius Caesar in March 44BC, years when 
Italy was torn by civil war and the Mediterranean world split between contending 
Roman factions” (Lee 19). 
6 Gifford similarly distinguishes between three ways in which the term pastoral is used, 
although these differ from those I discuss: “First, the pastoral is a historical form with a 
long tradition which began in poetry, developed into drama and more recently could be 
recognised in novels…. But beyond the artifice of the specific literary form, there is a 
broader use of „pastoral‟ to refer to an area of content. In this sense pastoral refers to any 
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[the third] is a sceptical use of the term – „pastoral‟ as pejorative, implying that the 
pastoral vision is too simplified and thus an idealisation of the reality of life in the 
country” (Pastoral 2). 
7 In his 2004 article “Postmodern Pastoral, Advertising and the Masque of Technology”, 
Scott Hess picks up on the idea of the machine and suggests that it has become central 
to postmodern pastoral in which “the machine is no longer a potential interruption but 
the central site of the pastoral order, since it is the machine which promises to reduce 
the complexities and frustration of contemporary life, allowing the consumer to „get 
away from it all‟ and return to the peace and simplicity of the lost natural world” (77). 
8 See Simon Schama who in his discussion of Hampstead Heath notes that “both kinds of 
arcadia, the idyllic as well as the wild, are landscapes of the urban imagination” (525, 
emphasis in original). 
9 A similar argument on the adaptability of pastoral underlies the collection New 
Versions of Pastoral (2009), in which James and Tew note that “Arcadian and bucolic 
traditions are either misunderstood or misrepresented as simply a contraction into 
conservative nostalgia…. Nevertheless in origin and in practice the dynamics of pastoral 
texts are far more adaptable, capable as they are of fluid and complicated ideological 
negotiations” (13). 
10 See chapter four on apocalypse in the present study for the relation between pastoral 
and environmental apocalypse in Carson‟s Silent Spring.  
11 As a contemporary example of the ideological status of Central Park Lioi mentions 
that musicians are no longer allowed to play near the Bethesda Fountain in Central Park 
(“Cosmopolitics and the Radical Pastoral” 60). 
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12 In his study of British pastoral literature Williams similarly notes that pastoral is a 
reaction to change (35). 
13 The other two novels, set in London, are I‟ll Go to Bed at Noon (2004) and A Curious 
Earth (2007). 
14 The street names of this fictional neighbourhood imply a sense of naturalness: 
Fernlight Avenue, Green Lanes, Dorset Street, Severndale Avenue, Woodberry Road 
(260). 
15 John Barrell and John Bull have suggested that pastoral has been dead since the late 
nineteenth century when the contrast between the country and the city was erased: 
“The separation of life in the town and in the country that the Pastoral demands is now 
almost devoid of any meaning. It is difficult to pretend that the English countryside is 
now anything more than an extension of the town” (432). 
16 “often an idea of the country is an idea of childhood: not only the local memories, or 
the ideally shared communal memory, but the feel of childhood” (297).  
17 See Robert Pogue Harrison‟s Forests (1992). 
18 For instance, Daniel refers to one of the contributions Jenny makes to the novel: 
“Again, Jenny, in that simile I had not yet read – and which indeed she hadn‟t yet 
written – was halfway right” (108). Earlier Jenny had said “Who‟d ever go for a 
character called Daniel Martin?” (24). 
19 The epigraph to the chapter reads: “O what a plague is love! / how shall I beare it? / 
She well unconstant prove, / I greatly feare it. / She so molests my minde / that my wit 
fayleth. / She wavers with the wind, / as the ship saileth./Please her the best I may, / she 
looks another way. / Alacke and weladay! / Phillida flouts me” (387; emphasis in 
original). 
20 See Dominic Head who notes the difficulties of applying ecocriticism to novels: “The 
difficulty of the challenge is considerable, given the emphasis on „textuality‟ in both 
novelistic and critical discourse, and the suspicion voiced by some ecocritics that this 
emphasis might lead readers away from an engagement with representations of the real” 
(“Problems” 64). 
21 In the following pages I will use the name “England” to refer to England in the first 
part of the novel, which is a roughly contemporary representation; “the Island” to 
denote the miniature England created by Pitman on the Isle of Wight; and “Anglia” to 
refer to England as it is in the final part of the work. 
22 “[by claims such as Buell‟s] ecocritics fall prey to the false hope that there is some 
beyond of literature, call it nature or wilderness or environment, where deliverance 
from the constraints of culture, particularly that constraint known as theory, might be 
found” (Truth 162, emphasis in original). Phillips does not suggest here that there is no 
such thing as nature. Rather, he expresses doubt that “these things [nature, wilderness, 
environment] can deliver us from the constraints of culture, any more than culture can 
deliver us from the constraints of nature” (ibid.). 
23 Buell distinguishes between first-wave and second-wave ecocriticism, the former 
referring to the “original concentration on such genres as nature writing, nature poetry, 
and wilderness fiction”, whereas the latter is engaged with “a broader range of 
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landscapes and genres and a greater internal debate over environmental commitment 
that has taken the movement in a more sociocentric direction” (Future 138).  
24 Although James Miracky acknowledges that Anglia is as artificial as England, England, 
his focus in his brief discussion of Anglia is on the way in which the novel “mocks both 
the commodification of the hyperreal and neo-Marxist alternatives to late capitalist 
culture that propose getting the people closer to the land or means of production” (170). 
He does not discuss the construction of pastoral or nature in England. Alternatively, 
Vera Nünning analyses the novel in terms of memory, and the Anglia section as an 
illustration of the impossibility of retrieving origins and originals or a fixed national 
identity. Like Miracky she does not discuss the England episode, part I of the novel.  
25 See Baudrillard‟s discussion of this in Symbolic Exchange and Death (1993), 53. 
26 This issue recently became headline news again when Britain‟s highest civil servant, 
Sir Gus O‟Donnell, retired and suggested that “[o]ver the next few years, there will be 
enormous challenges, such as whether to keep our kingdom united” (O‟Donnell par.7), a 
sentiment supported by the Scottish National Party (Jones). 
27 These concepts have also had their effects on ecocriticism which in its early years 
relied heavily on outdated views of ecology. This has been critiqued most extensively by 
Phillips in The Truth of Ecology. 
28 Similarly, and more recently, John Kricher has noted that the balance of nature is one 
of the most deep-seated yet mistaken assumptions about the world (The Balance of 
Nature: Ecology‟s Enduring Myth [2009]). Arguing that nature is not inherently stable is 
also problematic, however, in relation to environmental change and particularly human 

















It is not merely that life, from having been predominantly rural and agricultural, has 
become urban and industrial. When life was rooted in the soil town life was not what it 
is now. Instead of the community, urban or rural, we have, almost universally, 
suburbanism. We dwell where we find it convenient or where we can, pay our rates 
and taxes if we have to, and live in agglomerations united only by contiguity, the system 
of transport and the supply of gas, water and electricity. 
(F.R. Leavis and Denys Thompson, Culture and Environment 2) 
 
 
In The Future of Environmental Criticism (2005), Lawrence Buell questions 
whether “„place‟ as traditionally understood means anything anymore at a time 
when fewer and fewer of the world‟s population live out their lives in locations 
that are not shaped to a great extent by translocal – ultimately global – forces” 
(62-3). In many ways, place resembles pastoral, discussed in the previous 
chapter. The image – defined by Buell as “space that is bounded and marked as 
humanly meaningful through personal attachment, social relations and 
physiographic distinctiveness” (Future 145) – is based on similar idealizing 
conceptions of human-nature relations that have become largely untenable over 
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the last decades – if not centuries. Much like pastoral, place is fundamental to 
ecocriticism itself: nature writing largely revolves around the personal 
experience of place, giving the image a central position in the field‟s 
development. Yet, whereas pastoral is frequently perceived as an example of the 
ways in which nature has been misrepresented, environmentalists traditionally 
hold up place as an antidote to modernization and contemporary environmental 
crisis. As Ursula Heise notes, “place continues to function as one of the most 
important categories through which American environmentalists articulate 
what it means to be ecologically aware and ethically responsible today” (Sense 
of Place 29).   
 Ecocritics such as Buell, Greg Garrard and Heise have argued that 
increased mobility and globalization have made the image problematic or even 
infeasible in a contemporary context.1 Yet the challenge that place poses to 
ecocriticism goes deeper than that, to the dualistic strictures on which it is 
premised – and which globalization has brought further to the fore. More than 
either of the other two images of nature explored in this study, place is 
implicated in, and tied up with, the dualities that shape historical and 
contemporary views of nature. Place, as it is traditionally understood, is based 
on a series of dualities, in which one element is perceived positively: 
nature/culture, rootedness/mobility, local/global, countryside/city, and 
conservation/pollution. In order to make the image of place more productive for 
contemporary circumstances, an ecocritical approach to the image is needed 
which relies less on dichotomies, and more on fluidity. To put it differently, I 
advocate a way of reading place that does not think in terms of oppositions, but 
rather in terms of “linking postulates”, to borrow Val Plumwood‟s term 
(Feminism and the Mastery of Nature 45). Furthermore, it needs to be kept in 
mind that place – like the less frequently used image “wilderness” – is a typical 
part of ecocriticism‟s American heritage: a landscape that is more spacious and 
empty than, for instance, most of Western Europe, and a culture not affected by 
the fascist rhetoric that appropriated place.2  
 In the present chapter I will first briefly sketch the significance that 
place holds for environmentalism, and subsequently propose an ecocritical 
rethinking of place that takes into account dualistic thought. As before, the 
largest part of this chapter is devoted to the discussion of three novels that 
function as case studies and demonstrate the challenges, problems and 
possibilities ecocritics face when reading contemporary British novels in terms 
of place.   
 
 
PLACE AND ENVIRONMENTALISM 
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Many environmentalists advocate a sense of place because they believe place-
attachment to lead to environmental preservation and conversation. This 
connection is also made by Buell, who suggests that “an awakened sense of 
physical location and of belonging to some sort of place-based community have 
[sic] a great deal to do with activating environmental concern” (Writing 56), 
and, more explicitly, that “it is in the interest of planet, people, and other forms 
of life … for „space‟ to be converted – or reconverted – into „place‟” (ibid. 78). 
Literature can play a significant role in the construction of places, and the 
experience and expression of place-attachment, as Robert Thayer claims. Like 
Buell, he relates place to sustainability: “a mutually sustainable future for 
humans, other life-forms, and earthly systems can best be achieved by means of 
a spatial framework, in which people live as rooted, active, participating 
members of a reasonably scaled, naturally-bounded, ecologically defined 
territory” (6). Stories may not only help people become more aware of and 
knowledgeable about the region in which they live, but art can also develop 
from and support the living-in-place that Thayer has in mind (94).  
 Yet the kind of rootedness – also sometimes called reinhabitation – that 
environmentalists such as Thayer and deep ecologists like Arne Naess have in 
mind, forms a stark contrast with the realities of most (Western) people.3 
Contemporary developments such as transnational and global legislation, 
environmental problems that affect the entire planet, and changes in social and 
cultural networks due to increased travel and the internet, are exerting more 
and more pressure on initiatives such as living-in-place and reinhabitation. 
Consequently, Heise has argued that “ecologically oriented thinking has yet to 
come to terms with one of the central insights of current theories of 
globalization: namely, that the increasing connectedness of societies around the 
globe entails the emergence of new forms of culture that are no longer anchored 
in place” (Sense of Place 10).  
 At the same time it has also been suggested that not having a place – 
placelessness – is fundamental to humankind. Neil Evernden, for instance, 
argues that humans are by definition without a place. Pointing towards the 
different kinds of environments and circumstances in which humans live on the 
planet, he proposes that “it is very difficult to speak of humans as having an 
environment” (103, emphasis in original) – unlike most other animals and 
plants, humans are not tied to one particular habitat. Consequently, people are 
destined to be forever separated from the earth – or, in other words, to be 
perpetual exotics, “creatures living outside their native environment” (108), 
who have no sense of context or relatedness to the community of which they 
are part (109), simply because they have no single natural environment. 
Evernden argues, then, that humans are biologically incapable of developing the 
kind of place-attachment that environmentalists advocate, which further 
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complicates debates on place. At the same time, however, he implicitly argues 
for a global place-attachment that ecocritics such as Garrard and Heise have also 
proposed: as creatures which do not belong to one specific habitat, the entire 
planet is the native environment of humankind, hereby suggesting a global 
sense of place.4   
 
 
PLACE, ECOCRITICISM AND DUALISTIC THOUGHT  
Heise‟s Sense of Place and Sense of Planet (2008) is one of the best-known 
recent examples of ways in which ecocritics attempt to think beyond the local 
and instead in terms of the global. She notes that – particularly American – 
environmentalism has developed a somewhat contradictory stance towards 
these issues: “[e]nvironmentalist discourses about the global … evolved in a 
field of tension between the embrace of and resistance to global connectedness, 
and between the commitment to planetary vision and the utopian reinvestment 
in the local” (21). Heise subsequently attempts to bypass or overcome the binary 
of local/global by focusing on texts that “frame localism from a globalist 
environmental perspective” (9) and illustrate what she calls “eco-
cosmopolitanism”. Eco-cosmopolitanism, she argues, is “an attempt to envision 
individuals and groups as part of planetary „imagined communities‟ of both 
human and nonhuman kinds” (61).5 
 Ecocriticism‟s fairly recent attempts to move beyond the local are also 
inspired by postcolonialism, in which terms such as diaspora and nomadism do 
not always necessarily carry the negative connotations attributed to them by 
environmentalists.6 Heise already tentatively suggests that nomadism and 
vagabondage – used negatively by environmentalists such as Wendell Berry and 
Scott Russell Sanders – may also be seen more positively, and more “ecologically 
grounded”, as in the term migration (Sense of Place 31). In postcolonial 
literature and criticism, place is frequently seen in less dualistic and less 
centrifugal terms: as Buell has recently noted, these texts have been “much 
more proactive in substantive reconception of the local and the regional in 
terms of the impact of translocal, ultimately global forces” (“Ecocriticism” 100). 
 Both much postcolonial ecocriticism and Heise‟s project are premised on 
redefining and rethinking the oppositions underlying concepts such as place. 
These dualities are part of a larger structure: Plumwood argues that the 
human/nature contrast, as well as other dichotomies, can only be understood as 
part of a larger interrelated web of dualities which “should be seen as forming a 
system, an interlocking structure” (Feminism and the Mastery of Nature 43).7 A 
few of the key elements of the dualistic structure of Western thought that 
Plumwood defines are culture/nature, male/female, mind/body, reason/emotion, 
human/nature, civilized/primitive, self/other, with the first element always 
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being the favoured one. Local/global and place/placelessness – or their 
opposites, global/local and placelessness/place – are not featured on Plumwood‟s 
list, which is in any case also not meant to be exhaustive. Nonetheless, I want to 
argue that they form part of the dualistic web informing Western thought: they 
are what Plumwood terms “linking postulates” (ibid. 45), dualisms that cannot 
“immediately be seen as variants of a gendered reason/nature contrast [but 
which] can have their derivation from or connection to this basic form revealed 
by making explicit further implicit assumptions which connect them” (ibid.). 
Extending Plumwood‟s argument slightly, I would suggest that local/global and 
place/placelessness are linking postulates because they are founded on 
assumptions about nature/culture, rather than the gendered duality of 
reason/emotion that Plumwood is primarily concerned with.  
 In the oppositions that Plumwood discusses in her study the element 
preferred by Western culture is put first; thus, culture is hierarchically more 
important than nature, as is male over female, reason over emotion, etcetera. 
Environmentalists and ecocritics, however, tend to reverse these dualities, as I 
do in this chapter: for instance, Karla Armbruster does not write about the 
culture/nature divide but the nature/culture divide (“Ecocriticism and the 
Postmodern Novel” 27). In these fields, then, a reversal has taken place in 
which the subjugated part of the duality becomes the favoured element, and the 
element traditionally preferred by Western culture loses its positive 
connotations. Such reversal is a subtle yet significant way of shifting the 
perspective from a Western, or Eurocentric, anthropocentric point of view, to a 
more ecocentric point of view. However, reversal ultimately does not solve the 
inequality of dualities, but instead mimics them: as Plumwood also notes, 
“[r]eversal reproduces the problem in a new form, an inadequate or incomplete 
movement beyond dualistic conception” (Feminism and the Mastery of Nature 
61-2). An apt example in this respect is Laurence Coupe‟s summary of an essay 
by Gary Snyder which proposes that “dualism is overcome when humanity 
finds a properly local, humble place on the planet” (121). Even though such a 
humble place may lead to more environmental preservation, Coupe‟s focus on 
the local does not deconstruct but rather affirms dualities by emphasizing the 
local and de-emphasizing the global.  
 The importance of coming to terms with binary thought also lies in the 
connection frequently made by environmentalists and ecocritics between 
conceptual dichotomies and environmental crisis. Plumwood argues, for 
instance, that “the failure to conceive ourselves as essentially or positively in 
nature leads easily into a failure to commit ourselves to the care of the planet 
and to encourage sustainable social institutions and values which can 
acknowledge deeply and fully our dependence on and ties to the earth” 
(Feminism and the Mastery of Nature  71).8 Similarly, Molly Wallace notes that 
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“[m]uch of modern ecology is based on the assumption that our ecological 
problems stem from the separation of culture from nature” (138). Instead, 
Wallace calls for “a theory which can account for the collapse of various 
binaries without simply reducing one to the other” (140). Such a theory would 
entail “understanding nature and culture as interwoven rather than as separate 
sides of a dualistic construct” (Armbruster and Wallace, “Introduction” 4).  
 Indeed, focusing on what Wallace calls the collapse of binaries – or in 
other words, acknowledging the fact that boundaries between dichotomies are 
fluid – has become an inherent part of ecocritical practice. Donna Haraway, as 
Timothy Clark notes, rarely uses the term “nature”, but instead devised the term 
“natureculture”, to show that nature and culture cannot be separated (Clark 
161). More recently, several ecocritics have proposed interdisciplinary 
approaches that enable less dualistic conceptions of the world, including nature-
human relations. Timothy Morton, for instance, has argued for the concept of 
the “mesh”, a short-hand by which he refers to the interconnectedness of all 
things living and non-living (The Ecological Thought 28).9 Mainly, the mesh is 
characterized by openness: all parts of the mesh are equally important, there is 
no foreground and no background – hence, although he does not put it this 
explicitly, no binary oppositions either. Similar non-dualistic suggestions are 
made by Heather Sullivan who proposes an affinity studies model based on open 
systems which “insists on hybridity, relations instead of essences” (245). In this 
model, there are no oppositions and it is not focused on difference. Instead, 
Sullivan presents “the human-nature interface” as part of a “continuum of 
complex, interrelated patterns” (247, emphasis in original).  
 Neither reversing nor trying to dismiss dualities altogether does justice 
to contemporary uses of place. Rather, an ecocritical reading of the image which 
is not informed by oppositions but by interconnections is more productive. 
Place, and the dichotomies that shape it, are subsequently not strict binaries, 
but rather part of a larger field, space, or web. Such an approach has a two-fold 
effect. Firstly, it recognizes that dualistic thought always in some way underlies 
views of nature in general and place in particular. Secondly, instead of trying to 
force contemporary representations of place into an oppositional stricture that is 
no longer feasible, this approach is focused on the subversion of dualities, and 
the creation of a structure that is not oppositional. For this purpose I borrow 
and adapt Plumwood‟s term “linking postulates” to refer to concepts such as 
nature and culture, local and global, rootedness and nomadism, which are 
traditionally conceived as binaries, but are becoming increasingly fluid, yet 
remain connected in what were once oppositional relations. Envisioning place 
as being part of, and premised on, non-dualistic linking postulates also provides 
the fluidity to adapt the image to non-American contexts, in which place is less 





Despite its explicit concern with landscape and the relationship between nature 
and humans, Sarah Hall‟s 2002 debut novel Haweswater has received no 
ecocritical attention to date. The novel tells the story of the construction of the 
Haweswater Dam and the subsequent flooding of the village of Mardale, 
Westmorland, in 1936 and 1937.10 Mardale is an isolated rural community, cut 
off from the world by the hills and mountains surrounding the valley. The quiet 
life of the villagers is disturbed by the arrival of a representative of Manchester 
City Waterworks, Jack Liggett, who informs them that Mardale needs to be 
abandoned as the valley is going to be flooded. The reservoir hereby created 
will provide water for the city of Manchester. Haweswater focuses on the 
Lightburn family: Samuel, a sheep farmer, his wife Ella and their two children: 
Janet, the main protagonist, and Isaac. Janet is a free-spirited young woman 
who, as a girl, spends most of her time outside, helping her father with the 
farm. Throughout the novel she is identified with the earth and her brother 
Isaac with water. His favourite thing to do is dipping his head into the rivers 
running through and near the village, and observing life under water. In the 
course of the novel Janet becomes one of the strongest opponents of the dam, 
seeking legal advice to stop its construction. Eventually, though, an unlikely 
romance ensues between her and the man who works for MCW, Jack. Their 
relationship comes to an end when Jack dies in an attempt to return a dead 
golden eagle to her nest. Janet‟s death follows a year later, when she blows 
herself up while trying to damage the dam. Their child is raised by Janet‟s 
parents who have relocated in anticipation of the flooding of the valley. The 
final death in the novel is Isaac‟s. In the 1952 epilogue to the novel he has 
become a marine biologist, who volunteers to explore the Haweswater 
reservoir, and dies during the dive.  
 Below, I will explore the representation of place in Haweswater by 
examining a number of dualities – most explicitly nature/culture – that are 
constructed and deconstructed through the novel‟s narratological aspects – 
characterization, narrative voice and focalization – and its plot and setting. I 
will argue that although novelistic techniques are used mainly to challenge 
dichotomies, and hence appear to undermine the opposition of local/global, 
place/placelessness, Haweswater‟s narrative – the story itself – undoes this by 








(DE)CONSTRUCTING DUALITIES:  
CHARACTERIZATION 
One of the ways in which dualities are constructed in Haweswater is by means 
of its characters, for instance through Nathaniel Holme and Jack Ligett, who are 
used to create and challenge dichotomies such as that of nature/culture. 
Nathaniel Holme plays a marginal, yet symbolic, role in Haweswater. He is first 
encountered mending a wall that forms the border between his property and 
that of the Lightburns. When he dies a few months later, Samuel Lightburn 
finds his body while looking for a neighbour‟s pony. Nathaniel is sitting not far 
from the pony, in a place that, Samuel thinks, must have been chosen with care, 
for when “great and wise animals die they instinctually leave their homes and 
herds for sanctuary” (184). He must have picked the spot for “the view from the 
tarns and the sense that the high-altitude pools were vascular, open grey walls 
collapsing deep into the earth‟s core. To its heart‟s source” (185). Nathaniel 
experiences such an instinctive relationship to the land that he chooses to die 
outside, in a particular spot, carefully selected beforehand. He feels himself to 
be an organic part of a larger community, which is made up of the land and his 
ancestors: “he knew that, essentially, he had not succeeded as a possessor, but 
rather he himself had been heritage, passed down to that which had also 
received his ancestors” (187). Nevertheless, ironically, Nathaniel factually does 
not become part of the earth like his ancestors have. He is the first of the 
villagers not to be buried at the Mardale graveyard – which is to be exhumed – 
but in nearby Shap. Nathaniel‟s death, then, has a symbolic function in 
Haweswater as it signals the end of the valley, as Samuel notes as well: 
“Nathaniel had been a stitch in its very fabric, a true spirit, and in mourning 
that loop undone Samuel must also grieve for the unravelling valley” (188). 
 Jack is the outsider of the novel, coming from Manchester to herald the 
end of Mardale and the valley. Throughout most of the work, he is 
conspicuously out of place in the village and in the landscape: not only is he 
compared to an exotic bird (43), he is also associated with exotic plants. During 
one of his ramblings across the hills he suddenly smells a coconut. When he 
looks around he discovers that the scent comes from flowering gorse bushes that 
surround him. What smells like a coconut to him smells like a gorse bush to the 
villagers, underlining his status of the outsider (141-42). Initially, then, 
characterization seems to be one of the ways in which the novel upholds the 
dichotomy between nature and culture, identifying Nathanial with nature and 
Jack with culture. However, Jack‟s stay at the village and his relationship with 
Janet cause him to begin to experience a sense of place, although this is nowhere 
as deep as that of Nathaniel. After falling in love with Janet, the landscape is no 
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longer just background, but “[f]or the first time in his memory the region had 
become invested with a human element” (127) – that which was space has 
become place, and humanly meaningful. The strict opposition between 
Nathaniel and Jack in terms of nature and culture, place and placelessness is 
consequently challenged.  
 Nonetheless, the novel questions Jack‟s sense of place-attachment 
through his death and the events leading up to it. The character of Nathaniel 
Holme demonstrates that experiencing true rootedness includes respecting the 
land and knowing one‟s own as well as the land‟s limits. Jack, on the other 
hand, shows little regard for the natural environment, according to Janet, when 
he climbs the mountains surrounding the village at night (128). Although he 
disagrees, through his death during one of those climbs the novel suggests just 
that: a lack of respect for the land. Like Nathaniel, Jack dies outside on a 
mountain. Whereas Nathaniel is said to have died a good death (188), 
surrounded by the land to which he belonged, Jack has taken something from 
the natural environment as the representative of the company which essentially 
brings about the end of the valley, and because he had asked a poacher to kill a 
golden eagle for him.  
 
 
(DE)CONSTRUCTING DUALITIES:  
NARRATIVE VOICE AND FOCALIZATION 
The narrator‟s descriptions of life in the valley affirm binary oppositions by 
framing the story in terms of the struggle between the human and the 
nonhuman. The perspectives of the characters, on the other hand, add nuances 
to this dichotomy and essentially subvert it. The construction of the dam is 
described by the narrator in mostly negative terms, opposing industry and 
nature. Industry lights up “the quiet blue-green valley and overwhelm[s] it with 
noise” (162) and the result of this undertaking is “a captured lake” (ibid.), i.e. the 
imprisonment of nature. Work on the dam is contrasted with the beauty of the 
natural environment surrounding the workers, for instance in a passage in 
which the workers look out over the valley:  
all around them is paradise. It is the most beautiful vista many have ever seen. 
A damp, shining valley hangs before them. Used to smoky towns and reshaped 
ports, the Westmorland countryside is a glorious backdrop for the construction. 
Screens of foliage alongside the mountains. The density of landscape draws 
their eyes away from rusting apparatus and their mongrel patches of the site. 
                    (159) 
 
A similar juxtaposition is created between Jack Liggett and the villagers. The 
contrast here is signalled upon Jack‟s arrival in the village when he is compared 
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to Paul Levell, an artist living just outside the village. Jack is described as an 
alien, “an unusual, exotic bird, its silk and sheen foreign in the cold landscape” 
(43), whereas Levell is characterized in terms of a native bird, “a tall, silent 
heron scanning the waters” (44). Jack is likewise contrasted with the woman 
who will become his lover, Janet. On their first meeting in the fields, she 
confronts him with the construction of the dam. Jack is used to dealing with 
business in his offices in Manchester, rather than in the fields that are Janet‟s 
territory: “he had not expected the first real verbal sparring on the subject of 
Haweswater to be with a young woman on a fell in the biting March cold. The 
idea has been to take care of things indoors, in a controlled environment, in his 
way” (83).  
 The contrast between the indoors and outdoors is also expressed 
through references to scents in the novel. In Haweswater mention is 
continually made of the smells of nature: the stench of dead sheep (22), the 
smell of hay (124; 126), the earth (17; 70) and the graveyard (187). These smells 
in turn are employed to stress the opposition between humans and nature, 
exemplified by the home and the outdoors, a distinction felt most acutely by 
Janet. When inside the house she smells the scent of her mother, “buried deep 
in the house”, which is “as much a presence as the woman alone” (13). It is a 
comforting smell, and “it contributes to and finally dominates the household” 
(ibid.). Outside, however, the scent of her mother, and thus of the house, is lost. 
It is replaced by the smells of the farm, “the weather and the season [which] 
remove any memory of her mother‟s scent and [which] she will not be able to 
recall and recognize … until in its presence again” (15).  
 Yet Haweswater also deconstructs oppositions in those instances in 
which the narrative is focalized through the characters. In the case of Jack, the 
extent of focalization, in addition, reflects his sense of belonging to the land – 
his awareness of and attachment to place. Initially, Jack is an outsider who is 
not only described as an exotic bird but also lodges in Penrith rather than in 
Mardale. Furthermore, when he first arrives in the village he is continually 
perceived through the eyes of others – the villagers gathered in the market 
square for example – whereas the narrative is never focalized through him. For 
instance, when Jack and Isaac first meet, Jack‟s point of view is not given. 
Moreover, the narrator refers to Jack not by his name, but instead as “the man”: 
“The man took a few steps towards the boy, as if to catch him if he fell” (78); 
“The man in the suit put out his hand, paused, then laid it on the boy‟s wrist” 
(79); and, “Then the man laughed” (ibid.). After six weeks Jack moves into a 
room at the Dun Bull Inn in Mardale. This signals a two-fold shift in the way he 
is described: he is no longer solely associated with culture, and parts of the 
narrative are now focalized through him, particularly when he begins to spend 
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more and more time in the hills and forests. Nature is subsequently seen 
through his eyes and experienced with his senses:  
There was a fresh, woody smell in the air and the red bracken was wild over 
the sheep paths, twisting its stems together in firm, mature knots so that his 
boots had to rip through it as he walked. Warm rain from the summer was 
gone. Now, when the first drops came they were cool and refreshing on the 
back of his neck, the water was exhilarating on his gasping face. 
                    (146)  
 
These examples illustrate how character development, in this case Jack‟s, is 
employed in Haweswater both to uphold and subvert the nature/culture 
dichotomy, which also affects the characters‟ sense of place. Once 
nature/culture is deconstructed, Jack begins to become more aware of the 
landscape: it becomes a place, whereas earlier it had been mere space. 
 
 
AFFIRMING DUALITIES:  
THE DAM 
Through characterization, narrative voice and focalization, then, Haweswater 
constructs and deconstructs the oppositions of nature/culture, inside/outside. 
Yet the plot of Haweswater – specifically the deaths of Jack, Janet and Isaac – 
suggests that the novel as a whole is not as critical towards the nature/culture 
opposition as my discussion of characterization, narrative voice and focalization 
above implied. Through the plot, then, the novel upholds the local/global 
duality inherent to traditional conceptions of place.  
 Shortly after his arrival in the village, Jack challenges a poacher to shoot 
a golden eagle for him. Months later, when the poacher delivers the bird, Jack 
considers his reasons for desiring this specific animal, calling it a “trophy bird”: 
“it was the largest to be found in that region, indeed, the largest in the 
country…. He had wanted it as an effrontery, a snub to the class he had 
successfully bluffed his way up to, which would consider it gauche, irregular 
and in poor taste” (199). The villagers all think that he is rich, as Janet tells him: 
“Everyone thought you were very wealthy. That y‟stepped down into the valley 
from someplace soft where you were made. You have that smell, like you‟ve 
always had finery” (131). Yet Jack, as he tells her, grew up in Manchester, poor 
and living in filthy circumstances. Gaining a scholarship and “a bit of 
politeness” (132) helped him to get the position at the Corporation, among 
people who “feel good to think they were improving one of society‟s wrecks” 
(ibid.). In respect to his own life, then, Jack has crossed class boundaries, 
challenging and overcoming the difference between poor and rich. He similarly 
develops in terms of his relationship to the landscape. Whereas he had entered 
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the valley as a conqueror, he now feels a more intricate part of the land and 
decides to return the golden eagle to its nest. His act of contrition is as such also 
an attempt to reverse man‟s domination over nature. Climbing the rocks at 
night during winter, however, proves to be fatal. When the bag with the bird 
slips off his shoulder Jack reaches back to catch it and falls. The fact that Jack 
dies, even though he attempts to restore the bird, makes his original challenge 
to the poacher seem like an act of hubris: by ordering the death of the eagle, he 
– literally – creates his own downfall. This event is reminiscent of Coleridge‟s 
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner (1798), in which the killing of another 
majestic bird – an albatross – dooms the main character, although not to death. 
Golden eagles are equally rare birds and under threat of extinction. Its rarity is 
precisely the reason why Jack wants to have one; not merely to snub his fellow 
Mancunians, but also as a snub to nature, which he – by way of the dam – is 
conquering. Ironically, the greater challenge, building a dam, is successful, 
whereas the death of the bird results in his own death.  
 Whereas Jack is clearly identified with the dam and the human 
throughout most of the novel, Janet and Isaac are related to the land and the 
water respectively. Hereby, they are described in similar terms as Nathaniel 
Holme, although he dies a natural death whereas both Janet and Isaac commit 
suicide. In the summer after Jack‟s death, Janet goes to the dam at night and 
attempts to damage it with explosives. Even though her act is unsuccessful, and 
merely results in Janet killing herself, her deed has symbolic value. The dam is a 
monument that remembers a man “who had thought to regurgitate nature 
through the serpentine mouth of history” (236), recalling the initial contrast 
between Jack, representing Manchester and culture, and Janet, representative of 
the valley, nature and community. Rather than challenging them, the novel 
consequently reinforces the dualities that it had established in its early pages. 
 Isaac‟s death in 1952, described in the epilogue to the novel, is no less 
symbolic. Not inclined to be a farmer like his father, Isaac becomes a marine 
biologist. When the marine centre he works for needs divers at the Haweswater 
reservoir, he volunteers. At the end of the dive, when the divers are ascending, 
Isaac takes out his mouthpiece, and his mask:  
As if he thought he might be able to see down the six miles of inky liquid to the 
drowned village that had once been his home. Or perhaps a voice had called to 
him, telling him to remember who he was, where he was, remember it with his 
heart of stone. He stripped away the apparatus. Unclipped the safety line. 
                    (265) 
 
Significantly, Isaac‟s suicide is not presented as suicide, but as an organic return 
to the water, and to nature. As Ella Lightburn had said earlier, “the land will 
borrow back that which was lent, as always” (23). By committing suicide both 
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Janet and Isaac return to their respective elements: Janet‟s blood seeps into the 
earth she was identified with and Isaac drowns in the waters he loved as a child.  
 Throughout the novel, the narrator frequently leaves out first names in 
favour of pronouns, yet this is nowhere as striking as in the scenes describing 
Jack‟s, Janet‟s and Isaac‟s death. Jack‟s climb up the mountain and his accidental 
death are related in two pages in which the narrator never mentions Jack‟s first 
name: “he navigated the winding path up”; “On his back he carried the Hessian 
sack with the eagle”; “He trusted that his hands would be competent at their 
task”; and “he laughed, a self-damning, gentle laugh, as if amused by the 
predicament” (202-3). In the four pages describing Janet‟s suicide, the narrator 
mentions her name only once: at the beginning of the chapter. After that, Janet 
is only “she”: “She knows that her life had been pared down to this”; “She smells 
the coming rain, only a morning away”; and “she feels it coming over her, a 
great pressure, a sea of red darkness, swallowing air” (236-8). Isaac‟s death is the 
most striking example of the distance and dissociation created by the use of only 
pronouns. His name is used thrice in the two pages in which the narrator 
describes his death, and only when he is already dead: “But Isaac did not taste 
the familiar texture of rubber on his tongue from his saviour‟s mouth plug…. 
Isaac would never taste or see or breathe again. He was already dead” (266). 
Before that, Isaac is indistinguishable from the other divers in the Haweswater 
reservoir, and he is only designated as one of them: “one of the divers took out 
his mouthpiece” (ibid.). The highly symbolic deaths of Jack, Janet and Isaac 
highlight even more that these three characters are employed to uphold the 
nature/culture dichotomy. Although this opposition had earlier been 
challenged, the significance of these events – arguably the most important in 
the novel – as it were overrules these earlier instances. Consequently, it 
contributes to the way in which the novel explicitly refuses to challenge the 




REINFORCING DUALITIES:  
MARGIN/CENTRE, REGION/NATION, LOCAL/GLOBAL 
Throughout the novel, the remoteness of Mardale is continually emphasized, by 
which the narrative draws on the dualities of margin/centre, region/nation as 
part of local/global. Haweswater is set in the late 1930s, at the time of Hitler‟s 
rise and the last stages of the British Empire. Despite these developments, the 
village of Mardale is conspicuously isolated from the rest of the country – even 
from the rest of the world. After World War I, when the Lightburns move to 
the valley, the village is presented as the antithesis of everything which Samuel 
experienced during the war: “It was remote. It was quiet, a place of recovery, a 
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place of new life” (64). In 1936 mention is made, by Ella, of Hitler and the 
possibility of a new war – one of the rare references to the world outside of the 
valley: “There‟s talk of another war, Samuel. Cumberland Herald‟s full of it. 
Hitler‟s defied Treaty. It‟s only the start. They say he‟s opening fact‟ries to 
manufacture planes. It‟s all cumin‟ again, Sam, in time” (ibid.). Hitler had defied 
the 1919 Treaty of Versailles by reoccupying the demilitarized zone in the 
Rhineland in March 1936; one of many events that led to the Second World 
War three years later. At this time, Britain had still not recovered from the First 
World War – while the United States, and to a lesser extent Japan, were 
becoming economic world powers, Britain struggled with severe unemployment 
and the aftermath of the 1929 depression (Briggs 294). The construction of the 
Haweswater Dam, Ella assumes, will lead to many men joining the army 
voluntarily once war comes, as the flooding of the valley leaves them out of 
work (Hall 64).  
 References to the British Empire, which slowly started to decline after 
the First World War, are scarce in the novel. Empire, to Janet, is the pink 
shading in the atlas at school, and also seems decisively unreal to her: “the tepid, 
inoffensive pink will, in her mind, always represent the impossible, a stray, 
romantic idea, like that of the colonial glacier” (19). Jack seems much more 
conscious of the Empire than the villagers. On arrival in the valley, he learns 
that this part of the Lake District is one of the few places in Britain where 
golden eagles breed and asks a poacher to kill an eagle for him, a request he later 
comes to regret. The bird is explicitly related to Britain: “The golden eagle was 
no Indian, no polished ivory tusk, it was not another country usurped, or the 
spoils of exotic adventure. It was indigenous, a symbol of the beauty of the 
island, the hub of the empire” (199). These references again position Jack in 
opposition to villagers such as the Lightburns: whereas they perceive the village 
as theirs – local –, explicitly in contrast to the nation and the world, Jack 
represents the position of the nation and Empire. 
 Janet‟s schoolteacher, Hazel Bowman, is the only character in the novel 
who attempts to overcome the dualities of region/nation, local/global. Unlike 
the villagers, she is explicitly associated with life beyond the valley: “She brings 
with her a brilliant energy and liberating words, ideals belonging to the New 
World, perhaps, or the Antipodes” (21). She tries to bring some of the same 
energy to Mardale, by telling her pupils to ask their parents about events 
covered by the newspapers as these are “notable events, relevant to the north” 
(19). Yet rather than bringing the village closer to the world outside of it, the 
newspapers further juxtapose the two areas: whereas the London newspapers 
provide drama and exciting stories, the local papers are less dramatic and in 
them “their region seems uncomplicated” (ibid.). Progress, change and history 
are implied to take place somewhere else, which puts Mardale at the periphery 
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of events. Significantly, the one character who attempts to bridge the 
opposition, Hazel Bowman, leaves the valley, “with her bright arms open 
towards the Spanish War” (21), an event which was not only not local, but also 
distinctly European in terms of the nationalities of those joining it.  
RETHINKING PLACE 
Haweswater both draws on and affirms, as well as challenges and deconstructs 
dichotomies. The way in which the narrative achieves this can be roughly 
explained in terms of, on the one hand, its narrative structure and strategies, 
and, on the other, its plot and setting, or content.11 Structure and strategies, 
which I analyzed in terms of characterization, narrative voice and focalization, 
show a contrary movement: whereas many characters embody dualities in the 
early pages of the novel, their development challenges this. Moreover, whereas 
the narrator positions a series of oppositions – such as nature/culture –, 
focalization through characters such as Jack critiques these binaries and blurs 
their boundaries. Haweswater‟s plot and setting, on the other hand, establish 
and emphasize dualistic thought. The deaths of the three main characters, for 
instance, point toward the opposition of nature/culture, and the remoteness of 
the valley itself affirms the local/global binary upon which the image of place is 
traditionally founded. Particularly Jack‟s death implies that harming nature has 
deadly consequences. Although both movements occur in the same novel, the 
deconstruction of binaries occurs much more subtly than their construction, 
since the work‟s formal elements are less prominent than its plot.  
 Of the three novels examined in this chapter, Haweswater is certainly 
the most traditional in its depiction of place. As such, the work may not seem to 
fit in a chapter that aims to rethink traditional – environmental(ist) or 
ecocritical – approaches to the image. Nonetheless, the reading that I have 
advocated, and which focuses on linking postulates rather than dualities, shows 
how even a rather conventional place-novel like Haweswater challenges the 
image. Such a rethinking of place is particularly suitable to historical novels, 
which constitute a significant part of contemporary British fiction. Whereas the 
conventional, American-inflected form of the image is out of place in a twenty-
first-century British setting, it much better suits works set in the past. Novels 
with contemporary settings, on the other hand, need to devise other ways of 
engaging with the image of place that are more compatible with present-day 
circumstances, which I will turn to next. 
  
 
THE LOCUST ROOM 
Paul, the main character of John Burnside‟s novel The Locust Room (2001), set 
in 1975, is a solitary figure, an outsider at parties and at college who prefers to 
take pictures at night. His sense of solitude is deepened by his work at a Zoology 
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field station at the edge of Cambridge, where he spends entire days alone 
feeding and watching the animals. Originally unaware of the function of the 
station, Paul discovers that the animals are used for animal testing. His father‟s 
death at the end of the summer and his work at the field station cause him to 
retreat further and further from society into his own world. The narrative ends 
in winter when Paul encounters a fox on a country lane in Scotland and realizes 
that he cannot feel at home either in the social or the animal world.  
 The novel juxtaposes two seemingly unrelated narratives: Paul‟s story is 
interrupted by chapters focalized through the historical figure of the Cambridge 
rapist who attacked women during the 1970s. Although the two story lines are 
ostensibly completely separate – the rapist and Paul never meet, even though 
Paul discusses him with others – a closer look reveals that the rapist‟s narrative, 
with which The Locust Room begins, shapes the entire novel. The themes that 
are explored in relation to the rapist – violence, solitude and domination – recur 
in the rest of the work, particularly in the relationships between men and 
women and between humans and animals.  
 Unlike Haweswater, which is primarily concerned with place-
attachment, and traditional dualities underlying place, The Locust Room 
explores the grey areas between place and placelessness. Many of the novel‟s 
characters experience a sense of not belonging in the social world, and the 
inability to be at home in the nonhuman world. However, this sense of 
“homelessness”, as the novel calls it, is more complex than placelessness as the 
opposite of place. Consequently, The Locust Room complicates and subverts 
traditional notions of place and some of the binaries associated with it, although 
affirming others. Below I will discuss the connection made between 
dichotomies and aggression in the work, and the two ways in which Paul 
attempts to overcome his own sense of homelessness: through his photography 
hobby and his work at the field station. Finally, I will demonstrate that despite 
these attempts, the novel suggests that a sense of belonging or place cannot be 
achieved. First, however, I will explore in more detail the term “homelessness” 
and how this concept ties in with place and placelessness.  
 
 
PLACE, PLACELESSNESS, AND HOMELESSNESS 
From an environmental perspective placelessness is frequently perceived as an 
effect of the separation between humans and nature: when people started to 
perceive themselves as radically different from their (natural) environment they 
also began to feel less connected to it. As Andrew Biro suggests, “[t]he historical 
event that constitutes the dividing line between the human and the nonhuman 
is human beings‟ self-conscious transformation of their natural environment. It 
is, in other words, the fact of humans‟ alienation of nature” (30). Similarly, 
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Plumwood has argued that “[t]he key to our existential homelessness and to our 
denial of our dependence on nature is the dualistic treatment of the 
human/nature relationship” (Feminism and the Mastery of Nature 71). 
Increased geographical mobility since World War II is a key element in respect 
to placelessness: as both Berry and Sanders note, late twentieth- and early 
twenty-first century Western society is characterized by “nomadism” or 
“vagabondage”, both understood negatively.12 
 The alienation that is caused by geographic mobility, globalization and a 
general loss of place is a significant part of postmodern thought as well, 
although it by no means holds the same negative connotations. Fredric Jameson, 
for instance, has coined the term “postmodern hyperspaces” to refer to spaces 
such as hotels, shopping centres and certain cities that defy orientation, 
identification and rootedness (44). People have become unable to “cognitively” 
map the space they are in and consequently are unable to find their way.13 Of 
course, postmodern hyperspaces are as subjective as places: a first-time guest 
may be at loss in a large hotel in which a frequent, or even casual, visitor feels at 
home.  
 Instead of placelessness, The Locust Room employs the term 
homelessness. Although similar, these concepts are by no means synonymous. 
The latter term carries some of the same connotations as the former, but 
homelessness as it is used in Burnside‟s novel is more complex and does not fit 
into the place/placelessness duality. For instance, Paul‟s father feels homeless in 
the social world, but appears to experience a sense of place in the Fife landscape. 
Nonetheless, in many ways, homelessness more aptly describes the kind of 
contemporary alienation that environmentalists and ecocritics describe. The 
term captures both the social and natural dimensions of the kind of alienation 
the male characters in The Locust Room experience. It refers not only to not 
feeling at home – whether in a particular house or in society in general – but 
also has natural connotations. The Greek word for home, oikos, forms the root 
of ecology, by which “home” itself is extended to include not merely the social 
but also the natural. This double scope of homelessness is explored in The 
Locust Room in several ways, most significantly by the social alienation the 
male characters experience. Their alienation from the human is aggravated by 
feelings of separation from the nonhuman – homelessness, then, depends on a 
double alienation from the social and natural in the novel.  
 Social homelessness is explored most extensively through Paul and his 
father. Unable to connect to others they distance themselves from society. 
Paul‟s father has carved out a home and world of himself within the house he 
inhabits with his wife:  
[t]hough Paul‟s parents occupied the same building, they had come to dwell in 
different worlds: his mother had her own willed space, where nothing could 
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happen unless it was woven into her system of ritual and control, but over the 
years his father had contrived something else, a kind of parallel house, not so 
much an escape as a sanctuary.  
           (210) 
He does not attempt to come to terms with homelessness by connecting to 
others, but instead deepens his sense of solitude by distancing himself even 
further, which he feels content with. This contrary movement also 
characterizes the way in which Paul experiences homelessness. When he 
notices that he does not connect with other people in Cambridge, he withdraws 
further into his own world: he is an outsider from the start and soon realizes 
“that the people he was meeting really did belong to a different world, but it 
wasn‟t a particularly interesting one…. These were people who knew they 
belonged – that was obvious; but, for the life of him, he had no idea what it was 
they belonged to” (75-6). Consequently, he avoids his fellow students and 
prefers to go to the cinema alone or to take pictures at night in the parks.  
 The parks of Cambridge are important to Paul because they offer him 
the solitude and absence of other people he craves. He suggests that he prefers 
the parks at night because “there was something there, some state, resembling 
absence, that might be achieved in the half-light, achieved or chanced upon” 
(9). His father‟s world similarly revolves around an “absence of something … a 
separateness, a solitude and, with that separation, a hard-won discretion which 
was open to be shared, but which was never imposed, never even offered to the 
larger world” (231, emphasis in original). The Cambridge Botanic gardens 
likewise appeal to Paul only at night. During the day they have a social function 
illustrated by a visit Paul and Penny pay to the gardens on their first date. Like 
their relationship in its entirety, the date is uncomfortable: whereas Penny tries 
to get Paul‟s attention, he feels bored and disconnected from her. Although this 
may suggest that Paul feels alienated because of Penny and the other people, it 
soon becomes clear that he feels no less homeless when he visits the gardens 
alone, in the dark. He does, however, feel happier. Here the narrative explicitly 
does not focus on the presence of nature but on the absence of society. Thus 
Paul does not so much appreciate the plants in the Botanic Gardens at night as 
the fact that he is alone: “[s]ometimes he stumbled across a couple having sex 
amongst the low shrubs, or a band of dope-smokers, but most of the time he was 
alone, and he would stop from time to time to feel himself being happy, to be 
aware of it, trying to fix it and understand what it was like” (32).  
 Although oppositional thought suggests that society is the opposite of 
nature, Paul does not get closer to nature by distancing himself from other 
humans. Not only does the novel hereby define homelessness in social as well as 
natural terms, it also makes nature itself ambiguous. Natural spaces such as 
parks and the countryside do not have intrinsic value in The Locust Room but 
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are sought out by Paul and his father because they offer solitude. Consequently, 
the sense of solace and belonging that nature offers to many environmentalists 
and place-thinkers is denied in the novel and nature is not so much favoured 
because it is “better than” culture, but merely because it is its opposite. Of 
course, it can be debated whether the parks and gardens of Cambridge can be 
called “nature” at all, as they are obviously man-made, and carry fewer natural 
connotations than the equally man-made British countryside.  
   
 
DUALISM AND AGGRESSION 
A recurrent feature of Burnside‟s speakers in poetry and prose is that, as David 
Borthwick argues, “they are adept at self-removal:  distanced from social 
relationships and in a condition of alienation from their physical environment” 
(68). To put it differently, disturbed relationships with people are often tied in 
with the characters‟ alienation from nature, illustrated by the violence and 
aggression in The Locust Room. In fact, all human-nature relations in the novel 
are informed or overshadowed by the rapist‟s narrative. 
 Much like the rapist, Paul‟s housemate Steve is fuelled by a desire for 
power in his relationships with the Other – animals in his case. When Steve is 
committed to a mental hospital, Paul discovers that his room is full of cages 
containing dead or dying animals (143). Steve has an almost clinical view of 
these animals – “[they] were supposed to die” (155) – which is reminiscent of 
the cool and detached way in which the rapist approaches women. Power is 
central to the rapist‟s behaviour as well. After he is arrested he thinks about his 
abuse of women and comes to the conclusion that: “what mattered was that he 
knew things about those women that no one else would ever know: more than 
their names and faces, more than the details that would not be repeated in 
court, more than the facts of the case. He knew their fear; he knew the intimate 
smell and feel of it” (149). The sheer attraction of rape, then, is not merely sex 
itself but a desire to witness the primordial fear of death that the victims 
experience. Steve similarly seeks something more than mere domination when 
he watches the animals in his room die. He relates how their deaths cause a 
“small local darkness that falls each and every time an animal dies” (158). 
Reading Steve‟s behaviour in light of the rapes suggests that the darkness that 
the former witnesses every time he watches an animal die is similar to the kind 
of deep fear that the rapist‟s victims experience.  
 In The Locust Room even male-female relationships that are not as 
violent as those between the rapist and his victims are characterized by 
aggression and a craving for power. As Paul‟s friend Richard says, “[w]e‟re all of 
us angry, and we‟ve all been trained to think of sex in terms of conquest. A man 
has to bear in mind how conditioned he is by that. And the denial of this 
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pleasure – making a battle, making a conquest of it – is essential to this society” 
(114). The point that Richard makes here, the desire for power and 
simultaneous denial of pleasure, is reflected in the relationships that Paul has 
with women. His relationship with his girlfriend Penny is uncomfortable and 
unsatisfying: it is “an affair that had quickly grown tight and habitual without 
ever becoming close” (34) and after they break up he realizes that “he hadn‟t 
ever liked her much” (161). Their relationship as a whole leaves Paul frustrated 
and he seeks sexual gratification with Nancy, a nurse whom he defines as “lithe, 
sarcastic, [and] utterly compelling” (35). They meet once a week, whenever it 
suits her, for “drunken, slightly perverse bouts of brittle sex touched with 
bitterness and mockery” (ibid.). Even though Paul gets the sexual satisfaction 
with Nancy that he misses in his relationship with Penny, this relationship is 
not fulfilling either. He admits that he does not find Nancy attractive at all – he 
does not even like her – and that their affair is “cheap, mean-spirited” (49). He 
comes to realize that the only thing they share is a “sad web of fantasy and self-
deception” (162-3). This relationship is tinged with the same kind of aggression 
that characterizes the behaviour of the rapist – although to a lesser extent. Paul, 
for instance, clearly recognizes his own desire for power when he is with 
Nancy. In turn, she physically attacks him as well, proving that aggression goes 
both ways in their affair (101-2).  
 At the field station, Paul realizes that domination and abuse of humans 
is part of the same web as animal abuse. Initially he idealizes the station, his 
communion with the nonhuman world there and the solitude the work 
provides him. Unwittingly, however, he contributes to the abuse and 
domination of animals. One day Paul accidentally stumbles on a shed full of 
rabbits and finds out that they are used for animal testing. He notes that these 
animals “were objects, nothing but things to be used, whether for pleasure or 
profit, as the need or whim arose” (193). Similarly, he had earlier described his 
relationship with Nancy in terms of pleasure and profit as well: “[t]he sex … 
was both unsettling and compelling. There was no fondness in it, no 
affection…. It was entirely physical; it was just sex…. It was convenient, and it 
was exciting, but he had no feelings for Nancy other than a slight mistrust” (49-
50). Nancy and Paul objectify each other just as the animals in the field station 
are mere objects. These relationships between humans and animals, between 
Nancy and Paul – shaped by domination, aggression and difference – are part of 
what Paul calls “the same human story, the same ugly continuum” (193). 
 Although this analysis of The Locust Room suggests that it is structured 
around a fairly straightforward series of dichotomies, this is not quite the case, 
as the novel is frequently ambiguous. For instance, through the character of the 
rapist the narrative plays with the duality of humans and animals. He remarks 
that he “should have been an animal” because of the way he moves (2). Whereas 
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he takes pride in being like an animal, the newspapers use “animal” in a 
derogatory fashion, thinking that it “was the worst thing they could say, the 
worst insult they could throw at him” (109). In a traditionally Western 
hierarchical relationship between humans and animals the term animal is 
insulting. The rapist, however, turns this relationship around and hereby makes 
the animal the favoured rather than the dominated element of the hierarchy. At 
the same time, identifying himself with an animal shows his sense of alienation 
from the human world, which is exacerbated by his abuse of women.  
 Garrard‟s typology of representations of animals sheds some light on the 
shifting and conflicting connotations of the term animal in The Locust Room.14 
The rapist‟s pride in being like an animal is a case of allomorphism in which the 
difference of animals is seen as a kind of superiority (Ecocriticism [2nd ed] 154): 
the rapist feels superior to others because he is like an animal, and because he 
can move like an animal. When the newspapers call him an animal, however, 
they demonstrate zoomorphism – understanding humans in animal terms – and 
mechanomorphism, perceiving the difference of animals as a deficit. In his 
typology, Garrard distinguishes between two types of zoomorphism: crude and 
critical zoomorphism. The latter is careful in its descriptions of humans and 
animals: “[it] involves the rejection of simplistic biological determinism … and 
attempts to give an evolutionary account of the full range of human traits, 
including language … and morality … as well as the sex and violence that 
predominate in traditional zoomorphism” (161). Crude zoomorphism, on the 
other hand, is best illustrated by the phrase “the beast within” (ibid.), in which 
the animal represents not so much animality, but instead becomes the scapegoat 
for amoral human behaviour, such as rape. By calling the rapist an animal the 
newspapers draw on crude zoomorphism to dehumanize the rapist, even though 
the rapist has committed unacceptable human behaviour, rather than behaviour 
that is seen as amoral or abnormal amongst animals. The character of the rapist, 
then, aptly illustrates how the narrative of The Locust Room repeatedly draws 
on dualities, while subverting them as well. This results in a series of shifting, 
unstable dualities that can be more productively read as linking postulates, 
existing on the same level, than oppositions.  
 
  
A PHOTOGRAPHY OF ABSENCE 
Although The Locust Room novel defines homelessness in social as well as 
natural terms, Paul never attempts to get close to other humans but distances 
himself even further from them. Instead, he tries to bridge the gap between 
himself and the nonhuman world that causes some of his homelessness. 
Photography plays a significant role in this process as he believes it to enable 
him to forget himself: “walking around with the camera in the dark, he forgets 
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himself” (80). Supposedly, forgetting the self, or going beyond awareness of the 
self, creates greater awareness of and possibly connection to the world 
surrounding him. The concept “self-forgetting” is introduced for the first time 
when Paul attends a meditation group. He assumes that the other men at the 
class, like him, meditate in order to come to terms with their feelings of 
alienation: “he had imagined that these men who attended the mediation class 
were searching for a way out of that [the social], for a possible detachment, or a 
final sense of community that would reconnect them with one another and 
with the world around them” (77). Paul soon realizes, however, that the class is 
not bringing him any closer to his goal. One evening he suddenly feels that the 
entire class is absurd, that all the other men want is to reassurance, whether he 
wants to do something – which brings him to photography. 
Self-forgetting through photography is also part of the philosophy of the 
British photographer Raymond Moore (1920 – 1987), Paul‟s photographic hero. 
When he discovers a booklet of Moore‟s pictures, with an introduction written 
by the photographer himself, Paul for the first time finds a language that at least 
approximates the kind of pictures he wants to produce. Moore‟s vision, Bob 
McClelland argues, depended on cultivating an “awareness beyond the self” 
(par. 9) – moving beyond the individual towards the universal, but also doing 
rather than thinking or analyzing. In the introduction to the Welsh Arts 
Council booklet, which Paul reads, Moore quotes the seventh-century patriarch 
Seng-Ts‟an:  
Follow your nature and accord with the Tao;  
Saunter along and stop worrying 
If your thoughts are tied you spoil what is genuine 
Don‟t be antagonistic to the world of the senses  
…  
If you work on your mind with your mind 
How can you avoid an immense confusion? 
                  (qtd. in McClelland par. 8)  
 
Simon Stahli recognizes this sentiment in Moore‟s photographic practice: his 
ambition was to photograph “in a state of „no mind‟, „all wrapped up in looking, 
feeling, shooting‟” (218). Photography for Moore, then, was an intensely 
personal practice – so personal, in fact, that he felt it challenged his own sense 




Yet photography is not only important to Paul because he wants to transcend 
the self, but also because he believes it to bring him to a place beyond the social, 
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and beyond language. To this end he develops an Orphic theory of 
photography, suggesting that “photography was, or could be … the art that 
brought us back to the things themselves” (175). Words, on the other hand, are 
inadequate and cannot connect people to the nonhuman: “[p]eople would get 
lost in the words, in the possible semantics” (ibid.). The real thing, he believes, 
cannot be expressed by language: “the truth, the event itself, what he knew, had 
more to do with the stone wall and the warmth of the sun, the green of the kale 
field and the wind off the sea, than it had to do with thoughts that could be put 
into words” (218, emphasis in original). Gradually, Paul starts to compare taking 
pictures to Orpheus‟s song. The creative act in the myth is not one of creating 
animals, trees and rocks out of nothing but instead, he argues, “the essential 
creative act was one of seeing, and making seen, for the first time, the true 
nature of the world” (175). Photography fulfils a similar function for him as it 
defamiliarizes: it liberates the thing from “its object state, from its deadening 
familiarity” (ibid.).  
 Naming is that which as it were alienates the animals and plants from 
themselves – it sticks a label on them, a term, a name that is not inherent to 
them, but man-made, social and linguistic. Paul therefore decides on 
photography as a way of going beyond language – or, rather, a means of going 
back to a state before language, and before naming. He assumes, then, that there 
used to be a state before language, or at least a language that was not yet 
separated from the world it describes. Foucault similarly argues that when 
Adam named the animals and plants, he did not put names on them like we do 
today, but rather read the names that are inherent to them: “Adam, when he 
imposed their names upon the animals, did no more than read those visible and 
silent marks” (43). The suggestion that the animals‟ names are “visible and 
silent” resonates with Paul‟s belief that what is needed to capture the world, 
reality, is photography: a visible and “essentially silent” art (The Locust Room 
175). Going beyond language or accessing an original language that did not 
separate humans from nature, was also a concern among early ecocritics.15 
Jonathan Bate, for instance, echoes Paul‟s belief that language creates and 
perpetuates separation rather than union: “language is a means by which 
humans represent the objects of nature. It is a sophisticated tool designed to 
further the instrumentalization of our relationship with nature” (Song 47, 
emphasis in original).  
 Much like Paul in The Locust Room, Roland Barthes sought a space or 
layer outside of language: “Barthes‟ attraction to photography was not in spite of 
but because of its redemption of meaning from the sign. Though he had made 
analysis of signs his career, he had sought since his first book a cessation of 
signification” (Prosser 148). In a time before extensive digital manipulation of 
pictures, Barthes distinguishes between language and photography in terms of 
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authenticity, and the ability of both media to present reality.16 Language, he 
argues, is not able to “authenticate itself” – it is, by nature “fictional” (Barthes, 
Camera Lucida 86-7). Photography, on the other hand, “is indifferent to all 
intermediaries: it does not invent; it is authentication itself” (87) – a 
photograph, Barthes suggests, “is a certificate of presence” (ibid.). Unlike 
language – or, for that matter, painting – a photograph can only capture that 
which at one point used to be present, used to exist and be real.17  
 However, even though Barthes – like the characters in many of 
Burnside‟s novels – links photography to the beyond language, there is a 
substantial difference between his understanding of this relation and that of, for 
instance, Paul. Whereas for Paul photography is beyond language because it 
captures that which cannot be captured in words, to Barthes photography is 
beyond language because a photograph itself cannot be described by language. 
Whereas in language there is always a sign and a referent, a photograph, Barthes 
argues, “is never distinct from its referent (from what it represents), or at least it 
is not immediately or generally distinguished from its referent” (Camera Lucida 
5, emphasis in original). Since a photograph always carries its referent within 
itself, the sign and the referent that are distinct in language cannot be so in 
photography. Consequently, Barthes remarks, “a photograph is always invisible: 
it is not it that we see” (6) – whereas we can point towards individual words 
which function as signs for certain referents, the photograph itself can never be 
separated from its referent. The materiality of the photograph does not change 
this: the paper on which a picture is printed is not a sign, just as the pages of a 
book are not signs, even though the words on the pages are. Similarly, a 
computer screen functions as a carrier for both photographs and language, not 
as their sign.  
In both Barthes‟s theories as well as in Burnside‟s fiction, then, 
photography is believed to give access to something which language cannot 
access, and which would otherwise remain hidden. Susan Sontag has similarly 
noted that a photograph is “both a pseudo-presence and a token of absence” and 
that images are “attempts to contact or lay claim to another reality” (16). In 
Burnside‟s novels, this process of revealing the hidden is – literally – given a 
magical quality.18 This is reflected in Paul‟s photographic pursuits: although he 
does not refer to himself – or other photographers – as magicians, he strives for 
what he knows is impossible. When his father first buys him a camera, Paul 
decides that he does not want to take “the usual pictures, whether that meant 
the kind of snapshots his mother expected, or the craftsmanlike, camera-club 
work that was exhibited from time to time in the town hall or the library” (8). 
Instead, he decides to take night pictures: “[w]hat he wanted … was a 
photography of the night, of the gaps between the hidden and the revealed, that 
would more closely resemble natural history than anything that might be called 
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„art‟” (ibid.). He sets out to photograph not the darkness itself – he knows that is 
impossible – but “the colours that darkness revealed: the gardenia of a lit street 
sign; the egg-yolk gold of a Belisha beacon; the shell-pink of street lamps, still 
burning in the milk-and-ash grey of dawn” (9). His project plays on the 
interplay of light and dark inherent to photography: a photograph is made by 
recording light, and involves, in the case of Paul‟s analogue camera, a negative 
which is a reversal of the light and dark areas of the developed picture. Taking 
pictures of the night, then, is not so much recording the darkness, but the lights 
of the night. 
 Yet if Paul sets out to photograph “the colours that darkness reveal[s]” 
(ibid.), his use of black-and-white film (26) is remarkable, even odd. What he 
ends up recording on the film itself are not the actual colours that are revealed 
by the darkness, but a black-and-white translation of these colours: shades of 
grey rather than “gardenia”, “egg-yolk gold” and “shell-pink” (9). Through this 
apparent inconsistency in the narrative, the possibility of a photograph ever 
capturing “reality” is questioned: particularly in colour photography, it may 
seem that a picture is a factual rendering of the photographed object, but black-
and-white photography shows that this can never be. Yet although this seems to 
be a lapse on the part of the novel, it is not: even though Paul can never record 
the colours of the night because he uses black-and-white film, it does not 
matter. In fact, it is completely irrelevant to Paul what he records: the images 
that he takes are never described as being seen by him or any other character, 
nor are they ever described by the omniscient narrator. In The Locust Room, 
then, photography is not significant for recording the nonhuman, nature, or the 
more-than-human, but the process of taking pictures is what matters, and is 




Absence is the most concrete and specific description that the narrative gives of 
the world beyond the social that Paul tries to access. It can be achieved only in 
liminal or border spaces: the half-light before dawn, the urban darkness of 
Cambridge‟s parks. It is also, for Paul, the least intrusive way of being that he 
can imagine, away from social constraints. His night pictures, he believes, are a 
way of “setting in motion a process that might end with that absence, a form of 
invisibility that would consist of nothing but attention, nothing but being itself” 
(9-10) – in other words, through photography he wants to achieve a sense of 
concentrated attention, of pure being. Paul‟s father, although not a 
photographer, serves as his example in this respect. After he dies, Paul looks at 
his father‟s room and realizes that nothing in it characterizes who his father 
was. At the same time, it occurs to him that it is precisely this sparseness that is 
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telling: “surely it was this very stripped-down quality, this absence of 
something, that mattered most…. This was his father‟s essential reality: a 
separateness, a solitude and, with that separation, a hard-won discretion which 
was open to be shared, but which was never imposed, never even offered to the 
larger world. It was the solitude of a craftsman, the isolation of someone who 
had traded the social, traded the human, for something else, something he 
couldn‟t explain or share” (231, emphasis in original). Absence, then, is a way of 
unobtrusively being oneself, separate and remote from the social world and 
forms, in touch and in tune with a world that is both more, and less, than that 
of humans.  
 By seeking out the margins of society, Paul again seems to be inspired by 
Raymond Moore. While Paul looks for absence in Cambridge‟s parks at night, 
Moore was continually drawn to the edges of civilization: abandoned industrial 
estates, empty roads, deserted coastlines. Particularly in his later work, there are 
few people in his pictures; as he said in an interview, “I work out of season, 
when people make marginal encroachments” (“Ray Moore Talking” par. 4). A 
dualistic reading of The Locust Room would suggest that Paul particularly loves 
to take pictures in Scotland – especially since Galloway was a favourite location 
of Moore‟s. Yet Paul is not described as taking a single picture when he is in 
Fife. Instead of being associated with nature, or the beyond the social that Paul 
looks for, Scotland may be too much associated with his mother, who tells him 
he never calls or visits enough, and who forces him to follow social conventions 
when he is with her.  
 One reason why Paul does not take pictures in Scotland, at the end of 
the novel, is because by then he has realized that it cannot bring him closer to 
the more-than-human world, and, in fact, that it forecloses experience. Taking 
pictures always separates the photographer and the thing that is photographed: 
“the habit of photographic seeing – of looking at reality as an array of potential 
photographs – creates estrangement from, rather than union with, nature” 
(Sontag 97). Although it is questionable whether “union” with nature, as Sontag 
calls it, is even possible, photography perpetuates and reinforces dualistic 
thought: “[t]o photograph is to appropriate the thing photographed. It means 
putting oneself into a certain relation to the world that feels like knowledge – 
and, therefore, like power” (ibid. 4). Although he sets out to restore a lost 
connection between himself and the natural environment through 
photography, Paul ends up placing himself in a dominant, hierarchical, and 
dualistic position in respect to nature. This ambiguity is particularly significant 
in view of Sontag‟s comments on nature and photography. Photography, she 
suggests, is an “elegiac art”: “[c]ameras began duplicating the world at that 
moment when the human landscape started to undergo a vertiginous rate of 
change: while an untold number of forms of biological and social life are being 
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destroyed in a brief span of time, a device is available to record what is 
disappearing” (15-6). Indeed, the increased popularity of photography and the 
availability of cheap cameras since World War II coincide with the rise of the 
environmental movement. Consequently, photography embodies the sense of 
loss that characterizes this movement. In this respect, it is hardly surprising that 
Paul turns to photography – an elegiac art in Sontag‟s terms – in his attempt to 
re-establish a connection with his (natural) environment. Strikingly, it is not 
until he leaves the camera behind that he has an epiphany when meeting a fox 
on a country lane.  
 
 
“THERE’S JUST THIS. HOMELESSNESS” 
Since the narrative of The Locust Room traces Paul‟s development in terms of 
overcoming his homelessness, the final pages may suggest a resolution, 
particularly since the time of year at which the last chapter is set, midwinter, is 
significant. Paul loves midwinter because it gives him a sense of something 
being “right about the world, a turning point, a pivot in time, a sense of some 
underlying shift through completion to a new beginning” (261, emphasis in 
original). Pagan feasts such as midwinter and Halloween are important in 
Burnside‟s works. His later novels The Devil‟s Footprints (2007) and A Summer 
of Drowning (2011) similarly describe local – Scottish and Norwegian – myths 
and rituals, and in his memoir A Lie About My Father (2006) he notes that 
“Halloween is an occasion, not just for visitations [of ghosts], but also for subtle, 
yet significant shifts and slips in the psyche, near-imperceptible transformations 
that, by the time they become visible, have altered the path of a life for ever” 
(4). Similarly, midwinter in The Locust Room is a time of magic and 
opportunity that hints at a life-changing event for Paul. When the event comes, 
however, it is an epiphany as much as an anticlimax.  
 On Christmas Day Paul goes for a walk in the Scottish countryside and 
encounters a fox, the closest he ever gets to unspoilt nature in the novel. Like 
pagan holidays, encounters with animals recur in Burnside‟s work: “every time 
a human being encounters an animal … he learns something new, or 
remembers something old he had forgotten” (A Lie 7). This passage in The 
Locust Room shows the influence of Seamus Heaney‟s poetry on Burnside‟s 
work: the promise of a new start for Paul echoes Heaney‟s poem xxv in his 
collection Seeing Things (1993).19 The speaker‟s encounter with a fox on a 
country lane similarly offers the possibility of beginning anew: “[l]et rebirth 
come through water, through desire, / Through crawling backwards across 
clinic floors: / I have to cross back through that startled iris” (ll. 10-12). Rebirth 
lies in crossing back through the iris of the fox, just as for Paul the meeting 
holds the possibility of true connection to the nonhuman world. Yet this is 
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never realized. Instead, he comes to a discovery about the men in his life who 
he admires: “[t]hey had understood that the only way to become themselves as 
they could be was to be alone” (274). By distancing themselves explicitly from 
the social world, they give up the struggle for power that is inherent to the 
relationships in The Locust Room. Instead, they surrender, “to become, for one‟s 
own sake, a helpless, tender, unvictorious human being” (274). They 
consequently come to terms with their feelings of alienation because they 
accept them: homelessness is subsequently no longer a negative, but a choice, a 
state of being in its own right. 
 Earlier Paul had had a conversation with his friend Richard in which 
the latter said that “the principal philosophical discovery of the twentieth 
century had been that we are alone and homeless in the world” (269). When 
Paul proposes that redemption comes from accepting homelessness, Richard 
retorts that there is no redemption: “There‟s just this. Homelessness. Solitude. 
The sooner we get used to that, the better” (270). Recalling this conversation, 
Paul realizes that “whatever redemption there was came as a result of accepting 
solitude, of taking homelessness as a starting point, and then of seeing this 
starting point as the very condition of grace” (ibid.). Richard and Paul draw on 
religious language in this respect while acknowledging that there is no such 
thing as redemption. Their language does not just suggest a post-religious age – 
in which religious concepts have lost their force – but that religion is socially 
constrictive in the novel. Within this social framework Paul, his father and 
Richard cannot hope to be “saved”, or, in other words, overcome their 
homelessness. Any kind of grace they can achieve must come from within, from 
a personal coming-to-terms with alienation – possibly by tapping into the Pagan 
spirit his father experienced.  
 Meanwhile, at the end of the novel Paul feels at home neither in the 
human nor the nonhuman world. Instead he feels that “there was nothing to 
which he could truthfully say he belonged, other than to this world of silence 
and light, and this dangerous nostalgia for other animals. It was this nostalgia, 
this longing for the unnamed world of other creatures, that made him homeless 
in the world” (275). In other words, his longing for the nonhuman world makes 
him homeless in the human world but also exacerbates his sense of – unwanted 
– alienation from the nonhuman. Again this latter world is defined as beyond 
the social: it is “unnamed”, beyond the boundaries and constrictions of 
language. However, Paul also acknowledges that he may never become part of 
the world of the animals but instead will always be on the brink of achieving 
freedom from society and social constraints: “while he could never say at any 
particular moment that he was free, he was always at the point of freedom” 
(ibid.). Instead, he seems to occupy a liminal space, “a world of silence and 
light” (ibid.), in between the social and the more-than-human. For the time 
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being, after the fox has left, he has little choice but to turn around and head 
back to his mother who is preparing their Christmas lunch. By means of this 
open ending the novel suggests that the kind of redemption that Paul seeks is 
impossible. Instead, “[t]here‟s just this. Homelessness” (27) and Paul ends up 
where he began: feeling homeless.  
RETHINKING PLACE 
Place as is traditionally understood by (American) environmentalists and 
ecocritics is a utopia in the world of The Locust Room: the embeddedness in a 
social as well as a natural world that environmental thinkers such as Thayer 
advocate seems simply impossible. The novel‟s epigraph, by D.H. Lawrence, is 
particularly apt in this respect: “Let there be clean and pure division first, 
perfected singleness. That is the only way to final, living unison: through sheer, 
finished singleness”.20 Indeed, even Paul‟s father can only forge connections 
with the nonhuman, feel at home in the natural world, and experience a sense 
of place, if he distances himself from the social, including his wife. All of Paul‟s 
attempts to overcome his own sense of homelessness fail, and only make him 
realize just how homeless he really is. Freed from the constraints of language, 
he runs into similar problems of division and separation when he takes up 
photography. Eventually, his most meaningful encounter with an animal – the 
fox – occurs when he leaves his camera behind. Furthermore, his sense of 
belonging to and connectedness with the insects at the field station is destroyed 
once he finds out that – ironically – he is not communing with them, but 
instead contributing to their abuse. 
The Locust Room refuses a reading along dualistic lines: place is not the 
opposite of placelessness, but place is conditional, requiring the denial of either 
the human or the nonhuman sphere, and always tinged by fundamental – 
existential – homelessness. Rather than forcing the novel into dualistic 
strictures, then, a more flexible reading shows that elements such as place and 
placelessness, homelessness, animals and humans, are linking postulates rather 
than opposites, shifting and moving in relation to each other. As a novel 
concerned with place, The Locust Room primarily challenges ecocritical 
premises and the meanings that ecocritics and environmentalists frequently 
accord to the image. Instead, as my reading of Burnside‟s work suggests, 
placelessness is every bit as relevant to contemporary ecocriticism – and 
contemporary literature – as place, and accepting this state may be the only way 
of coming to terms with the loss of place mourned by environmentalists.  
 
 
IF NOBODY SPEAKS OF REMARKABLE THINGS 
Published in 2002, If Nobody Speaks of Remarkable Things is Jon McGregor‟s 
debut novel. Set in 1997 and a few years later, the novel interweaves two 
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narrative strands: that told by an omniscient narrator observing the events in an 
urban street on August 31st, and the first-person narrative of an unnamed young 
woman who used to live on the street, is now pregnant, and gets in touch with 
the brother of one of her former neighbours.21 The entire omniscient narrative 
revolves around an accident in which a child is hit by a car driven by a 
neighbour. This event is announced at the beginning of the novel – by both the 
omniscient as well as the first person narrator – yet what exactly happens is not 
related until the final pages. Instead, the 1997 narrative describes the street and 
its inhabitants, providing little vignettes of their thoughts and experiences that 
day, without, however, disclosing much basic information about them. Names 
are withheld – with the exception of the child involved in the accident –, nor 
are the motives or physical appearances of the characters described. 
Consequently, the omniscient narrative provides a two-dimensional, doll‟s 
house perspective on the street, which is complemented by the first-person 
narrative, even though the young woman is able to offer little additional 
information about her neighbours, whose names she did not know either.  
 Below I will explore the possibilities and limitations of an ecocritical 
reading of place in If Nobody Speaks, beginning with the (im)possibility of 
urban ecocriticism. Given the challenge that the urban novel poses to 
(American-inflected) conceptions of place – which is often understood in 
contrast to the city – and ecocriticism, I will subsequently first discuss the novel 
in terms of place before analyzing the natural dimensions of the places 
presented in the work. Ultimately, I will argue that ecocritical analyses of 
novels such as If Nobody Speaks add a dimension to ecocritical practice that has 
hitherto been neglected: whereas the majority of Westerners live in urban 
environments, ecocriticism is (disproportionally) concerned with wilderness or 
other nonhuman natural areas. Moreover, I will show that an ecocritical close 
reading of the novel foregrounds natural elements that otherwise would seem 
relatively insignificant.  
 
 
URBAN ECOCRITICISM?  
The city remains ecocriticism‟s major blind spot: at best, ecocritical studies 
engage with urban environments only to contrast them with non-urban, rural 
or wild areas. This bias is a necessary effect of the field‟s political and ideological 
origins: concerned with foregrounding representations of nature, ecocritics seek 
out texts in which nature is the explicit topic, and almost automatically avoid 
those that explore urban environments.22 Furthermore, ecocritics continue to be 
primarily based in the American West and/or in rural areas, which, Michael 
Bennett suggests, has led them to study types of literature that reflect these 
regions.23  
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 Nonetheless, developments in ecocriticism suggest that ecocriticism and 
the city are not as antithetical as the field‟s concern with nature, nature writing 
and decentring the human in favour of the natural implies. For example, 
pastoral, one of the genres ecocriticism traditionally focused on, is traditionally 
an urban concept. Not only is it a product of the urban imagination, as Simon 
Schama puts it (525), but pastoral is also premised on the movement of retreat 
and return. Consequently, as I have argued at more length in the previous 
chapter, the retreat or countryside has to be framed in terms of the necessary 
return to the city. Ecocritical readings of the city also fit in with the blurring of 
the boundaries between nature and culture that (eco)critics such as Armbruster, 
Plumwood and Molly Wallace have observed and argued for. They 
acknowledge that that which is called nature is usually not wholly unspoilt, but 
also (largely) man-made. Yet the other side of this argument – culture may also 
not be wholly culture but shaped by nature as well – has received considerably 
less attention.  
 Bennett has argued extensively for a generic broadening of ecocriticism 
beyond genres such as nature writing and pastoral, which are incapable of 
representing “the complex interactions between political choices, socio-
economic structures, and the densely populated ecosystems that shape urban 
environments” (31-2). In order to counter this development, he proposes “social 
ecocriticism”, which draws on the tenets of social ecology and focuses on “how 
the social, political, and economic decisions made by humans effect [sic] our 
interaction with the environment” (33). Bennett‟s social ecocriticism has been 
picked up by few ecocritics, most likely because it intersects with, and even 
appears to have been absorbed by, the environmental justice movement,24 a 
grassroots movement which emphasizes the toxification of local environments 
and the siting of polluting industries in minority or poor communities (Buell, 
Future 141).25 Social ecocriticism provides mainly a sociological critique of texts, 
placing the urban settings and characters in a larger context of socio-economic 
and political developments. However, my aim is to assess whether “regular” 
ecocriticism can also be applied to urban environments. This is a necessary 
project, given the worldwide increase in urbanization, and the fact that the 
majority of Western landscapes are more densely urbanized and populated than 
the American landscapes upon which place is based.  
 
 
PLACES AS COMMUNITIES OF SIGHT AND SOUND 
In the first chapter of If Nobody Speaks of Remarkable Things, the omniscient 
narrator provides a sweeping, filmic view of the unnamed city in which the 
novel is set. In long, poetic sentences, the narrator describes “[t]he low soothing 
hum of air-conditioners”, “[t]he rush of traffic” and “[r]oad-menders mending” 
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(1) as well as “all the alarms, calling for help” (2) and the sounds of “a treeful of 
birds tricked into morning” (3). This song of the city connects all disparate and 
spatially distant elements to each other. As the narrator says, “If you listen, you 
can hear it. The city, it sings… It‟s a wordless song, for the most, but it‟s a song 
all the same, and nobody hearing it could doubt what it sings. And the song 
sings the loudest when you pick out each note” (1). All these sounds come 
together, forming a unifying whole: “all come together and rouse like a choir, 
sinking and rising with the turn of the wind, the counter and solo, the harmony 
humming expecting more voices” (2). Consequently, the sounds contribute to 
turning the city into a place: a distinct, unique space of community and 
connection. Although the text itself can only represent sounds, the first chapter 
of If Nobody Speaks nonetheless has a lyrical quality through its use of 
consonance, specifically the repetition of s- and f-sounds in “the soothing hum 
of air-conditioners, fanning out the heat and the smells of shops and cafes and 
offices across the city”, “a constant crush of sound, tyres rolling across tarmac 
and engines rumbling, loose drains”, “the fizzing hiss of floodlights” (1) and 
“[s]ung sirens, sliding through the streets, streaking blue light from distress to 
distress” (2).  
 Once the song briefly ceases, the connection between all the elements 
that form the city does not end. Now, instead of being joined by sound, they are 
joined by “a miracle of silence” (3). Whereas earlier the narrator had described 
things in movement – people, machines, traffic – static things such as buildings 
are now described: “The old tall-windowed mills … they are silent, they are 
keeping their ghosts to themselves. The smoked-glass offices, they are still… 
The buses in the depot, waiting for a new day, they are still” (4). Even the traffic 
has fallen silent: “the taxis and the cleaners, the shift-workers and the delivery 
drivers, even they are held still in this moment, trapped by traffic lights which 
synchronise red as the system cycled from old day to new” (ibid.). The entire 
city is joined in a moment of suspension, like a held breath, until the silence is 
broken by a slamming door, a car alarm and music from a parking lot. This 
attention to sensory detail throughout the novel not only creates communities 
of listeners, but also draws the reader into the story, making him or her almost 
part of the community that is being described.  
 Communities are also created through shared experiences such as the 
accident in the street. This event brings all of the characters together – quite 
literally as well, since both the victim and the driver of the car live on the 
street. Furthermore, the accident is more or less caused by one of their 
neighbours: “the man with the carefully trimmed moustache who lives 
downstairs at number twenty” (171) is bungee-jumping for the first time, from a 
crane overlooking the street. The moment that he jumps is seen by the young 
man driving the car, who “sees the figure falling from the sky… He comes 
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round the corner and he sees a figure falling through the air, he doesn‟t see the 
elastic trailing out behind… He is not looking at the road, not at this particular 
instant, and he is not looking at the child in front of him” (250). The noise of 
the car braking too late is another sound that creates a community of listeners, 
just as the sight of the child being hit by the car creates a community of 
viewers: “And all the people watching, their heads turning like magnets, like 
compass needles, their hearts jumping like seismographs, caught uselessly in the 
time it takes for the eye to see and the mind to understand” (256). Once the 
accident has happened, the community created by the event itself continues, as 
people run towards the car, towards the child and, eventually, towards the only 
door that has stayed closed throughout: number nineteen, where the child lives.  
 Connections are also made by more subtle events which are witnessed 
by different people at the same time. Although these occur in the same moment 
temporally, they occupy different places in the narrative, being described 
sometimes pages apart and across both the omniscient and first-person 
narratives. For instance, the girl in the first-person narrative recalls that she saw 
“the guy from over the road poking his head through an attic skylight and 
tipping a bucket of water over some kids in their front garden” (63). The boy at 
number eighteen also witnesses this scene: “he looks out of the window and sees 
the boy with the tricycle following the twins into number seventeen‟s front 
garden, he looks up and sees someone leaning out of the attic window with a 
bucket of water” (71). Finally, the narrative focalizes through the boy with the 
bucket himself: “In the attic bedroom of number seventeen … the boy with the 
pierced eyebrow puts down an empty bucket and laughs silently, crouched 
over, exclaiming a series of yeses and slapping the palm of one skinny hand with 
the back of the other” (72). Events like the accident and the sounds of the city 
create involuntary communities and show that places are not always 




OR MAKING THE ORDINARY EXTRAORDINARY  
In their readings of place, ecocritics are generally concerned with the 
countryside, rather than the city. Whereas the former is associated with nature, 
the margins and the local – all aspects with positive environmental(ist) 
connotations – the city is perceived negatively, and as representing the financial 
and political centre, culture and the global. Even though If Nobody Speaks is set 
in the city – the traditional centre – the opposition of local and global is 
nonetheless used to define the street in contrast to events taking place on a 
national and global level. In the morning, the boy at number eighteen switches 
on the television, takes a picture of it, and writes the date and time on the back 
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of the polaroid: “seven a.m., thirty-one, oh eight, ninety-seven” (28) – August 
31st 1997. This date has gained significance in Britain because of the fatal 
accident that Princess Diana was involved in that day. In If Nobody Speaks, 
however, her death is not referred to at all. Instead, the entire novel is 
concerned with the local accident that takes place in the street. The novel as 
such employs the technique of inclusion and exclusion to define the street as a 
place by negating the importance of the “bigger” event, and instead giving 
preference to the “smaller” events, and to the local over the global.  
 At the same time, the references to and foreshadowings of the local 
accident serve to implicitly refer to the larger, international event of Princess 
Diana‟s death. For instance, in the first chapter told by the first-person narrator, 
she says, “I don‟t remember seeing it, not the moment itself, I remember strange 
details, peripheral images, small things that happened away from the blinded 
centre” (7). Next, she recalls all the small details she does remember of the 
moment when the car accident in the street happened: the girl sitting next to 
her on the curb drops a can of beer, a woman leans out of a window to shake 
out a blanket (7-8). She does not, however, remember witnessing the event 
itself, the moment when the car hit the boy, which is what she terms “the 
blinded centre”. Her observations can also be read in different terms: she did 
not witness the car crash that Princess Diana was involved in, nor does she 
make reference to seeing reporting about it on television that day. Instead, she 
remembers what took place in her street, all the “small things happening away 
from blinded centre”, the centre in this respect being the international event of 
Princess Diana‟s death. The word “blinded” may also refer to the flashes of 
camera of photographers and paparazzi which were later named one of the 
causes of the accident.26 Another example of the way in which the narrative 
implicitly connects the accident in the street to the Princess Diana crash, is a 
second observation by the first-person narrator: again recalling not witnessing 
the car crash, she says “I can see all these moments as though they were cast in 
stone, small moments captured and enlarged by the context, like figures in a 
Pompeii exhibition” (8). In the lives of the characters of If Nobody Speaks, all of 
the ordinary events of August 31st 1997 become extraordinary because of the 
accident in the street, much as this regular Sunday gained significance for many 
on a national scale because of Princess Diana‟s death. 
 The local car accident, which is not fatal and receives less – if any – 
media attention, is in itself an allusion to the Princess Diana crash. At the same 
time, the temporally earlier event – Princess Diana‟s death – is also a 
foreshadowing of the crash that takes place later in the street. The narrative 
connects these two car accidents – one taking place in the early morning, and 
the other towards the end of the afternoon – by means of a third event situated 
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roughly in the middle of the day. During a sudden rain shower, a car drives 
through the street, watched by one of the neighbourhood children: 
a car appears from round the corner, sloshing through the surface water like a 
snowplough and the girl looks at the car … and the car squawks its horn, and 
the wheels lock, and there is a slight slide as the car rides over the surface of the 
water. She looks at the car, and the car knocks into the milk-crate wicket, and 
the milk crates topple.  
      (210-11) 
  
This scene is echoed towards the end of the novel, when another car drives into 
the street and is unable to avoid one of the girl‟s brothers who had been playing 
cricket, using the milk crates for a wicket.   
 Through implicit references to events taking place in the centre, on a 
global scale, the omniscient narrative of If Nobody Speaks positions the street at 
the margins, which is a characteristic ecocritical and environmentalist 
technique of belonging and place-making. The novel‟s title already signals this 
way of excluding in order to establish a place: the phrase “if nobody speaks of 
remarkable things” suggests that there are indeed remarkable things taking 
place, but they are not mentioned by the characters. Instead, they are 
concerned with everyday life: having a barbecue, playing cricket in the street or 
painting the window frames in the omniscient narrative, and going to work, 
seeing friends and becoming pregnant in the first-person narrative. This theme 
is continued in the numerous references to things happening in the omniscient 
narrative with no one to observe them: bird shadows passing over the face of a 
sleeping girl (16), a trickle of water falling off a towel in an empty bathroom 
(103), an abandoned attic filled with grass and flowers (135). One of the people 
living on the street, a single father with burnt hands, directly refers to the 
novel‟s title while talking to his daughter:  
this is a very big world and there are many many things you could miss if you 
are not careful. He says there are remarkable things all the time, right in front 
of us, but our eyes have like the clouds over the sun and our lives are paler and 
poorer if we do not see them for what they are. He says, if nobody speaks of 
remarkable things, how can they be called remarkable?  
           (239)  
 
The man‟s comment also has metafictional implications: throughout the novel – 
which has been described as decisively unpolitical27 – not much seems to 
happen, except people going about their daily business. The attention paid to 
these details makes them significant, as does the layout of the pages that make 
up the novel. Nearly every sentence in both the omniscient as well as the first-
person narrative starts on a new line, which, Berthold Schoene suggests, implies 
“that every moment, every observation, every movement, every aspect deserves 
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its own indentation, and that the novel as a whole is an amalgamation of 
segments” (169). At the same time, focusing on the unremarkable and the 
margins also leads to a reversal: since the events in the street are emphasized, it 
becomes the centre, whereas the rest of the city is relegated to the margin.  
 
 
CITY/NATURE AND URBAN NATURE 
In If Nobody Speaks, then, the city and the street are made places – spaces of 
community and connection – through communities of sound and sight, as well 
as by denying the influence of the centre in favour of the local and the margin. 
However, neither one of these ways of place-making has a distinctly 
environmental dimension in the novel, in which very few natural spaces occur. 
This poses a challenge to an ecocritical reading, which is, after all, concerned 
with depictions of nature. The handful of references to nature – generally to the 
kinds of pigeons ubiquitous in many cities – can be divided into two categories: 
dualistic representations, in which nature is presented as something decisively 
outside of the city; and descriptions of what I call “urban nature”. Urban nature 
are those natural elements – such as birds, but also the rain – that are described 
in the novel as being part of the city, rather than of its opposite. Consequently, 
urban nature is also a negation of binary thought.  
 The first-person narrator expresses an example of dualistic 
representations of nature when thinking back to August 31st 1997, when she 
considered going back up to her room after breakfast, rather than outside. In 
her room, she would open the window and smell “the flood of fresh summer air 
that had come sweeping in, the sweetness of a rolling wind that was still clean 
from the countryside” (63, emphasis mine). By suggesting that the air from the 
countryside is cleaner than city air – which is not unlikely – the narrator creates 
an opposition between the city and the country, in which the country, and its 
air, clearly has more positive connotations than the city. Another example of 
dualistic thought about nature are the bird shadows that the omniscient 
narrator describes in the early morning of August 31st. The woman at number 
nineteen – the mother of the boy who has the accident – wakes up to go to the 
bathroom. Sitting on the toilet, she watches “the shadows of pigeons flap across 
the bathroom wall” (15). At number eleven, the girl sleeping in the back 
bedroom does not notice the bird shadows, because she is still asleep: “Bird 
shadows pass quickly across her face but she does not wake” (16). These 
examples are just details, asides in the narrative, in one case not even noticed by 
anyone but the omniscient narrator. However, the fact that nature appears here 
in the form of shadows nonetheless signals an oppositional view: nature – the 
shadows – are literally the negative of that which is in the sun: the two women. 
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Or, to put it differently, the dichotomy of nature and culture is translated into, 
or represented in terms of, darkness and light, shadows and sun.  
 Yet not all references in If Nobody Speaks are of the dualistic kind. 
There are also instances of urban nature, in which nature becomes part of 
culture, part of the city. The rain, which I will discuss in more detail below, is 
such a case, as is the birdsong that the first-person narrator hears when she is on 
the phone with her mother. She is trying to say that she is pregnant, but does 
not get the chance and anyway does not know how to say it. In an attempt to 
get some fresh air into the room, she opens a window: “a burst of noise rushes 
in. Traffic, and shouting, and music. And birdsong, from somewhere up on the 
roof, a thin twitter that creeps and tangles in with all the other sounds” (80-1). 
Although she can distinguish the birdsong from the other sounds – as she can 
distinguish the traffic, the shouting and the music – it is also a part of the 
sounds of the city. It is tangled up with it, through which a blurring of binaries 
occurs. Instead of city/nature, the birdsong is an example of urban nature, in 
which the opposites have merged to form a whole.    
 
An urban meadow 
The most telling example of the way nature exists at the margins in If Nobody 
Speaks is the attic of the abandoned house at number fifteen. The young girl 
who has secretly entered the house sees “a textbook left open on a bed, the 
pages speckled with mould… Everything is soft and damp, crumbling wetly 
beneath her small fingers” (134). Upstairs, in the bedrooms, everything is 
similarly “hidden, furred over, concealed by a slow slather of wet growth, 
mould and moss and crusted lichen creeping over it all like a lascivious tongue, 
muffling the hard edges, crawling across the floor, climbing up the walls, 
clinging from the ceilings, thickening and flowering and spraying out spores to 
breed in any untouched corners” (134-5). Once humans have left, nature – in 
the form of fungi, mould, tiny plants and spores – takes over the house. Scared 
off by a sound, the small girl does not explore the rest of the house. If she had 
indeed stayed, the omniscient narrator suggests, she would have seen a lot more, 
such as mice making nests in the bedding, bats hanging in the wardrobes and 
spiders‟ webs thicker than net curtains (135). In particular, she did not see the 
attic, described as an almost magical space: “in the attic … she would have 
found the one room left open to the light, she would have stood, breathless, 
picking cobwebs from her fingers and her face, staring at a whole meadow of 
wildflowers and grasses, poppies and oxeyes and flowering coriander, all 
flourishing in bird droppings and all lunging pointedly towards the one square 
foot of available sky” (ibid.). Although nature  is conspicuously absent from the 
urban street and the city as a whole, at number fifteen, nature has taken over 
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almost completely that part of the house that is most devoid of humans and has 
turned it into a hidden urban meadow.  
 The meadow in the attic echoes the section “Time Passes” in Virginia 
Woolf‟s To the Lighthouse (1927), in which, once the family leaves, the house is 
similarly left to nature and the elements:  
those stray airs, advance guards of great armies, blustered in, brushed bare 
boards, nibbled and fanned, met nothing in bedroom or drawing-room that 
wholly resisted them… What people had shed and left … those alone kept the 
human shape and in the emptiness indicated how once they were filled and 
animated.  
      (140-41)  
 
Later, there are few human traces left, much like in the attic in If Nobody 
Speaks: “a thistle trust itself between the tiles in the larder. The swallows nested 
in the drawing-room; the floor was strewn with straw; the plaster fell in 
shovelfuls; rafters were laid bare; rats carried off this and that to gnaw behind 
wainscots” (ibid. 150). The “fertility” and “insensibility” of nature (ibid.), as the 
narrator terms it, have taken over.  
 
Rain 
In If Nobody Speaks nature can also be called insensible, for instance when it 
rains during the afternoon. Whereas in the attic, nature was hidden and at the 
margins – unnoticed even – the rain literally floods the street, intruding into the 
lives of the people and forcing them to stop what they were doing. Earlier the 
city had been described in terms of its sounds; the approaching rain is described 
in terms of its smell:  
there‟s a smell in the air, swelling and rolling, a smell like metal scraped clean 
of rust, a hard cleanness, the air tight with it, sprung, an electric tingle winding 
from the ground to the sky, a smell that unfurls in the back of the mouth, 
dense, clammy, a smell without a name but easy to recognize … it smells like 
rain. 
           (208)  
 
Notably, the rain is not described in terms of nature – no reference is made, for 
instance, to its earthy smell – but in terms of man-made materials and objects, 
such as metal scraped clean of rust. This conflation illustrates just how 
ambiguous rain has become: it is neither nature nor culture. Particularly since 
the first experiments with nuclear weapons, and before that the industrial 
revolution, rain has come to represent what the environmentalist Bill 
McKibben calls “the end of nature”. Nature has ended, he argues, because it is 
no longer a force independent from humanity, but instead extensively 
influenced and shaped by it. Whereas earlier humans had tended to change only 
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those places that they populated, this is no longer the case now: “Beginning 
with the invisible releases of radiation, and then the toxic pollutants like DDT, 
and then the by-products of large-scale industrialization like acid rain … we 
began to alter even those places where we were not” (End of Nature xix).28 The 
rain in If Nobody Speaks, then, is rather more ambiguous than might appear at 
first sight: although it demonstrates the force of nature, it also implies the 
intermingling of nature and culture. 
 Once the rain begins to fall, the insensibility of nature that To the 
Lighthouse‟s narrator remarked on becomes particularly noticeable:  
the wetness of the sky pouring suddenly down upon this street, these houses, 
this city, falling with a strange quietness at first, gently gathering momentum 
until suddenly there is a noise like gravel slung at windows and the rain is 
falling hard, heavy, bouncing off the tarmac with such force that at ground 
level it‟s hard to tell if the rain is coming up or down … gushing down rooftops 
into gutters and cracked drains, washing against windows and worn-out 
windowframes, hammering insistently against anything left open to the sky.  
           (209)  
 
Yet in If Nobody Speaks the rain is not merely represented in terms of words 
such as “bouncing”, “pounding” and “hammering”, but also by means of 
punctuation – and the lack thereof. For instance, when it slowly begins to rain, 
this is emphasized through use of commas: “One, two, three drops at a time, a 
slow streak down a bedroom window, a wet thud on a newspaper page, a hiss 
onto barbecue coals” (ibid.). Later, the narrative describes the heavy rain by 
means of a long sentence, spread over four paragraphs, each beginning with the 
phrase “the rain falls” (211-2), and running for thirty-two lines before arriving 
at a full stop. Whereas the delayed full stop underlines the momentum of the 
rain, the few commas used in this sentence illustrate its force: “the rain falls and 
seeps through the cracks in the felt roof of the attic at number twenty-two, the 
girl with the short hair and the glasses repositioning an empty icecream tub for 
the last time, watching the pond-ripples slipping back and forth as each 
invading drop falls from the stained ceiling” (211). In addition to the few 
commas used in this passage, the consonance of s-sounds – falls, seeps, ripples, 
slipping – and the word “invading” all add to the representation of the rain‟s 
force.  
 When the rain begins to slow, and gradually fades, more commas and 
more punctuation in general are used, much as individual drops become more 
distinguishable as the rain lets up:  
the rain falls, gently now, past the small window of the attic flat of number 
twenty-one, the man with the tattoo is in bed again, smoking, and the woman 
with the henna-red hair is scooping up fallen petals from a vase of roses she has 
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already kept longer than they were intended to be kept, she takes the fallen 
petals and stuffs them into an empty jamjar.  
           (213)  
 
In the next paragraph, the rain has almost completely stopped: “as the rain fades 
away there is stillness and quiet, light flooding rapidly into the street and 
through windows and open doors, the last few drops falling conspicuously onto 
an already steaming pavement, there are streams and dribbles and drips from 
gutters and pipes in various states of disrepair” (213), before the storm passes 
across the rest of the city and into the hills surrounding it. Much like in the 
earlier passage, consonance of s-sounds – particularly in streams, dribbles and 
drips – recalls the noises of rain. However, as the rain itself has slowed, the pace 
of the sentence itself also slows, and more commas are inserted.  
 The rain shower in the novel, then, has several effects: it shows both the 
insensibility of nature, as well as the ambiguity of natural forces such as rain, 
which has become an intermingling of the man-made and the natural. 
Furthermore, the passage aptly illustrates the shift in ecocritical readings that I 
argue for in this study: focusing not mainly on content – i.e. the rain, its 
ambiguity and relation to the nature/culture dichotomy – but also form, such as 
use of punctuation and sentence structure, highlights how the use and depiction 
of rain goes beyond mere representation. An element which is only a small part 
of the novel consequently gains greater significance through my analysis. 
 
 
CONCLUSION: ECOCRITICISM, PLACE, AND THE CITY 
In his essay “Waking Up”, McGregor describes getting up one night in the mid-
1990s and sitting on the roof of his flat in Bradford.29 Looking out over the city, 
he compares it to the countryside he grew up in:  
For a long time, I had felt alienated by this urban landscape; I had grown up in 
a small market town in East Anglia, and I missed the open spaces, the flat land, 
the ability to wander from my front door to the woods and the streams of the 
countryside close at hand. I resented the noise and the enforced hurry of urban 
living, the litter, the disregard, the fear of violence. But that night, standing on 
the roof and hearing the symphony of the city by night, I fell in love.  
        (par. 3)
                       
Falling in love with the city eventually provided the impetus for the writing of 
If Nobody Speaks and its opening scene. Furthermore, McGregor‟s essay 
illustrates the duality between city and countryside that informs the novel.  
 Its setting forms the biggest obstacle to an ecocritical reading of If 
Nobody Speaks. Even though the narrative represents the city and the street as a 
place, as a space which has significance for the people living there, a natural 
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dimension and the sense of rootedness and belonging associated with it is 
lacking. Whereas the novel does employ strategies that are also used in more 
environmentally-oriented works to express a sense of place – such as the 
technique of inclusion and exclusion – nature plays only a marginalized role. It 
is much like the landscape the first person narrator sees from a car: “We 
overtake a lorry with its sides rolled back and I look at the fields and the sky 
through its ribbed frame, there are bales of hay rolled up like slices of carpet, 
there‟s a sprawling V of birds hanging over the horizon” (152). Once the human 
and culture is no longer there – has been “rolled back” in terms of the lorry – 
nature appears. An ecocritical reading that focuses solely on the nature 
represented in the novel, then, would mainly be able to note its absence. The 
broader and more inclusive ecocritical practice that I apply in this study, 
however, highlights these few nature descriptions by analyzing them in terms 
of textual and narratological elements. Consequently, even though the rain 
shower in If Nobody Speaks is described in only seven pages, a detailed 
ecocritical close reading – combining a focus on nature with a focus on textual 
and narratological aspects – foregrounds its significance in the larger narrative 
as the only event that forces the people in the street to go inside. 
 Of the three novels analyzed in this chapter, If Nobody Speaks is the 
most urban one, and as such is the polar opposite of Haweswater. Yet strikingly, 
together with Haweswater it is also the most dualistic of the three novels. 
Whereas in Hall‟s novel dichotomies are constructed and largely upheld to the 
establish the valley as a place, and particularly as the strict opposite of the city, 
the Empire, and the world outside of the valley in general, in If Nobody Speaks 
binaries are employed to show the exact opposite: the difference of the city to 
the countryside. Even though this urban novel, then, challenges ecocritical 
practice, it does not challenge traditional environmental conceptions of place, 
but affirms them. It consequently also holds on to the dualities that underlie the 
image – with a few instances of urban nature as the exceptions. In fact, dualistic 
thought is even part of the narrative‟s characterization, by means of the three 
pairs of twins in the novel. Twins are natural dualities: opposites, because they 
are two, not one, person, yet connected in their difference as well, and forming 
a pair. The boy who is hit by the car is a twin, as is the boy who lives at number 
eighteen and whose twin brother the first-person narrator later meets. In turn, 
she herself finds out that she is pregnant with twins.  
 The question remains what this means for ecocriticism. An ecocritical 
reading of an urban novel is obviously possible, but does not offer as much as an 
ecocritical analysis of a work set in the countryside may. One option, then, 
would be to take a different approach to the one I have taken in this chapter, 
and for instance discuss the city in If Nobody Speaks as an example of urban 
ecology. The connections of sounds, sights and people that I sketched would 
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then be interpreted as (parts of) ecosystems, and I might argue that the 
networks that are created are comparable to a network of roots, or that sounds 
travel concentrically, and are thus similar to the way a tree trunk grows. Yet 
this would not offer many insights about contemporary human-nature relations. 
A metaphorical reading, which urban ecology essentially is, is just that, a 
comparison. The kind of analysis that I provided, on the other hand, does 
suggest a number of things about human-nature relationships: for instance, the 
two kinds of nature that occur in the novel and the way in which the social and 
natural are seen as mutually exclusive, so that nature only appears when 
humans have left. Such an approach, then, complements existing analyses of 
non-urban, wilderness or countryside environments, and therefore allows 
ecocriticism to reflect more fully the different kinds of nature experiences of 







1 See Buell‟s quote at the beginning of this chapter; Garrard‟s chapter on “the earth” as 
an alternative to place in Ecocriticism (160-82); and Heise‟s argument that “the 
increasing connectedness of societies around the globe entails the emergence of new 
forms of culture that are no longer anchored in place” (Sense of Place 10). 
2 The American roots of place are also noted by Heise: “[in the United States] rootedness 
in place has long been valued as an ideal counterweight to the mobility, restlessness, 
rootlessness, and nomadism that Americans themselves as well as observers from 
outside have often construed as paradigmatic of American national character” (Sense of 
Place 9). Fascist Blut und Boden theories made “place” a particularly difficult concept in 
a German context.  
3 Arne Naess developed deep ecology, a philosophy that argues for far-reaching 
measures such as population reduction, a return to the local through the 
decentralization of governments and the founding of small, self-sufficient communities. 
Deep ecology is contrasted with “shallow ecology”, associated with most contemporary 
environmental campaigns which advocate preservation and conversation rather than 
far-reaching political measures. See Naess‟s Ecology, Community and Lifestyle (trans. 
David Rothenberg) (1989). See also Peter Berg and Raymond Dasmann who define 
reinhabitation as “learning to live-in-place in an area that has been disrupted and 
injured through past exploitation” (“Reinhabiting California” 399). Living-in-place is 
“following the necessities and pleasures of life as they are uniquely presented by a 
particular site, and evolving ways to ensure long-term occupancy of that site” (ibid.).  
4 See Garrard in Ecocriticism 162-75.  
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5 Heise quotes Benedict Anderson here, who coined the influential term “imagined 
communities”. 
6 Heise also usefully shows in Sense of Place and Sense of Planet that “nomadism” 
usually does not carry negative connotations at all outside of ecocriticism and 
environmentalism. In fact, it has been used positively as a countermodel to the nation-
based concepts of identity seen as restrictive by some (5). 
7 Below I will note that, like many ecocritics, I reverse these dualities, i.e. I use 
nature/culture rather than culture/nature. When discussing these oppositions in their 
traditional sense, however, I will employ the traditional Western order, i.e. 
culture/nature rather than the other way around. Furthermore, in my discussion of 
dualistic thought I use the terms duality, dichotomy and opposition interchangeably, 
unlike Plumwood who argues that “[d]ualism is an emphatic and distancing form of 
separation (hyper-separation or dissociation) which creates a sharp, ontological break or 
radical discontinuity between the group identified as the privileged „centre‟ and those 
subordinated” (Environmental Culture 101).   
8 She repeats this argument in Environmental Culture. The ecological crisis of reason 
(2002): “The ecological crisis requires from us a new kind of culture because a major 
factor in its development has been the rationalist culture and the associated 
human/nature dualism characteristic of the west” (4).  
9 In “Coexistence and Coexistents: Ecology Without a World” Morton makes a similar 
argument, and proposes the term “mesh” as an alternative to the term “world”, which he 
finds limiting. 
10 Although the novel is based on a historical event, the dates relating to the 
Haweswater project are incorrect. Construction of the dam started in 1929, rather than 
in 1936, and the valley was flooded in 1935. The project was finished in 1941. See for 
instance The Lost Village of Mardale (1993) by W. R. Mitchell.  
11 In chapter one I already noted that I am aware that form and content are not as 
distinct as I may imply here. Yet, for the sake of my argument and since the distinction 
is made in ecocriticism, I will retain it here. 
12 In “The Regional Motive” Berry notes that contemporary society is “almost entirely 
nomadic” (68); in Staying Put (1993) Sanders describes a “vagabond wind” that has been 
blowing in the United States which “does not encourage me, or anyone, to belong 
somewhere with a full heart” (xv). 
13 See Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City (1960). 
14 This and other references to and quotes from Garrard‟s Ecocriticism in this paragraph 
refer to the 2nd edition (2011), as the typology did not appear in the first edition. 
15 I explore this at more length in my discussion of A.S. Byatt‟s Babel Tower (1996) in 
chapter 4.  
16 Of course, even before the digital age and the widespread availability of 
photosoftware, manipulation occurred: as Susan Sontag notes, “in the mid-1840s, a 
German photographer invented the first technique for retouching the negative… The 
news that the camera could lie made getting photographed much more popular” (86). 
17 Barthes does not suggest, however, that a photograph is reality, but instead a “perfect 
analogon” (“Photographic Message” 17, emphasis in original).  
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18 In Living Nowhere (2003) a mother buys a class picture, only to discover that her son 
is not visible in it: Jan “had disappeared, dipping behind a boy with peat-coloured hair 
and steel glasses to his left, leaving a blurred space where his face should have been” 
(57). The boy succeeds in being both present and absent in the photograph, a habit 
which his mother describes as adding “the alchemy of studied absence” (ibid.) to 
pictures. 
19 Another example of Heaney‟s influence is the title “Seeing Things” which Burnside 
used for one of the sections in his recent novel A Summer of Drowning. 
20 This is a quote from Lawrence‟s novel Aaron‟s Rod (128). 
21 In this respect my reading differs from that of Berthold Schoene who suggests that 
there is only one narrator in the novel and only one focalizer: “McGregor‟s decision to 
focalise his narrative through one single perspective is considerably softened not only 
by his choice of a male-to-female cross-written view (the narrative voice is that of a 
young woman confronting the prospect of single motherhood), but also because the 
narrative voice is designed not primarily to assert itself, nor to control and manage the 
orchestration of the voices of others” (158).  
22 Notable exceptions to this are Michael Bennett and David Teague‟s The Nature of 
Cities: Ecocriticism and Urban Environments (1999) and City Wilds edited by Terrell 
Dixon (2002), as well as Bennett‟s article “From Wide Open Spaces to Metropolitan 
Places. The urban challenge to ecocriticism”. Recently, Buell suggested that ecocritics 
are starting to pay more attention to urban environments: “even though ecocritics 
continue to devote a disproportionate attention to (representation of) „open spaces‟ 
compared to city space (except for open spaces within cities), this imbalance has been 
changing and will doubtless continue to do so in the future” (“Ecocriticism” 93, 
emphasis in original). 
23 See Michael Bennett, “The cultural geography of ecocritics is not unrelated to the 
terrain that they study” (38). 
24 In “Ecocriticism. Some Emerging Trends”, Buell calls this kind of environmentalism 
“public health environmentalism” (94). 
25 Another concept at the interstices of nature and cities is “urban ecology”, in which 
ecology and ecological principles are used as metaphors for the development of cities. 
For instance, urban growth has been compared to principles of plant ecology, which 
provided “a biological gloss … for the experience of social conflict within cities” (Ross 
17).  
26 See BBC News, “Princess Diana unlawfully killed”.  
27 See Caroline Edwards‟s interview with McGregor, 219.  
28 See chapter 4, apocalypse, for a more detailed discussion of McKibben‟s The End of 
Nature (1989) and its influence on the environmental movement and apocalyptic 
thought. 
29 The essay was originally published as “Die Stille zwischen den Tagen” in the Swiss 

















The mind will not believe in death, perhaps because, as far as the mind is concerned, 
death never happens.  
(Jeanette Winterson, The Stone Gods 97) 
 
 
Since the rise of the environmental movement in the late 1960s, apocalypse has 
become shorthand for environmental crisis and contemporary human-nature 
relations. Documentaries, reports and popular science books employ the image 
to argue the need for political, social and cultural change or, alternatively, to 
suggest that we should be more sceptical about humanity‟s role in, for instance, 
climate change.1 In short, apocalypse has become “the single most powerful 
master metaphor that the contemporary environmental imagination has at its 
disposal” (Lawrence Buell, Environmental Imagination 285), and the image is 
consequently also of crucial importance to ecocriticism. Nevertheless, 
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traditional, narrowly-environmentalist readings of apocalypse have limited the 
potential of ecocritical practice. In this chapter I will be concerned with a 
rethinking of ecocritical approaches to apocalypse which do not merely 
approach the image as an instrument of environmental activism, but 
acknowledge its relevance in a broader sense as a way of imagining human-
nature relations in crisis. Below, I will first briefly define apocalypse and 
examine the significance of the image to ecocriticism and environmentalism. 
Subsequently, I will explore the challenges that the image poses to ecocriticism, 
specifically the connection between the imagination and environmental 
activism, before proposing a rethinking of ecocritical approaches to the image. I 
will argue for an environmentally-inflected practice which goes beyond 
ecocritical “reading for the message”, or pre-empted readings. This approach, 
which broadens existing practice and enables the ecocritical study of a wider 
variety of works, will be applied in the central part of the chapter, which 
analyzes A.S. Byatt‟s Babel Tower (1996), Ian McEwan‟s Solar (2010) and David 
Mitchell‟s Cloud Atlas (2004).  
Like pastoral and place, apocalypse has a long, although not specifically 
literary, history. Originally of mainly religious significance, in recent times the 
image has come to be employed increasingly in secular and literary contexts.2 
The use of apocalypse in service of the environmental movement, and 
particularly apocalypse as a result of environmental crisis, can be seen as one of 
the image‟s latest incarnations. Since I am concerned in this study with 
representations of nature, I will specifically focus on the environmental 
dimension of the image, whether apocalypse as a result of environmental 
collapse, or environmental crisis as one of the features of apocalypse. 
Furthermore, I will define apocalypse not so much as the total destruction of 
the planet or human life but the collapse of society due to political, economic 
and environmental issues, particularly since narratives, such as novels, require 
at least one survivor to tell the tale.3 
 
 
APOCALYPSE AND ENVIRONMENTALISM 
In The Song of the Earth (2000), Jonathan Bate suggests that “[m]odern 
environmental consciousness” (72) began with the publication of Silent Spring 
(1962). Although Carson‟s work was by no means the first popular science work 
to address environmental issues, it was revolutionary in that Carson did not link 
environmental problems to population growth, as others had, but to the effects 
of chemicals, specifically the pesticide DDT.4 Silent Spring‟s success was 
considerable: not only did it inaugurate the beginnings of the environmental 
movement, but the work also led to an investigation by John F. Kennedy‟s 
Science Advisory Committee, the formation of the Environmental Protection 
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Agency (EPA) and the restriction of DDT (Waddell 2). Its interest for ecocritics 
lies in the literary strategies and rhetorical techniques that Carson employs to 
create an apocalyptic narrative, making Silent Spring “the rhetorical archetype 
of modern environmental literature” (Payne 137). Tracy Brain has suggested 
that Silent Spring is a “very literary book, both in its frame of reference and in 
Carson‟s style” (147). Similarly, Bate notes that the title of the book– which 
refers to Keats‟s “La Belle Dame sans Merci” (1820) – demonstrates “political 
ecology‟s dependence on literary imagery” (Song 72). This indebtedness to 
literary imagery is further developed in the first chapter of Silent Spring, “A 
Fable for Tomorrow”, which draws explicitly on pastoral. Set in “a town in the 
heart of America where all life seemed to live in harmony with its 
surroundings” (13), this chapter paints an idyllic, pastoral picture of a 
countryside famous for its bird life and streams. This idyll is disturbed, however, 
by a “strange blight” (ibid.) that kills birds and plants, and causes illnesses in 
humans.  
 Another seminal environmentalist work is Bill McKibben‟s The End of 
Nature. Published in 1989, it is concerned with apocalypse on a wholly different 
scale than Silent Spring: “as pervasive a problem as DDT was, and is, one could, 
and can, always imagine somewhere a place existed free of its taint” (48, 
emphasis in original). This is not the case with the contemporary environmental 
crisis that McKibben describes. Apocalypse is already underway: the end of 
nature, as he terms it, has already occurred. This is not the end of the world but 
rather the end of the idea of nature as an external, independent force: “we have 
ended the thing that has, at least in modern times, defined nature for us – its 
separation from human society” (55, emphasis in original).  
The apocalyptic narratives constructed by Carson and McKibben are 
also problematic: Carson‟s call for change is founded on the image of nature as 
harmonious and balanced, a view which has been rejected by ecologists in past 
decades.5 McKibben bases his argument on similarly problematic ideas of nature 
that are informed by the remote place he lives in, the Adirondack Mountains. 
Throughout The End of Nature, it becomes clear that the kind of nature that 
McKibben prefers is the kind that has at least the semblance of being 
untouched: his experience of the lake is tainted by a motorboat (42), a 
streetlight half a mile from his house disturbs his enjoyment of the night (51-2) 
– without realizing that he may be just as much a disturbance of the lake as the 
motorboat is.  
 Silent Spring and The End of Nature were published over twenty-five 
years apart: whereas Carson drew on Cold War rhetoric to describe 
environmental apocalypse, McKibben wrote at the end of the Cold War. The 
most significant difference between the two texts in light of the current 
chapter, however, is the kinds of apocalyptic landscapes that Carson and 
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McKibben imagine. While the strength of “A Fable for Tomorrow” lies largely 
in the contrast that is created between the pastoral countryside and the dead 
countryside, and is therefore fairly specific, McKibben is unable to create such a 
contrast, or to paint a convincing picture of the future at all. In fact, he argues, 
it has become impossible to adequately imagine where environmental crisis will 
lead and the future will be defined by unpredictability:  “Even the possible 
scenarios of future change – the melting ice caps, say – reassure us a little bit, 
because they let us at least begin to imagine living in that world…. But such 
reassurance is illusory” (End of Nature 114-15). In the twenty-six years between 
Silent Spring and The End of Nature, then, the poisoned pastoral landscape as 
symbol of environmental apocalypse has been replaced by epistemological 




CHALLENGES TO ECOCRITICISM  
The impossibility of adequately imagining apocalypse is just one of the 
difficulties that the image presents to environmentalists and ecocritics. 
Paradoxically, another issue is that apocalypse has failed to materialize. For 
instance, the environmental apocalypses predicted by 1960s and 1970s 
environmentalists such as Paul Ehrlich in The Population Bomb (1968) have not 
occurred. Apocalypse has subsequently become something of a political liability 
(Frederick Buell 201) and climate sceptics have used “false” prophecies of 
apocalypse to argue that the environmental crisis is by no means as urgent as 
environmentalists suggest. Also, environmental debates are increasingly 
characterized by apocalypse or crisis fatigue: as Clive Hamilton notes, since in 
the past “environmental warnings have often taken on an apocalyptic tone … it 
is to be expected that the public greets them with a certain weariness” (xi). 
Furthermore, environmental apocalypse is just one among many competing 
contemporary narratives. News about climate change, oil spills, droughts and 
floods appears alongside other news about elections and celebrities. Finally, the 
popularity of films such as The Day After Tomorrow (2004), Wall•E (2008) and 
2012 (2009) illustrates not only the role apocalypse plays in the contemporary 
imagination, but, more problematically, relegates apocalypse to the realm of 
fantasy rather than actuality. The Day After Tomorrow is a good example in this 
respect: research done on the impact of the film suggests that “any increase in 
concern about climate change induced by the film appeared short lived, with 
most viewers treating the film purely as entertainment” (Hulme 213). Overall, 
then, “the film sent mixed messages about climate changes to viewing audiences 
and cannot be said to have induced the sea-change in public attitudes or 
behaviour that some advocates had been hoping for” (ibid. 213-14). 
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Particularly relevant to the present chapter are the challenges specific to 
the literary treatment of apocalypse and ecocriticism‟s response to these. Not 
surprisingly, ecocritics have tended to focus on apocalyptic narratives that are 
explicitly environmentalist, of which Frederick Buell‟s chapter on 
contemporary American literature in From Apocalypse to Way of Life (2003) is 
an apt example. He notes that environmental crisis has become a regular feature 
of the American literary landscape: literature now “treats a wide variety of … 
critical environmental problems … across a wide spectrum of genres” (285). 
Furthermore, environmental crisis is not merely foregrounded in contemporary 
American fiction but is “part of writers‟ construction of their characters‟ 
psyches, thoughts, actions; writers‟ creation of fictional conflicts and plots; and 
writers‟ crafting of narrative structure, voice, and other aspects of style” (ibid). 
In short, contemporary literature presents environmental crisis “more and more 
as a regular and unavoidable feature of daily life” (ibid.). Yet even though F. 
Buell here proposes a fairly wide scope – referring to contemporary American 
literature in general – his discussion remains narrowly concerned with nature-
oriented literature. As he notes half-way through the chapter, he mainly focuses 
on “thematic and generic change in literary nature writing” (290, my emphasis). 
Consequently, his analysis of contemporary American literature is restricted to 
works by nature writers, poets concerned explicitly with nature, and novels – 
such as Don DeLillo‟s White Noise (1985) and Joy Williams‟s The Quick and the 
Dead (2000) – that deal with toxicity and present environmentalist issues.6  
Generally speaking, ecocritics have in recent years come to adopt a two-
staged strategy to representations of apocalypse: they argue that environmental 
crisis and impending apocalypse are failures of imagination or narrative, and 
propose that consequently ecocritics need to be instrumental in helping authors 
devise new forms of imagining apocalypse. Richard Kerridge, who has worked 
most extensively on the role of the imagination in environmental crisis, has 
suggested that “[t]he inability of political cultures to address environmentalism 
is in part a failure of narrative” (“Introduction” 4), arguing that the political 
failure to act is inherently related to the literary difficulty of imagining 
apocalypse and environmental crisis (“Environmentalism and Literary Genre”). 
In other words, he claims that if we were able to imagine environmental 
apocalypse with more certainty, people would be more likely to take action 
because they would know what to prevent. Since the image of apocalypse has to 
date not succeeded in forestalling further environmental crisis, Kerridge and 
others have proposed that different ways of imagining apocalypse are needed. 
As L. Buell puts it,  “environmental crisis involves a crisis of the imagination the 
amelioration of which depends on finding better ways of imaging nature and 
humanity‟s relation to it” (Environmental Imagination 2). Similarly, Greg 
Garrard has suggested that “global environmental crisis is also a crisis of 
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representation. None of the traditional forms in literature, film, or television 
documentary is unproblematically suited to capturing the geographical and 
temporal scale, complexity, and uncertainty of climate change in particular” 
(“Ian McEwan‟s Next Novel” 709).7  
In terms of the connection between the imagination and apocalypse, 
Timothy Morton has suggested an even more radical option: doing away with 
the concept of Nature – with a capital N – altogether. In both Ecology Without 
Nature (2007) and The Ecological Thought (2010), he argues that “[e]cology can 
do without a concept of something, a thing of some kind, „over yonder‟, called 
Nature. Yet thinking, including ecological thinking, has set up „Nature‟ as a 
reified thing in the distance, under the sidewalk, on the other side where the 
grass is always greener, preferably in the mountains, in the wild” (Ecological 
Thought 3). In dealing with environmental crisis – and impending 
environmental apocalypse – Morton argues that humankind needs to take 
responsibility, which includes avoiding the term Nature: “Part of assuming 
direct responsibility for global warming will be abandoning the idea of Nature, 
an ideological barrier to realizing how everything is interconnected” (99). In 
other words, (further) environmental apocalypse can only be prevented, 
Morton proposes, if humans no longer define nature as having nothing to do 
with them. He terms this the “ecological thought”, a way of overcoming the 
human/nature divide and acknowledging that human beings are interconnected 
with other human beings.8 Incidentally, although Morton is being – deliberately 
– controversial, his radical idea of doing away with Nature echoes traditional 
ecological and ecocritical thought, which already acknowledged the 
interconnectedness of all things on earth.   
Although it may be true that people are sooner motivated by narrative 
than scientific data and that it is easier to prevent something that can be 
imagined – which is hence more specific –, the direct link between imagination 
and action is problematic. L. Buell concludes his chapter on environmental 
apocalypse in The Environmental Imagination (1995) by asking “[c]an our 
imaginations of apocalypse actually forestall it, as our fears of nuclear holocaust 
so far have? Even the slimmest of possibilities is enough to justify the 
nightmare” (308). Yet the comparison with nuclear war does not hold: with the 
destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki at the end of World War II, there was 
no longer a need to imagine the effects of a nuclear bomb. Environmental 
apocalypse, however, lacks such a frame of reference, despite the effects of 
climate change – such as extreme weather patterns – being visible all over the 
world. Furthermore, although predicting the scope and features of an 
environmental apocalypse might stimulate more people to strive for cultural 
and political change, the question is whether this would lead to a worldwide 
environmental revolution: imagining apocalypse – no matter how realistically – 
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does not do away with economical and political concerns that have to date 
prevented far-reaching measures from being implemented.  
In terms of the image, then, ecocriticism has reached something of an 
impasse: apocalypse is unimaginable, yet as literary scholars, the imagination is 
all ecocritics have to work with. I propose a way out of this ecocritical stalemate 
by suggesting that ecocriticism should no longer take for granted that 
(imagining) apocalypse in literary texts can in some way alleviate 
environmental crisis. As Hannes Bergthaller has argued, “what ecocritics do is 
read texts and write about them…. Only to the extent that ecocriticism is 
something other than the academic wing of the environmental movement can it 
render that movement a service which is perhaps more valuable than general 
consciousness-raising” (227). Instead, then, I argue for a reading of apocalypse 
that is not environmentalist or activist, but rather perceives it as an image of 
nature which is used to represent the collapse of society due to political, 
economic and/or environmental issues, and which provides insights into 
human-nature relations under pressure. In line with the broader ecocritical 
practice I apply in this study, I approach the image not merely in terms of what 
is presented – i.e. the kind of apocalypse – but specifically also how it is 
presented – i.e. narrative structure, characterization and genre. Such an 
approach to the image allows for the study of a wider range of novels, since the 
ecocritic is neither restricted to the (environmentalist) content or message of 
the text in his or her analysis, nor to the ways in which this is a form of 
activism. A broader conception of apocalypse also adds further dimensions to 
novels which are more explicitly concerned with environmental themes, such 
as Solar, which has received some ecocritical attention, and those, like Babel 




A.S. Byatt‟s Babel Tower (1996) is the third novel of a quartet which describes 
mid-twentieth-century Britain and the life of the main character, Frederica 
Potter.9 Set in the early 1960s, the novel consists of several narrative strands: 
Frederica‟s life, her relationship with and divorce from her husband, Nigel 
Reiver; the research conducted by Frederica‟s brother Marcus, and his 
colleagues Jacqueline Winwar and Luk Lysgaard-Peacock, at North Yorkshire 
University; the theories of language developed by Kees Wijnnobel, the 
grandfather of the Vice Chancellor of the university; an obscene book case 
resembling the Chatterley trial; and the attempts of Frederica‟s brother-in-law, 
Daniel, to reconnect with his children after the death of his wife Stephanie. 
These narratives are interrupted by fragments from two books, Babble Tower, 
written by one of Frederica‟s students, and Flight North, a children‟s story by 
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Agatha Mond, Frederica‟s neighbour. The image of apocalypse resurfaces in 
some form in nearly all of these narratives: Babble Tower relates the attempts of 
a group of French people to escape the late-eighteenth-century Reign of Terror, 
creating their own dystopia rather than the utopia they seek; the children in 
Flight North have to cross a dead, desert landscape, reminiscent of post-
apocalypse; and the research of the scientists reveals alarming things about the 
influence of nuclear tests and pesticides on the environment.  
 In his 1998 essay “Nature in the English Novel”, Kerridge proposes that 
contemporary novels such as Babel Tower “approach nature and 
environmentalism obliquely, with their main concern being to contextualize it, 
or explore its psychology” (155). As such, Kerridge argues, these novels do not 
approach nature for its own sake, but rather explore its function as part of larger 
narratives. Yet, “[a]n environmentalist novel, approaching other areas of 
experience from an ecological sensibility, is still to come” (ibid.). Babel Tower is 
indeed not an environmentalist novel, or an example of what Patrick D. 
Murphy terms “environmental literature”: works that explore “transformational 
themes” and “[advocate] political and ethical values” (Farther Afield 11). In 
Byatt‟s novel the natural nonhuman world functions explicitly as part of the 
characters‟ lives, and is consequently not described for its own sake. In my 
analysis of the novel I will respond to Kerridge‟s criticism of Babel Tower and 
demonstrate that even though it may not be an environmentalist novel, the 
work nonetheless invites ecocritical reading strategies: in fact, of the three 
novels discussed in this chapter, Babel Tower most explicitly reflects and affirms 
ecocritical assumptions on themes such as environmental rhetoric, language and 
science. Below I will analyze the influence of Silent Spring on the novel, and 
how Carson‟s work informs the way in which science and scientists are 
presented in Babel Tower. Furthermore, I will examine the link made by many 
of the characters between language and environmental crisis. Such theories 
suggest that the loss of this original language has led to a separation of language 
and the world, humans and nature, which has environmental repercussions. 
Although current among early ecocritics such as Bate, this idea is also 
fundamentally problematic.  
 
 
SILENT SPRING  
The most obvious way in which environmental apocalypse is imagined in Babel 
Tower is through references to and echoes of Silent Spring.10 Although it is only 
explicitly mentioned once,11 Carson‟s work informs much of the novel – 
particularly the passages that describe Jacqueline‟s research. However, Silent 
Spring also shapes the novel in other ways, such as in the first paragraphs:  
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It might begin:  
The thrush has his anvil or altar on one fallen stone in a heap, gold and grey, 
roughly squared and shaped, hot in the sun and mossy in the shade. The 
massive rubble is in a clearing on a high hill. Below is the canopy of the forest. 
There is a spring, of course, and a little river flowing from it.  
The thrush appears to be listening to the earth. In fact he is looking, with his 
sideways stare, for his secret prey in the grass, in the fallen leaves. He stabs, he 
pierces, he carries the shell with its soft centre to his stone. He lifts the shell, 
cracks it down. He repeats. He repeats. He extracts the bruised flesh, he sips, he 
juggles, he swallows. His throat ripples. He sings. His song is liquid syllables, 
short cries, serial thrills. His feathers gleam, creamy and brown-spotted. He 
repeats. He repeats.  
 (1)  
 
Although the first words, “It might begin”, suggest that this narrative is just one 
of many that make up the novel, and that the choice for the thrush narrative is 
fairly arbitrary, its primary place indicates that this narrative is vital to the rest 
of the novel.12 In fact, the thrush is emblematic in Babel Tower, much as silence 
in Silent Spring functions as a metonymy for the effects of pesticides. For 
instance, the bird plays a major role in Jacqueline‟s research into the genetic 
changes in snail populations on the North Yorkshire moors. She begins to notice 
that the “thrush anvils where she and Christopher Cobb had counted shells 
were deserted, that eggs were not hatching in nestboxes … In the spring of 1961 
[three years before the beginning of the novel], thousands of birds were found 
dead in the British countryside” (56). The bird comes to represent the effect of 
pesticides because it is one of the first to be affected and because it is part of a 
larger cycle that will subsequently also be poisoned. Such connectedness is one 
of the major premises of Silent Spring and also the reason why pesticides such as 
DDT are so destructive: they permeate the earth, the sky and the water, and the 
food chain of animals. The eternal cycle of nature, suggested in the passage by 
the words “he repeats”, will consequently soon be disrupted.  
Humans are not exempt from what Carson ominously terms “a chain of 
poisoning and death” (17). Babel Tower hints at this in the second narrative of 
the novel, which begins with Frederica‟s old friend, Hugh Pink, walking 
through the woods in Herefordshire. He experiences a deep sense of 
connectedness to the landscape: “generations of his ancestors, thousands and 
millions of years before towns and cities, and still after, have had this sense in 
this sort of place. The cells remember it, Hugh thinks. Every inch of this turf 
has absorbed, he supposes, knuckle-bones and heart-strings, fur and nails, blood 
and lymph” (17). This description implies a relationship between people and the 
land that works both ways: not only has the earth absorbed the bones and blood 
of Hugh‟s ancestors, he himself – and those around him – will also absorb the 
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toxins that are in the earth, the water and the sky. Both the idyll of the thrush 
and Hugh‟s walk are consequently overshadowed by the discoveries made in the 
rest of the novel, much like the village in Silent Spring is quite literally 
overshadowed by the poisons falling from the air.  
Yet exactly what is killing the birds that Jacqueline finds in the 
countryside is unclear: “nobody understands what is being done to the earth” 
(55). Such uncertainty is an inherent part of apocalyptic narratives: the exact 
scope and effects are impossible to predict, making it difficult for 
environmentalists and authors to argue for action based on their own 
imaginations of apocalypse. In Babel Tower, as in Silent Spring, the narrator 
attempts to come to terms with this epistemological uncertainty by framing the 
(imminent) environmental apocalypse in terms of the Cold War. Jacqueline and 
her friends are “haunted by nuclear fear, a millenarian anxiety that the ultimate 
weapon will be – hurtled, deployed, unleashed? – leaving a world of winter and 
emptiness and sickness” (55). Environmental apocalypse is believed to result in a 
similarly desolate landscape: “[t]heir waking dreams were haunted by the idea 
of sumps, and desert wastes, and rotted tree-trunks, and lifeless lakes where no 
birds sing” (56-7, emphasis mine). This fear is a variation on ancient fears of 
religious apocalypse: “[e]very pleasurable walk on the moors looking for snails, 
listening to larks climbing and plovers calling was surely accompanied by the 
vision of all this rotting and vanishing, as their ancestors‟ ramblings might have 
been by the vision of hell-fire, red-hot pinchers and eternal thirst” (57). In both 
cases, the narrative attempts to imagine the unimaginable in terms of the 
familiar, be it nuclear war or Biblical apocalypse.  
 Uncertainty continues to characterize Jacqueline‟s research throughout 
the novel, which lacks any kind of resolution in this respect. As such, it does 
not suggest, in Kerridge‟s words, “any belief that a pragmatic, incremental 
environmentalism, allied to other social movements, might begin to turn the 
tide” (“Narratives of Resignation” 99). At the same time, even though the 
scientists are unable to pinpoint exactly what is killing the birds, Babel Tower 
nonetheless describes the shape that impending apocalypse will take. In this 
respect, the influence of Silent Spring on the novel shows again: unlike The End 
of Nature, Babel Tower does not express epistemological uncertainty about 
apocalypse to such an extent that it cannot be imagined at all. The difference 
between Silent Spring and The End of Nature, and between Babel Tower and a 
novel set at a later date, such as Solar, can also be explained in terms of a shift 
that has occurred in the public perception of science. Mike Hulme, for instance, 
has proposed that one of the reasons why there is so much uncertainty about 
climate change is because of the way in which non-scientists perceive science. 
Whereas in the past scientific knowledge tended to be seen as “the neutral 
outcome of a steadily advancing pursuit of an objective and universal truth”, 
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there is now considerably less public confidence in science and scientists (77). 
Babel Tower illustrates this shift: on the one hand, science is presented – to 
both the scientists themselves and those around them – as a way of establishing 
the truth, yet on the other hand, the uncertainty Jacqueline, Luk and her 
colleagues feel about what exactly is causing the death of so many birds 
demonstrates that both the possibilities of science as well as its position in 
culture is changing. Silent Spring, then, does not merely influence the imagery 
used in the novel, or the representation of apocalypse, but also informs its 




In Flight North, the children‟s story written by Frederica‟s neighbour Agatha 
Mond, the characters have to cross a series of icy and desolate landscapes in 
order to reach a distant kingdom. The protagonist, a young prince called 
Artegall, has a special skill: he can understand and speak to animals. His ability 
to communicate with the non-human world proves vital to the success of their 
journey, and helps him to restore life to “the Grüner Waste” a place from which 
spring has long been absent (396). Once, things used to be different, a snake 
tells Artegall: “we were all one thing, and could hear each other‟s nature well 
enough if we listened, with no need for speech. And then men made words, and 
used words for mastery” (315, emphasis in original). Language, the snake 
suggests, is divisive, and has separated humankind from nature. Mond‟s story 
proposes that the separation between language and the world has been 
instrumental in environmental degradation, a connection that recurs 
throughout Babel Tower.13  
Much early ecocriticism associated language with postmodern and 
poststructuralist ideas, such as Alan Liu‟s comment that “There is no nature” 
(38, emphasis in original). Consequently, ecocritics such as Bate set out to argue 
that there is indeed such a thing as nature: “It is profoundly unhelpful to say 
„There is no nature‟ at a time when our most urgent need is to address and 
redress the consequences of human civilization‟s insatiable desire to consume 
the products of the earth…. until now there have always been domains into 
which „human civilization‟ does not extend; there has always been a „state of 
nature‟” (Romantic Ecology 56, emphasis in original). Alternatively, many 
critics refer to Kate Soper‟s comment “it is not language that has a hole in its 
ozone layer” (What Is Nature? 151) to expose the difference between language 
and the “real” world. Many of these responses are a result of confusing the 
constructedness of the concept of nature with the (non)existence of physical 
nature: trees, rivers and birds. Also, quotes such as Liu‟s have been taken out of 
context to further disparage postmodern theory. After proposing that there is no 
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nature, Liu notes that he does not mean that trees, brooks and birds do not exist, 
but rather that the concept itself is always constructed: there is no objective 
nature, an idea that even the most traditional ecocritics would have to agree 
with.14  
 Nevertheless, postmodern ideas on the separation of language and the 
world were for many early ecocritics inherently caught up with environmental 
degradation. In The Song of the Earth, Bate notes that to Rousseau as well as to 
modern environmentalists, “man‟s assumption of his own apartness from nature 
is the prime cause of the environmental degradation of the world” (36). 
Language, Bate argues, is instrumental in this respect as it “is itself a symptom of 
humankind‟s apartness from other species and our consequent power to 
destabilize ecosystems” (149). Ecocriticism therefore needs to respond to 
postmodern theory and “reach a clearing beyond the dense undergrowth of the 
proposition that language is a self-enclosed system” (247-8). In line with much 
early ecocriticism, Bate implies that there is such a thing as an objective nature, 
which is free from the constraints of culture. Yet, as scholars such as Dana 
Phillips have argued in the past decade, the postmodern constructedness of 
concepts such as nature is not incompatible with ecocriticism‟s focus on 
nature.15  
 Bate‟s views on language are paralleled in Babel Tower, in which 
language is linked to apocalypse. In a sense, then, the novel functions as an 
extension of early ecocritical ideas, which Byatt also expresses in interviews and 
her nonfiction: she gets “distressed by language theories which say language is a 
self-supporting system that bears no relation to things” (Tredell 65-6). Language 
itself is a major theme in Babel Tower: “[the novel] is about the cracking-up of 
language and the tearing-loose of language from the world” (ibid. 73-4). In 
addition to Flight North and the novel‟s title, comments on and critiques of 
language recur in the research on snails done by Luk, who tries to “read the 
language of the DNA” from their shells; Frederica‟s divorce case, in which 
language provides a distorted, one-sided account of a marriage; and the report of 
the Steerforth Committee of Inquiry on the Teaching of the English Language. 
This fictional committee concludes that, “[t]here is a growing belief in some 
schools of thought that „language is divorced from the world‟, that it is perhaps 
simply a partial system which best describes only its own interrelations and 
structures” (479).16 Language is also referred to in terms of an ideal past state in 
which a so-called “Ur-language” was almost literally tied to the world. Kees 
Wijnnobel, the grandfather of the Vice Chancellor of the university, believed 
that once there had been an “original Tongue”, in which “words had been 
things and things had been words”, “a tongue in which there were words for 
lion, lamb, apple, snake, tree, good, evil, which wholly contained and 
corresponded to all their power and meaning” (190-1, emphasis in original). 
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Similarly, Foucault argued that language before the fall of the tower of Babel 
“was an absolutely certain and transparent sign for things, because it resembled 
them. The names of things were lodged in the things they designated” (The 
Order of Things 40). 
 Much of what is said on language in Babel Tower is indebted to 
Foucault‟s Les Mots et les Choses (1966 [published in English as The Order of 
Things in 1970]), in which he argues that, even after Babel, the connection 
between language and the world used to be much more natural and less 
arbitrary than it is now: “In its raw, historical sixteenth-century being, language 
is not an arbitrary system; it has been set down in the world and forms a part of 
it” (38). From the seventeenth century onwards, however, this changed and, the 
“profound kinship of language with the world was dissolved” (47). The 
difference here lies in a shift in the relationship between the sign and signified, 
as Foucault explains: “in the sixteenth century, one asked oneself how it was 
possible to know that a sign did in fact designate what it signified; from the 
seventeenth century, one began to ask how a sign could be linked to what it 
signified” (ibid.). In other words, the seemingly effortless, natural connection 
between language and the world was replaced by a more artificial, constructed 
relationship.  
 An ideal, paradisical state frequently underlies apocalypse: according to 
L. Buell, a “pastoral logic” undergirds environmental apocalypse “which rests on 
the appeal to the moral superiority of an antecedent state of existence when 
humankind was not at war in the way that prevails now” (Environmental 
Imagination 300-1). In Babel Tower such a paradis perdu is also associated with 
the connection between language and the world. This is best illustrated by a 
passage in which Frederica takes a walk on the Yorkshire moors with her 
partner, John Ottokar. Yorkshire is important to Byatt as there, she suggests, 
language and the world are still interconnected:  
The reason I love North Yorkshire so is that for me language and the earth are 
really intertwined there. There are these wonderful words like the Boggle Hole, 
Jugger Howe, Ugglebarnby. It‟s a sort of image of a paradisal state as in our idea, 
Foucault‟s idea, of a sixteenth century in which words denote things. 
(Tredell 65) 
 
Frederica and John walk across the moors through “Ugglebarnby, Iburndale, 
Little Beck … names that are ancient and full of life” (Babel Tower 354). This 
paradise is disturbed by the Early Warning System on Fylingdales Moore, a 
symbol of Cold War fear of nuclear attack (355). They also run into Jacqueline 
and Luk, who are looking for snails. Soon the conversation turns to the effects 
of strontium and pesticides and Frederica shivers thinking of “man-made death 
falling silently through air and water and matter, through leaves and fur and 
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flesh and bones and bony shells” (357). In this passage the narrative creates a 
contrast similar to that of Silent Spring. The impact of “A Fable for Tomorrow” 
lies in the fact that apocalypse disturbs the pastoral landscape that had earlier 
been sketched. The early warning system in Babel Tower, a Cold War symbol of 
apocalypse and the pesticides that bring about environmental apocalypse, 
likewise disturbs the pastoral state suggested by the North Yorkshire place 
names.  
Babel Tower also provides an implicit critique of existing ecocritical 
debates on imagining apocalypse. On the one hand, the desire to return to an 
original language that connects humans more firmly to the world expressed in 
the novel, recalls ecocritics who have argued that language needs to be used 
differently in order to prevent (further) environmental apocalypse. Bate, for 
instance, suggests “that a necessary step in overcoming the apartness [between 
humans and the nonhuman world] is to think and use language in a different 
way” (Song 37). A similar point is argued by Serpil Oppermann who, in her 
brief discussion of Babel Tower as an ecological postmodern fiction (“Seeking 
Environmental Awareness” 248), notes that the novel problematizes the 
relationship between word and world “to point out how anthropocentric 
thought patterns inform our environmental perceptions, imposing an implicit 
set of perilous values on the natural world” (ibid. 249). Nonetheless, Babel 
Tower does not so much constitute a new way of thinking about the 
relationship between literature and the environment, as Oppermann suggests 
(ibid.),17 as a fundamental critique of such reorientations. Instead, the novel 
proposes that attempts at using language differently – more environmentally – 
will always fail, as the paradisical ties between language and the world have 




Babel Tower engages with a number of issues central to ecocriticism, such as the 
influence of the environmental movement as well as the relationship between 
language and environmental crisis. Although Silent Spring is only mentioned 
once in the novel, its influence can be seen in both Jacqueline‟s concern with 
pesticides, as well as in the implicit references to Carson‟s work. For instance, 
the passage on the thrush at the beginning of the novel serves to provide a link 
to Silent Spring – and its connotations of a spring in which no birds sing – but 
the structuring of the sentences and the repetition of certain words and phrases 
also refers to the way in which poison and pollution seep through the cycle of 
life. It also frames the representation of scientists and the value given to science 
in the novel. In this respect, Silent Spring is employed as a historical artefact, 
part of a larger literary study of 1960s British society. Consequently, as Kerridge 
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suggested in respect to Babel Tower, it does not treat nature or environmental 
crisis in its own right. Yet, what the novel does achieve is every bit as 
important: it demonstrates just how much a part of human society the 
environment is. Nature, the narrative suggests, is not a separate sphere, but an 
intricately entwined part of the characters‟ worlds.   
A second significant way in which Babel Tower engages with topics also 
explored by ecocriticism is through the debates on language that is presents. 
According to several characters, language is tied to environmental crisis through 
theories about the existence of an original language, and the belief that the loss 
of this language has led to a disconnection between humans and their natural 
environment, subsequently resulting in environmental crisis. Such ideas were 
particularly influential to early ecocriticism, which was shaped by the work of 
philosophers like Rousseau and Heidegger. Less explicitly, Byatt‟s novel touches 
on a practice common among early ecocritics, namely the use of metaphor in 
relation to ecologic concepts. In his research on snails, Luk remarks that snails 
“carry their history on their outsides” and that “on their backs you can read 
their genetic make-up” (357). Appealing as this image may be, it is also highly 
problematic. Although the external appearance of the shell is likely to be 
influenced by natural selection as well as environmental factors such as geology 
and climate, the shell is not an image of the snail‟s DNA.18 Luk‟s claim is 
therefore not a fact, but an example of an analogy – the similarity between the 
helical structure of DNA and the spiral of the shell – turned metaphor without 
scientific underpinnings. Phillips has commented on the risk of ecological 
analogues becoming poetic metaphors and suggests that “[o]ne source of the 
plausibility of ecological prose has been the seductiveness of the analogies on 
which many ecological theories have been founded” (Truth 75).    
Much of ecocriticism‟s misuse of ecological concepts stems from 
confusing analogy with metaphor – which also happens in Babel Tower. 
Ecocritics, Phillips argues, need to learn “how not to confuse analogies with 
metaphors. In literary criticism, rigor and precision play a much less prominent 
role, and the distinction between analogy and metaphor is frequently ignored… 
in [ecology] analogy has played a central but controversial role” (Truth 76). 
While analogies such as the ecosystem were used in (early) ecology for the 
purpose of clarification or explanation, ecocritics have frequently seized on 
these and turned them into metaphors, leading for instance to Rueckert‟s claim 
that poems are like ecosystems. Although poetic metaphors are by nature often 
ambiguous, and allow for a major degree of freedom of interpretation, scientific 
models are meant to be far less original or shocking and far more rigid.19 In 
Babel Tower, specifically in Luk‟s description of his research into snails, analogy 
is similarly interpreted as metaphor, and eventually even as scientific fact. It is a 
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case of taking metaphor literally and turning it into myth, as the scientist Mary 
Hess, quoted by Phillips, remarks (qtd. on Truth 58).20  
Not only does my analysis demonstrate the different ways in which 
Babel Tower discusses and elaborates on ecocritical themes, the reading I have 
provided also broadens existing ecocritical practices, most significantly in terms 
of the kinds of texts ecocritics study. For instance, the novel provides a generic 
extension of the kinds of apocalyptic narratives generally read by ecocritics. In 
an article on ecocriticism, genre and climate change, Adeline Johns-Putra writes 
that although “imaginative narratives about climate change occupy a wide range 
of genres”, in general such narratives tend to rely on genres that have to do with 
future worlds, such as science fiction (749). Yet, by arguing that the “dramatic 
and emotional contours of climate change have to do with the future, not the 
past or present” and that “although climate change may be happening now, it is 
what this changing climate will result in – its predicted impacts – that are of 
concern” (ibid.), she does not take into account the possibilities of a narrative 
such as Babel Tower, which has a more contemporary setting. Contemporary 
narratives may serve another function than those set in the future: instead of 
making predictions about something that may or may not happen in the years 
to come, Babel Tower is concerned with what is happening now, and as such 
presents a more immediate and urgent view of environmental crisis. Solar, the 
novel discussed in the section below, is another example of a novel that is 
neither science fiction nor set in the future, but in the first decade of the 




Michael Beard, the protagonist of Ian McEwan‟s 2010 satire Solar, is a physicist 
and Nobel Prize winner, struggling with his private and professional life. While 
he presents himself as a champion of renewable energy throughout much of the 
novel, he also comes to personify contemporary Western consumerism: Beard is 
insatiable, always wanting more money, more food and more sex. Or, as one 
reviewer of the novel puts it, Beard comes “to embody just about everything 
that has brought about the climate-change crisis in the first place: greed, 
heedlessness and a wilful refusal to think about consequences or the future” 
(Kakutani par. 2). The first of Solar‟s three parts starts in 2000, when Beard‟s 
fifth marriage is falling apart and he has just taken a job at the National Centre 
for Renewable Energy. After the accidental death of one of his postdoctoral 
researchers, Tom Aldous, Beard appropriates Aldous‟s research on solar energy 
and artificial photosynthesis. Five years later, when the second part of the novel 
begins, Beard has become an expert on artificial photosynthesis and is working 
on making his technique a commercial success – without crediting Aldous. The 
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novel‟s final part, set in 2009, describes the days before the launch of a small 
solar energy plant in Lordsburg, New Mexico. Beard, heavier than ever before 
and involved with two women at the same time, seems close to achieving his 
goal of making renewable energy a viable alternative to conventional energy 
sources. In the final pages of Solar, however, his world collapses as his past 
catches up with him and he suffers a heart attack. Whether Beard survives or 
not, and what happens to the plant, remains unclear.  
 Solar‟s genre – satire – necessitates a different reading than a work such 
as Babel Tower.21 For instance, while it draws on much of the same apocalyptic 
rhetoric that is used in Byatt‟s novel, and is also a scientist narrative, it does so 
not to stress the severity of environmental crisis but rather to mock the climate 
change debate. As I will explore below, its satirical nature is likely to make Solar 
problematic for ecocritics, as it challenges the centrality and importance of 
nature and climate change. Although hailed by many as the first climate change 
novel by a major novelist, Solar is therefore not the novel many ecocritics had 
hoped for:22 far from affirming or supporting ecocritical premises, Solar 
undermines them. Particularly through satire, the work challenges premises 
central to ecocritical scholarship, specifically the existence and importance of 
climate crisis and the role that the imagination and art can play. Consequently, 
Solar not only invites an ecocritical reading, it also proposes a rethinking of 
ecocriticism‟s foundations and a much-needed critique of the field.  
 
 
ECOCRITICAL PREMISES: CLIMATE CHANGE 
Solar was long-awaited by British ecocritics such as Garrard and Kerridge who 
had been anxious for an established, successful novelist like McEwan to tackle 
climate change in fiction. Their expectations were high: in an article that 
appeared a few months before the novel was published, Garrard predicted that 
the novel would be realist, concerned with human nature and dramatize “the 
tension between individual self-interest and the needs of the planet and 
posterity” (“Ian McEwan‟s Next Novel” 708). Since Garrard had to rely on 
remarks made by McEwan in the press, there is very little he could actually say 
about what was to become Solar. The majority of his article, then, is devoted to 
an analysis of McEwan‟s earlier climate novel, The Child in Time (1987), and 
comments on some of McEwan‟s more recent works. Most interesting for 
ecocritics are Garrard‟s claims that if the novel were successful it would provoke 
“a fundamental shift in ecocritical assumptions” (718) and that it would “rapidly 
become a key text in any ecocritical reading list” (696). Once published, it soon 
became apparent that Solar is not an environmentalist novel in the sense that it 
carries a clear environmental message. Although Garrard suggested that in 
writing Solar, McEwan was “writing about climate change” (“Ian McEwan‟s 
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Next Novel” 695), McEwan himself has said that the novel is not about climate 
change: rather, climate change provides the “background hum” of the book 
(Zalewski  4). Similarly, for Beard, climate change is not a central issue either: 
“It [climate change] was one in a list of issues, of looming sorrows, that 
comprised the background to the news” (15). Solar is therefore not the kind of 
environmentalist novel that Kerridge had called for in 1998 when he suggested 
that “[a]n environmentalist novel, approaching other areas of experience from 
an ecological sensibility, is still to come” (“Nature in the English Novel” 155). 
Ironically, rather than affirming ecocritical beliefs, the novel challenges two 
premises at the heart of ecocriticism: firstly, the importance of climate change, 
and secondly, as I will discuss in the next section, the notion that art can make a 
difference. Through its main character, McEwan‟s novel neatly disposes of these 
assumptions, making Solar indeed a key text on ecocritical reading lists, but 
probably not the kind that Garrard and Kerridge were anticipating.  
 The first premise, ecocriticism‟s belief that there really is a global 
environmental crisis (Kerridge, “Introduction” 5), is most fiercely critiqued in 
the novel by Beard, who admits to having “other things to think about [and 
being] unimpressed by some of the wild commentary that suggested the world 
was in „peril‟” (15). Faced with a series of worst-case scenarios that will take 
place if climate change is not stopped, he remains sceptical: “[he] had heard 
these predictions before and believed none of them. And if he had, he would 
not have been alarmed” (75). In fact, he would not mind the total annihilation 
of the human species, as he believes that the “biosphere would soldier on, and 
in a mere ten million years teem with strange new forms” (ibid.). Beard is not 
only being misanthropic here, but also touches on a sensitive issue in 
environmental circles, namely the anthropocentricism of much contemporary 
environmental action. As Beard suspects, the planet will most likely continue, 
as it has in the past, under different climatic circumstances. In other words, 
humankind is not so much destroying the planet, but itself: “Talk of „saving the 
planet‟ is overstated ... Earth will be fine, no matter what; so will life. It is 
humans who are in trouble” (Brand 2). Such comments destabilize both the 
ecocritical project of decentring the human subject, as well as efforts at taking a 
more ecocentric view of literature and other art forms. Instead, they question 
whether it is actually possible to truly decentre the human subject in literature 
or literary analysis – or even in environmental activism. 
 In the first part of the novel Beard‟s scepticism and disinterest are 
countered by Tom Aldous, one of his postdoctoral researchers at the Centre for 
Renewable Energy, who functions as his foil.23 Aldous is deeply concerned 
about climate change: he thinks the planet is in danger (24) and is motivated by 
wanting to do “what‟s right by the planet” (34). He is also the one who proposes 
solar energy as a more sustainable renewable source of energy than wind power, 
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with which the Centre is concerned in its early months. Whereas Beard is 
cynical and sceptical, Aldous is enthusiastic, passionate and truly believes that 
the technique he proposes will make a difference. He is therefore a much more 
likely protagonist of an environmentalist novel than Beard. Yet Aldous – the 
one person in Solar who actually cares about climate change for ethical reasons 
– is killed off early in the novel in a freak accident after sleeping with Beard‟s 
estranged wife Patrice.  
After Aldous‟s death, the future of renewable energy lies in the hands of 
Beard: a selfish, unlikeable, morally corrupt man. It is thus perhaps hardly 
surprising that Kerridge has accused McEwan of having written a novel that 
does not explore climate change to its full potential: “He does not explore the 
emotional complexity of our responses to the threat. And if it is true that we 
are, collectively, evading its emotional import, as Lanchester suggested, then 
McEwan avoids the task of imagining for us, and showing us in artistic form, the 
feelings we do not yet dare to have” (“Single Source” 159-60). Although it 
remains unclear exactly which feelings Kerridge refers to, I would argue that 
Solar does largely succeed in capturing contemporary feelings and emotions 
surrounding climate change, which are often ambiguous and conflicting. In 
2005, Melissa, Beard‟s girlfriend, tells him that she cannot take climate change 
seriously: “to take the matter seriously would be to think about it all the time. 
Everything else shrank before it. And so, like everyone she knew, she could not 
take it seriously, not entirely. Daily life would not permit it” (165). This 
observation echoes John Lanchester – referred to by Kerridge –, who has 
admitted to feeling a “strong degree of psychological resistance to the whole 
subject of climate change. I just don‟t want to think about it” (par. 2). Much like 
Melissa in Solar, Lanchester believes that “we‟re reluctant to think about it 
because we‟re worried that if we start we will have no choice but to think of 
nothing else” (par. 3).  
Nonetheless, Axel Goodbody has argued that none of the characters in 
Solar are realistic enough to reflect contemporary perceptions of environmental 
crisis. In response to Kerridge‟s criticism of the novel, Goodbody suggests that 
in terms of characterization the novel is flawed: “In McEwan‟s schematic 
representation, his [Beard‟s] personality remains split and without psychological 
plausibility. There are also no other characters in the novel which represent a 
more complex view of the contradictions and tensions inherent to [Beard‟s] 
contemporaries” (145).24 Yet, whether or not Beard or the other characters in 
Solar are more than two-dimensional, the combination of differing figures – 
such as Beard, Mellissa and Aldous – assures that the novel presents the many 
facets of the contemporary climate debate, in which believers, deniers and those 
who would rather not think about it take part. 
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ECOCRITICAL PREMISES: THE POWER OF THE IMAGINATION 
A second premise central to ecocriticism is that art can make a difference in a 
time of environmental crisis. Kerridge, for instance, has argued that ecocritics 
need to invent or help artists invent new forms for environmental crisis 
(“Environmentalism and Ecocriticism” 534) and thereby contribute to change. 
Along similar lines, Slovic has noted that language and literature are “crucially 
important in exploring and even shaping our sense of personal values and in 
communicating these values” (Going Away to Think 118, emphasis in original) 
and Cheryll Glotfelty suggests that literature both affects and is affected by the 
physical world (“Introduction” xix).25 Solar, however, true to its satirical nature, 
presents a far more critical view of the function of art.  
The role of the imagination and narratives in the climate change debate 
is illustrated by a story that is told twice in the novel. At a lecture he gives at an 
energy conference, Beard encounters Jeremy Mellon, lecturer in urban studies 
and folklore, who is particularly interested in “the forms of narrative that 
climate science has generated” (147). Beard immediately distrusts Mellon: 
“People who kept on about narrative tended to have a squiffy view of reality, 
believing all versions of it to be of equal value” (ibid.). Beard, of course, does not 
believe all versions of reality to be equally true, but rather thinks that science 
provides the only objective view of the world. In his lecture, however, he draws 
on narrative himself. Even more so, he inadvertently demonstrates how stories 
are used to tell different versions of events, adding and omitting details to suit 
his audience. In other words, without meaning to, he shows that there are 
indeed multiple versions of reality and that storytelling is an inherent part of 
rhetoric. 
 The story he uses in his lecture had been told to Beard by his now dead 
postdoctoral researcher, Tom Aldous, in an attempt to interest him in solar 
energy:   
There‟s a guy in the forest in the rain and he‟s dying of thirst. He has an axe 
and he starts cutting down the trees to drink the sap. A mouthful in each tree. 
All around him is a wasteland, no wildlife, and he knows that thanks to him 
the forest is disappearing fast. So why doesn‟t he just open his mouth and drink 
the rain? Because he‟s brilliant at chopping down trees, he‟s always done things 
this way, and he thinks that people who advocate rain-drinking are weird. That 
rain is our sunlight. 
                      (27) 
 
Years later, during his lecture, Beard repeats this story, modifying a few details 
– “a few mouthfuls in each tree” rather than “a mouthful” (153) – but keeping 
the analogy between rain and sunlight intact. The difference lies, however, in 
his aim. Aldous told the story because he wanted to convince Beard that the 
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planet needs to be saved – not that money was to be made. Beard, on the other 
hand, is telling it in a framework of potential financial gain: as he says to his 
audience, “[c]olossal fortunes will be made” (ibid.). This difference in aim is also 
noticeable in his retelling of the story. Whereas Aldous stresses the fact that the 
wasteland surrounding the man in the forest is his own fault, Beard leaves out 
an explicit reference to blame. Instead, he says that “[a]ll around him is 
devastation, dead trees, no birdsong, and he knows the forest is vanishing” 
(ibid., emphasis mine). Beard makes a strategic decision in adapting the story in 
this way, as he knows that at an energy conference his audience will not look 
favourably on the original version. Ironically, he does include an implicit 
reference to environmentalism‟s founding text, Silent Spring – “no birdsong” – 
that Aldous had not included. A juxtaposition of Aldous‟s and Beard‟s narratives 
shows how easily a seemingly environmental(ist) story can be altered – with 
just a few details – to suit a different purpose. In other words, whereas 
apocalypse is imminent in both stories, the sense of doom in Aldous‟s telling 
turns into opportunity and possibility in Beard‟s.  
The belief that art can inspire far-reaching change is heavily criticized 
in Solar by Beard. He admits to caring little for art (72) and is amazed at finding 
himself aboard a ship full of artists on an Arctic expedition. He is particularly 
surprised by their belief that their work can actually make a difference. They 
are, Beard observes, “seized by the same particular assumption, that it was art in 
its highest forms, poetry, sculpture, dance, abstract music, conceptual art, that 
would lift climate change as a subject, gild it, palpate it, reveal all the horror and 
lost beauty and awesome threat, and inspire the public to take thought, take 
action, or demand it of others” (77). Similar criticism of the impact art can make 
in light of climate change is voiced when Beard describes the artists aboard the 
ship. One of them is Stella Polkinghorne, who recently became well known, 
even to Beard, by creating a life-sized Monopoly set. Ironically, the installation 
– an indictment of a money-obsessed culture – becomes a huge commercial 
success, particularly for the makers of the game (51), demonstrating how the 
artist‟s lofty ideals and attempt to bring across a message are undermined by 
economic factors and unintended consequences. In describing another artist – a 
novelist – the novel assumes a metafictional dimension in critiquing McEwan‟s 
own profession and particularly his use of science in his works. On the last 
evening aboard the ship, a novelist called Meredith misinterprets a scientific 
principle and uses it as a metaphor in his own work: Heisenberg‟s Uncertainty 
Principle, “which stipulated that the more one knew of a particle‟s position, the 
less one knew of its velocity, and vice versa, encapsulated for our time the loss 
of a „moral compass‟, the difficulty of absolute judgements” (76). Beard responds 
by correcting the novelist – the issue is not “velocity but momentum” (ibid.) – 
and arguing that “the principle had no application to the moral sphere” (ibid.).26 
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The artists are consequently perceived by Beard in such a manner that they 
cannot even be said to make a worthwhile contribution to cultural debates, as 
Pilkington‟s project achieves the opposite of its aim and the novelist makes a 
fool of himself by misrepresenting scientific ideas. 
The debate on the function of art in a time of environmental crisis is 
continued in some of the reviews of Solar. The novel was received unfavourably 
by American reviewers who suggest that McEwan has been “over-praised in the 
past 15 years” (Robson par. 1), that the plot is “slightly contrived” (Atcheson 
par. 6) and “makes its way from one comic set piece to another” (Kakutani par. 
3).27 Yet the novel was not merely reviewed by literary critics but also by 
scientists. Nick Cohen for instance, in an article tellingly titled “Ian McEwan‟s 
Solar: It‟s Green and It Should Be Read”, notes that McEwan “magnificently” 
blends comedy with science and politics (par. 12), whereas Stefan Rahmstorf – a 
scientist who admits to being a fan and acquaintance of McEwan – concludes 
that the novel is “McEwan at his best. Intelligent, funny, and full of insights. 
Read for yourself!” (par. 11). Whereas Cohen and Rahmstorf are positive about 
the novel from a scientific point of view, those critics reviewing the novel from 
a literary perspective are less optimistic. For instance, many of them point out 
that the plot is static or contrived. Furthermore, McEwan‟s choice to focalize 
the novel in its entirety through a thoroughly unlikable character, Beard, leads 
to claustrophobia, as Jason Cowley notes: “it feels as if you are locked inside an 
echo chamber, listening only to the reverberations of the one same sound – the 
groan of a fat, selfish man in late middle age eating himself” (par. 15). The 
tension between content and “literariness” (Clark 41) in Solar is also noted by 
Thomas Steinfeld in his highly critical review of the novel. Noting that 
McEwan “used to be one of the best novelists in Europe” (par. 16, emphasis 
mine), Steinfeld argues that particularly an author with the calibre of McEwan 
cannot afford to be judged mainly on the research he has done (par. 12). Only 
literary form, he suggests, can be the measure of the success of a work like Solar, 
and in this respect the novel is lacking (ibid. and par. 17).28 Even though the 
novel convincingly – to most critics, at least – discusses climate science, this 




Garrard has recently suggested that The Child in Time – McEwan‟s first climate 
change novel (Garrard, “Ian McEwan‟s Next Novel” 695) – provided readers 
with an alternative to the environmental crisis described in the novel. The 
Child in Time, set in a dystopian Thatcherite Britain ravaged by extreme 
weather, ends with the birth of a child who reunites the main character and his 
estranged wife. It is an “ecofeminist parable”, according to Garrard, which 
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suggests that only “„womanly times‟ can save both nature and humanity” (698). 
Solar, on the other hand, does not offer such an explicit resolution, which was a 
decision that McEwan seems to have made early on in writing the novel: “The 
thing that would have killed the book for me, I‟m sure, is if I‟d taken up any sort 
of moral position, I needed a get-out clause. And the get-out clause is, this is an 
investigation of human nature, with some of the latitude thrown in by comedy” 
(McEwan qtd. in Stefan Rahmstorf par. 4). Any kind of environmental 
resolution or explicit message is hence denied by the genre as well as by Beard‟s 
moral position and views of environmental crisis, which, given the focalization 
of the novel, are never explicitly challenged or condemned.  
A satirical treatment of environmental crisis may well trouble ecocritics, 
as a review by Afra Kavanagh in the ecocritical journal The Goose shows. She 
verges between, on the one hand, acknowledging Solar‟s potential as a satire 
and, on the other, failing to recognize that Beard – whom she judges severely on 
his shortcomings – is an instrument of this satire. Furthermore, in her attempt 
to “read for the message”, she concludes that the novel indeed has an 
environmentalist agenda: “By addressing the biggest crisis of our time and our 
failure to deal with it as „comedy‟, he [McEwan] invites us to contemplate the 
terrifying truth that we don‟t need villains; we „mortal fools‟ are quite capable of 
destroying the environment ourselves by simple inaction” (55). Her conclusions, 
however, do not fully take into account that Solar‟s satire is not aimed merely at 
one subject, group of people or political view and as such does not provide a 
message. Instead, everything and everybody is mocked in Solar: both those 
representing the climate sceptics, as well as the environmentalists, as well as 
attempts made by either to prevent further environmental crisis. Consequently, 
it is hard – if not impossible – to determine the novel‟s position on the topics 
that it explores, and it remains highly ambiguous.  
Ecocritics may be further made uncomfortable by Solar because it 
challenges ecocritical assumptions in several ways: for instance, rather than 
affirming the existence and importance of environmental crisis, the novel‟s 
main character continually and explicitly doubts and dismisses this crisis. 
Furthermore, Beard‟s work questions the ethical foundations of 
environmentalism, since he is not inspired by any kind of moral sense of duty to 
“save the earth” but only by the opportunity to make money. The full scope that 
the novel‟s satire takes is illustrated by the way in which characters – explicitly 
and implicitly – critique the role that both art and the imagination can play in 
alleviating climate crisis. The artists joining Beard on the Arctic expedition are 
presented as ineffectual, unworldly dreamers. This depiction can also be read as 
a – metafictional – critique of Solar itself, which is a work of art much like the 
Spanish artist‟s ice sculptures, rapidly melting in southern Europe. Again the 
novel is ambiguous: nowhere does it suggest that it is not just as ineffectual as 
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the works of the artists on board the ship. Its satire of the role that artists can 
play in a time of environmental crisis consequently transcends the boundaries 





Published in 2004, David Mitchell‟s third novel, Cloud Atlas, combines six 
narratives, written in six genres, set in six different places, and in six different 
times. The first is the travel journal of Adam Ewing, an eighteenth-century 
American notary en route from the Chatham Islands to San Francisco. Ewing‟s 
diary is interrupted mid-sentence and followed by a collection of letters – 
“Letters from Zedelghem” – written in the early 1930s by a young British 
composer, Robert Frobisher. During his stay at the Belgian house of another 
composer, Vyvyan Ayrs, he discovers Ewing‟s journal. Frobisher‟s narrative is 
interrupted as well and followed by a 1970s crime novel about a young reporter, 
Luisa Rey, who is about to uncover a scandal at a local nuclear power plant. In 
her research she meets Rufus Sixsmith, a scientist and the recipient of 
Frobisher‟s letters. This story, in which the emerging environmental movement 
is also referred to, is interrupted and followed by the near-contemporary 
narrative of Timothy Cavendish. Cavendish, a London publisher, flees the city 
to the countryside, where he is locked up in a care-home against his will. 
During his stay he reads the first few chapters of a crime thriller called “Half-
Lives – The First Luisa Rey Mystery”, the previous narrative. The next – fifth – 
narrative is set in the future in a country called Nea So Copros, and tells the 
story of a “fabricant”, a highly sophisticated robot, called Sonmi~451.30 Sonmi 
tells the story of a dystopian age in which corporations have taken over the 
world, humans are classed as “untermensch” or “consumers”, and a persecuted 
group of people worship a prophet called Timothy Cavendish. This narrative is 
also interrupted, and followed by the only story that is told immediately in full 
and without interruption. In “Sloosha‟s Crossin‟ an‟ Ev‟rythin‟ After” 
civilization has collapsed, people live in rivalling tribal societies, and Sonmi is 
their goddess. At this point, the narratives are concluded in reverse order, 
ending with the oldest narrative, Adam Ewing‟s travel journal.  
 In the following pages I will explore the way in which apocalypse is 
imagined in Cloud Atlas. The theme recurs in some form in all six narratives: in 
his journal Ewing predicts that the human race will eventually destroy itself, 
whereas Frobisher refers to World War I – early twentieth-century apocalypse 
– in his letters. Likewise, the dystopian futures of Sonmi and “Sloosha‟s 
Crossin‟” are caused by apocalyptic events, termed the “Skirmishes” and 
“Collapse” respectively. Furthermore, although Cavendish only hints at a 
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dystopian, Thatcherite future, the environmentalists campaigning against 
nuclear power in Luisa Rey‟s story explicitly draw on apocalyptic images of a 
nuclear winter. In all cases, this apocalypse is neither the total destruction of 
the planet, nor the complete annihilation of the human race. Instead, 
apocalypse is the destruction of societies, political, cultural and economic 
systems such as countries, and extensive modification of the natural, 
nonhuman, environment.  
I will be primarily concerned with the shaping influence of the novel‟s 
form on the apocalypses represented in it, and to a lesser extent with the 
apocalypses themselves. First, I will discuss the way in which the novel‟s 
structure determines the representations of apocalypse, and how the six 
narratives that make up Cloud Atlas seen together form a record of both 
entropy and continuance. Next, I will pay attention to the role that genre plays 
in descriptions of apocalypse, specifically the detective novel (“Half-Lives”) and 
cyberpunk (“Sonmi”). Finally, I will suggest that the work describes apocalypse 
as a rupture in human-nature relations that also redefines what it means to be 
human. Such a focus on the human as well as the natural more fully illustrates 
the effects of environmental crisis and apocalypse than narratives that describe 
one or the other.  
 
 
CLOUD ATLAS’S STRUCTURE: A SIXTET OF OVERLAPPING 
SOLOISTS31 
The six narratives of Cloud Atlas are arranged according to what Mitchell terms 
a “two-two-two formation” (“David Mitchell on writing Cloud Atlas” par. 2): 
two stories are set in the past, two more or less in the present, and two in the 
future. The novel is one of the most extensive instances of Mitchell‟s use of 
compounded short stories – as he explains in an interview with Robert 
Birnbaum: “I think all novels are actually compounded short stories. It‟s just the 
borders get so porous and so squished up that you no longer see them, but I 
think they are there. And I do structure my novels in this way” (qtd. in Dillon 
4). Sarah Dillon suggests that this method of writing allows Mitchell to “take 
advantage of the condensed intensity of the short story form [and] … at a 
novelistic level … to suggest a larger fictional world around and beyond that of 
the specific story he is at that point telling” (4-5). The stories that make up 
Cloud Atlas, then, can be seen as existing separately, yet also as part of a larger 
structure of the novel as a whole. Similarly, Peter Childs and James Green 
suggest that in Mitchell‟s writing, “[c]haracters and events seem at once to be 
distinct and yet tied to each other in ways that reveal a small part of the pattern 
while implying that nothing less than the full multitude of interwoven stories 
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would be sufficient to explain the world, which exists as much in the interior 
imagination as in external materiality” (40).  
The arrangement of the six narratives plays an important part in 
presenting the large scope that Kerridge proposes is needed to imagine 
apocalypse: as he argues, “conventional plot structures require forms of solution 
and closure that seem absurdly evasive when applied to ecological questions 
with their extremes of timescale and complexities of interdependency” 
(“Narratives of Resignation” 99). Cloud Atlas‟s historical scope and consistent 
thematic concern with apocalypse show that environmental crisis and 
apocalyptic events indeed take place over centuries. The arrangement of the six 
narratives underlines this, and through its structure the novel implies a future 
beyond the final story – a future of either increased entropy or continuance of 
the human race. The Russian doll structure of the novel, as Will McMorran has 
argued, also echoes its theme of predacity, resulting in (possible) apocalypse: “A 
metaphor of narratological consumption and predacity fits the themes as well as 
the structure of Cloud Atlas well – each tale is consumed by the next to come 
along” (165).   
The first – “The Pacific Journal of Adam Ewing” – and the sixth 
narrative - “Sloosha‟s Crossin‟ an‟ Ev‟rythin‟ After” – are particularly relevant in 
this respect. Their positions in the novel are significant: Ewing‟s narrative 
begins and concludes the novel and thus frames the other narratives, whereas 
“Sloosha‟s Crossin‟” forms the core of Cloud Atlas. Since “Adam Ewing” is 
chronologically earliest, it introduces themes further explored in the rest of 
Cloud Atlas, for instance colonisation and human greed. Yet because of the 
reverse order of the narratives in the second half of the novel, the 
chronologically earliest narrative is also the final narrative. Consequently, the 
remarks that Ewing makes in the second part of his journal provide a 
commentary on the narratives that precede it, as well as on the future. For 
instance, in the final pages of his journal – and the novel – Ewing contemplates 
the fate of humankind: “one fine day, a purely predatory race shall consume 
itself… Is this entropy written in our nature?” (528, emphasis in original). This 
comment is prophetic: read chronologically, the six narratives of Cloud Atlas 
indeed form a record of entropy, in which human civilization eventually runs 
down. Yet, since this diary entry appears in the final pages of the novel, Ewing‟s 
observation also sums up the preceding narratives.  
“Sloosha‟s Crossin‟” is the only story told in full right away, and because 
it is set furthest into the future, all other narratives seem to build up to it. 
However, structurally, it is not the last but the middle narrative. Its position at 
the heart of the novel allows it to comment on both the five narratives that 
precede it, as well as the second half of the narratives that follow it. 
Consequently, a remark made by Meronym, one of the characters in “Sloosha‟s 
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Crossin‟”, comes to have meaning for the entire novel. Her name already 
suggests that she is not just important to Zachry‟s narrative, but to all six stories 
that make up the novel, since in linguistics, a meronym “denotes a constituent 
part of a whole”, much as in Mitchell‟s fiction “everything seems to be 
demonstrably part of the larger whole. Each character is a meronym of the web 
of relations entangling all the others” (Childs and Green 32). Meronym is one of 
the Prescients who visits the tribe of the main character, Zachry. The Prescients 
are the only ones to have retained some of the skills and knowledge of the pre-
apocalyptic world – the world of the “Old‟uns”. Zachry asks her what caused 
the fall, if it was not “Old Georgie”, a mythological devil-type figure. The 
Old‟uns “tripped their own fall”, according to Meronym, with their “hunger for 
more” (286), much as the apocalyptic events in the five other narratives are 
caused by human hunger. Meronym‟s comment, then, reveals both the 
historical past, as well as the parts of the novel that the reader has yet to read. 
However, her remark, particularly given her status, also suggests a prophecy 
about the future after “Sloosha‟s Crossin‟”, in which continuing human hunger 
will cause ever more destruction. In other words, while the sixth narrative may 
chronologically be the end – and the end of humankind – the five narratives 
that follow it leave the possibility that the human race might resurface or 
survive in some form or other.  
The way in which the individual narratives, or individual characters, 
comment on each other, and the past and future, is implied in “Half-Lives”. 
Isaac Sachs – one of the scientists – writes:  “We imagine how next week, next 
year or 2225 will shape up – a virtual future, constructed by wishes, prophecies 
and daydreams. This virtual future may influence the actual future, as in a self-
fulfilling prophecy, but the actual future will eclipse our virtual one as surely as 
tomorrow eclipses today” (409). Although these comments seem to have little 
relevance for “Half-Lives” itself, seen in the larger context of the novel as a 
whole, they prove to be metafictional. Ewing prophesizes entropy and collapse 
– a virtual future – but the actual future, also related in Cloud Atlas, eclipses 
this, since the future is more than he can imagine. Significantly, the apocalyptic 
events that Meronym says caused the eventual collapse of the world in which 
Sonmi lived are not described in Cloud Atlas. In fact, none of the six narratives 
in the novel describes an apocalyptic event: instead, the first five suggest 
coming apocalypse, in various forms, whereas “Sloosha‟s Crossin‟”, the most 
distant narrative, is set in a post-apocalyptic world, in which the actual 
apocalyptic events preceding it are not revealed. Consequently, the futures 
hinted at in the novel are nothing more than virtual futures, as the actual future 
is withheld. Likewise, scenarios of environmental apocalypse or population 
growth, like Ehrlich‟s, deal with virtual futures that hardly ever match up to the 
actual future. 
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Cloud Atlas‟s structure, then, points to two possible futures for the 
human race after “Sloosha‟s Crossin‟”: entropy or survival. Critics such as Childs 
and Green, however, have argued that, given the central position of “Sloosha‟s 
Crossin‟” in Cloud Atlas, the future which the novel suggests for the human race 
is not quite as indeterminate or open as I propose. Rather, they note, “[i]f, 
during the first half of the text, humanity appears to be shackled to its 
apocalyptic destiny … the reversal of this forward momentum opens up an 
alternative perspective” (35). This “alternative perspective”, they suggest, means 
that “the novel argues the case for ethical choices made by individuals and 
societies reasserting the potential for enlightened political agency” (ibid.). In 
other words, “Sloosha‟s Crossin‟”‟s world of tribal warfare after “the Fall” 
implies that Zachry and his tribe put the knowledge gained from Meronym to 
the betterment of humanity, making Cloud Atlas a narrative of progress, along 
the lines of such narratives idealized by Ewing‟s late-eighteenth-century 
contemporaries.  Similarly, Hélène Machinal remarks that it is far from 
accidental that “Sloosha‟s Crossin‟” is the central tale and the only one 
immediately told in full: “the central tale is that in which the necessity of a 
collective vision is reasserted” (134). Neither Childs and Green nor Machinal 
take into account, however, that although “Sloosha‟s Crossin‟” may be the 
central tale and the one narrative not interrupted, it is not the final story of the 
novel – even though it is set furthest into the future. Rather, “Sloosha‟s 
Crossin‟”‟s central position is challenged by its place in the larger novel, in 
which it is followed by five other (half) narratives.  
 
 
APOCALYPSE AND GENRE 
Cloud Atlas‟s six narratives are written in six different genres: travel journal 
(“Adam Ewing”), letters (“Letters from Zedelghem”), crime thriller (“Half-
Lives”), comedy (“Ghastly Ordeal”), cyberpunk (“Sonmi”) and dystopia 
(“Sloosha‟s Crossin‟”). Genre is a topic frequently avoided by ecocritics: as 
Johns-Putra has argued, “[m]uch ecocriticism … considers genre very 
particularly in treating of obviously environmentally centred genres such as 
nature writing and the pastoral” (747). Indeed, the effect that genre has on 
representations of nature is rarely studied by ecocritics. At most, ecocriticism 
can be said to be concerned with genre only as far as it is explicitly nature- or 
environmentally-oriented. Murphy provides an apt example of this ecocritical 
bias. Best known among ecocritics for his work on broadening ecocriticism 
beyond Anglo-American literature, he aims for a similar extension of ecocritical 
practice in terms of genre. However, defining ecocriticism as a method that – 
among other things – “reinstates referentiality as a crucial and primary activity 
of literature” (Ecocritical Explorations 1), necessarily limits him to the study of 
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what he terms “nature novels” (ibid. 80). Consequently, Murphy examines 
genre only within the category of (American) nature novels. Although he 
names a variety of genres which are not traditionally studied by ecocritics, he 
implies that only those postmodern, magic realist, detective or mystery novels 
that are “nature-oriented” (81) merit ecocritical attention.32  
Johns-Putra takes a different approach to genre, and discusses the study 
of science fiction novels as a means of going beyond the ecocritical maxim of 
“environmental referentiality” (757), advocated by L. Buell and implied by 
Murphy.33 Fictionally representing climate change, she proposes, is necessarily 
tied to a number of generic restrictions: “The dramatic and emotional contours 
of climate change have to do with the future, not the past or present, for, 
although climate change may be happening now, it is what this changing 
climate will result in – its predicted impacts – that are of concern” (749). Johns-
Putra consequently proposes science fiction as a genre particularly suitable to 
ecocritical analysis. Cloud Atlas, however, shows that representations of 
apocalypse are by no means tied to a genre such as science fiction. Even more 
so, the form that the socio-political, cultural and environmental apocalypses 
take throughout the novel is determined by generic conventions. “Half-Lives” 
and “Sonmi”, for instance, explore the generic conventions of the crime thriller 




 “Half-Lives – The First Luisa Rey Mystery” is set in the United States in 1975, a 
time when fear of nuclear disaster and war intersects with the burgeoning 
environmental movement. Luisa Rey is a young reporter investigating the 
construction of a new nuclear reactor by the Seaboard Corporation. When she 
discovers that the corporation building the plant is trying to cover up a report 
that deems the new reactor unsafe, her own life is threatened, and some of the 
scientists contributing to the report are killed. Although Luisa is not primarily 
motivated by environmental concerns – rather by the opportunity to conduct 
investigative journalism – the narrative gains an explicitly environmental 
dimension through a group of activists with whom she gets involved.   
 The crime thriller is a particularly suitable genre for an (environmental) 
apocalyptical narrative, because a number of the aims and characteristics of the 
genre coincide with those of environmental and apocalyptic discourse. One of 
the features of the genre is that, as David Glover has noted, “the scale of the 
threat [in the crime thriller] may appear to be vast, its ramifications 
immeasurable and boundless” (138, emphasis in original). Both nuclear as well 
as environmental apocalypse are vast in scope, and their effects – particularly 
when it comes to environmental crisis – are unpredictable. Moreover, the crime 
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thriller lends itself well to the kind of story told in “Half-Lives” because, unlike 
the detective novel – which, according to Julian Symons, expresses conservative 
social attitudes – the crime thriller is “often radical in the sense of questioning 
some aspect of law, justice or the way in which society is run” (Symons 163). 
Consequently, the genre creates a space in which governments, corporations 
and the status quo can be challenged, for instance by the environmental 
activists who, on their campsite near the power plant, also literally inhabit an 
outside position that enables them to critique those in power.  
Like traditional detectives, crime thrillers rely on the dichotomy of good 
and bad, even though the distinction may at times be blurred. In “Half-Lives”, 
for instance, one of the employees of Seaboard Corporation ends up helping 
Luisa Rey. Overall, though, the narrative makes a clear distinction between 
those who are “good” – Luisa, the environmentalists, some of the scientists – 
and those who are “bad”: Seaboard. This duality is also expressed in the kind of 
language that the activists use: one of their signs reads “PLANET AGAINST 
SEABOARD” (124). Similarly, environmentalist discourse such as Silent Spring 
relies on what L. Buell has termed the “us-versus-them dichotomy” (Writing 
41) that frequently takes the form of a David versus Goliath scenario (ibid. 40), 
comparable to Luisa‟s struggle with a corporate giant. These dualities – 
good/bad, us/them, David/Goliath –, however, have the effect of reducing 
complex issues to “monocausal crises involving conflicts between recognisably 
opposed groups” (Garrard, Ecocriticism 105), and although the fear of nuclear 
apocalypse and its environmental implications in “Half-Lives” can be seen in 
relatively clear-cut oppositions, contemporary environmental crisis cannot. The 
crime thriller, then, while perhaps an apt genre for the expression of nuclear 
fear, is less useful as a framework for depicting twenty-first-century 
environmental crisis, which requires more depth and complexity.    
 
Cyberpunk 
 “Sonmi” is an example of cyberpunk, a genre that became popular in the 1980s 
and describes cyberculture: “an environment saturated by electronic 
technology” (Cavallaro xi). In such a technological world, the electronic and 
digital has taken the place of natural spaces such as the environment, as well as 
the natural human body, which is enhanced with chips, prosthetics or robotics. 
The setting of cyberfiction is frequently urban, unpredictable and chaotic, and 
the characters are “people on the fringe of society: outsiders, misfits and 
psychopaths” (ibid. 14), much like Sonmi who is neither human nor machine. 
The body plays an important role in cyberpunk, as in the genre, cultural 
transformations “are performed first and foremost on the stage of the human 
body” (ibid. xv). Likewise, Sonmi‟s body and those of the purebloods 
demonstrate the blurring of the boundaries between human and nonhuman.34 
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In terms of the representation of environmental crisis, cyberpunk poses 
challenges to ecocritics, not least because of its urban setting and 
commodification of nature. F. Buell has called the genre “antienvironmental” 
(248) for presenting environmental apocalypse “as a source of excitement” 
(ibid.). He furthermore criticizes cyberpunk because it generally does not 
distance itself from the environmental crisis it describes, but instead accepts it 
“with enthusiasm” (257). Even though he neither mentions the term 
ecocriticism, nor classifies his own work as such, F. Buell‟s analysis of 
cyberpunk is heavily indebted to the kind of evaluative ecocriticism defined by, 
amongst others, William Howarth and Kerridge.35 Yet, approaching the genre in 
a less evaluative fashion shows how it shapes the representation of nature in 
“Sonmi”. Furthermore, in drawing on cyberpunk, the narrative also subverts the 
characteristics of the genre.  
The environment in Sonmi‟s narrative is, as is typical of cyberpunk, 
mainly characterized by environmental apocalypse: “Nea So Copros is poisoning 
itself to death. Its soil is polluted, its rivers lifeless, its air toxloaded, its food 
supplies riddled with rogue genes … Melanoma and malaria belts advance 
northwards at forty kilometres per year. Those Production Zones of Africa and 
Indonesia that supply Consumer Zones‟ demands are sixty percent 
uninhabitable” (341). Those parts of the environment that are not destroyed or 
toxic, are commodified in service of consumerism. The moon, for instance, is 
rented out as advertising space on which ads are projected (236). Other natural 
elements are modified to make them more convenient: consumers prefer 
stoneless avocados (339) and hunt “fabricant elk” (219). Generally, nature is 
seen as being “more trouble than it was worth” (339). Although extensive 
pollution, destruction, commodification and modification of nature is 
characteristic of cyberpunk, the narrative also plays with the genre, particularly 
through characterization and focalization: a cyborg narrator accords with the 
typical features of the genre, yet this same narrator‟s point of view subverts the 
genre by adding an environmental dimension.  
At the diner, the only kind of nature Sonmi is familiar with are the 
images of Hawaii shown every year during the Star Sermon, when some of her 
colleagues retire to a place called “Exultation” (190). Hawaii is presented as a 
kind of paradise in which the servers become consumers and are surrounded by 
“green seas, rose skies, wildflowers, rainbows … ponies … butterflies” (ibid.). 
After her escape from the diner, Sonmi discovers that there is no such place: 
Exultation does not exist, and retired servers are made into “soap”, a soporific 
drug, for other servers (359). The only unpolluted, non-toxic environment left 
in “Sonmi”, then, is a virtual reality. Nonetheless the images of Hawaii have 
primed her to be amazed at any kind of nature, since she associates it with 
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Exultation: in the diner “the only green was lettuce squares and chlorophyll 
shakes” and the servers had assumed that “green was as precious as gold” (210).  
In focalizing through Sonmi and framing Hawaii in paradisical terms 
the narrative also subverts cyberpunk. Garrard suggests that the cyborg “will be 
a key figure in a poetics of responsibility [i.e. taking responsibility for 
environmental crisis] because its irreverence and keen sense of irony are quite 
incompatible with traditional pastoral, wilderness and apocalyptic tropes” 
(Ecocriticism 146). He quotes Donna Haraway, who has argued that “[t]he 
cyborg would not recognize the Garden of Eden; it is not made of mud and 
cannot dream of returning to dust” (qtd. on ibid.);36 or, as Garrard puts it, “[n]ot 
having „fallen‟, the cyborg does not need to be redeemed, only to survive; it 
remains outside the „salvation history‟ that underlies some ecophilosophical and 
ecocritical positions” (Ecocriticism 146). The premise on which this argument is 
founded is that pastoral, and the longing for unspoilt nature, is escapist, a way of 
turning away from actual circumstances and as such detrimental to positive 
environmental change. Furthermore, Haraway‟s and Garrard‟s argument relies 
on the Book of Genesis, and as such anchors pastoral and paradise firmly in a 
religious, Biblical, tradition. However, as my discussion of pastoral, place and 
apocalypse earlier in this study demonstrates, these images have become largely 
detached from their original or traditional meanings. For instance, neither 
pastoral nor apocalypse is primarily tied to their Biblical or religious origins. 
Instead, such images have become ways in which cultures think about nature 
and their relationship with it. It therefore cannot be argued conclusively that a 
creature which is not part of the Biblical creation story necessarily functions as 
a better model for environmental action and change. Instead, having been 
exposed to culture and literature after her escape from the diner, Sonmi taps 
into a cultural heritage of which images of nature are part. 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL APOCALYPSE  
AND THE REDEFINITION OF THE HUMAN 
In “Problems in Ecocriticism and the Novel”, Dominic Head suggests that, “[t]he 
tendency of the novel to focus on personal development, and on social rather 
than environmental matters (and on time rather than space) is sometimes said to 
create an impression of alienation from the natural” (65-6). Indeed, one of the 
objectives of ecocriticism is to decentre the human and foreground nature by 
which the field expresses a “stated preference for (rather than simple interest in) 
the non-human over the human” (Johns-Putra 745). At the same time, however, 
ecocriticism has been defined as the study of human-nature relations, thereby 
explicitly anchoring the human in ecocritical practice. Nonetheless, in respect 
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to apocalypse, humans have been studied mainly in terms of causing apocalypse, 
or – particularly in the case of the underprivileged – as suffering its effects.37  
 Cloud Atlas‟s six narratives are all concerned with what it means to be 
human: as Machinal proposes, “[the novel] takes us through a temporal journey 
beginning during the century in which philosophical reflection on the 
individual emerges and ending in future worlds, one in which human beings 
and clones cohabit” (127). In fact, the novel suggests that environmental 
apocalypse does not merely necessitate a rethinking of human-nature relations, 
or an adjustment of human lifestyles, but a redefinition of the concept of the 
human as a whole. In Ewing‟s journal and Sonmi‟s report this is illustrated 
primarily by explicitly linking socio-political apocalypse to environmental 
apocalypse.  
Adam Ewing‟s descriptions of the Chatham Islands show that 
environmental and socio-political apocalypse are much more intertwined than 
traditional environmentalist works such as Silent Spring and The End of Nature 
imply. His diary illustrates that the demise of the native population, the 
Moriori, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, was not only caused by 
political acts but also very much a consequence of environmental conditions. 
The British, who colonized the islands in 1791, were followed by sealers, who 
killed most of the seal population, and subsequently “turned to farming 
potatoes, sheep & pig-rearing on such a scale that the Chathams are now 
dubbed „The Garden of the Pacific‟” (Cloud Atlas 13). Following the sealers, 
whalers came to the islands, bringing “cats & rats [that] bred like the Plagues of 
Egypt & ate the burrow-nesting birds whose eggs the Moriori so valued for 
sustenance” (ibid.). Europeans also brought with them diseases that weakened 
the native population, while their natural environment was destroyed by 
foreign agricultural practices and imported animals. This kind of “ecological 
imperialism”38 also occurred in the United States. Garrard‟s description provides 
an example that holds true, by analogy, for the Chathams as well: “whites 
brought ploughs, cattle, pigs, tough short-stemmed grasses, European weeds, 
smallpox, measles and whooping cough and drove out, in a combined ecological 
assault, Indians, tall grasses and bison” (Ecocriticism 123). The environment of 
colonies such as the Chatham Islands, then, was altered not merely through 
trade, but also by the species that Europeans brought with them and which 
rapidly took over the indigenous flora and fauna. 
Moriori society was ultimately destroyed by the arrival of the Maori 
from New Zealand, brought to the Chathams in 1835 by the British. They were 
better equipped in more than one sense: the British had supplied the Maori with 
guns and the remoteness of the Chatham Islands meant that the Moriori had 
never had to protect themselves or their islands. Used to sharing a relatively 
small, isolated territory, the Moriori were “a small, unwarlike population with 
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simple technology and weapons, and without strong leadership and 
organization” (Diamond 56). Furthermore, they were hunter-gatherers, 
dependent on the sea and unable to “produce crop surpluses available for 
redistribution or storage, [and] they could not support and feed nonhunting 
craft specialists, armies, bureaucrats and chiefs” (ibid. 55). The Maori, on the 
other hand, were farmers who “developed locally dense populations chronically 
engaged in ferocious wars with neighboring populations” (ibid. 56). Unlike the 
Moriori, the Maori had crop surpluses that allowed them to support chiefs, 
soldiers and craftsmen who developed tools for agriculture and warfare. When 
the two tribes encountered each other on the Chathams, the Moriori hardly 
stood a chance: their own culture and environmental circumstances put them at 
a disadvantage, and consequently meant the end of their society and what 
remained of their natural resources.  
This environmental and socio-political apocalypse of the Moriori 
culture illustrates that these two kinds of apocalypses cannot be seen separately. 
Both events, albeit to a lesser extent than in “Sonmi”, also affect the concept of 
the human. Like many incidents of violence and colonization, the slaughter of 
the Moriori by the Maori entails a dehumanization that depends on the 
dichotomy of self and Other. Even though – or perhaps, because – the two 
tribes shared a common ancestry, the Maori needed to see the Moriori as 
distinctly Other, otherwise they would be killing their own people.39 This 
Othering was achieved through slavery and colonization, and the manner in 
which they killed the Moriori and treated their corpses. As one survivor, quoted 
by Jared Diamond, recalls, “[The Maori] commenced to kill us like sheep” (53). 
Subsequently, Ewing notes, “[o]n Waitangi Beach fifty Moriori were beheaded, 
filleted, wrapped in flax-leaves, then baked in a giant earth oven with yams & 
sweet-potatoes” (Cloud Atlas 15).40 In other words, the Moriori were killed and 
prepared for food like animals. Such colonization and cannibalism is a form of 
dehumanization that also essentially shifts the boundaries between human and 
nonhuman, although also questioning the treatment of animals by humans. 
Much like the Chathams, the country in which Sonmi lives is also 
divided into different classes of people. Nea So Copros is a corporacy – not a 
democracy – ruled by a corporate power. It enforces compulsory consumerism, 
for the lucky few who do not have to work and live in “production zones” or, 
even worse, untermensch slums: “[c]hemical toilet[s] where unwanted human 
waste disintegrates” (332). Consumerism leads to increased pressure on natural 
resources and people, and large areas of the world have become so polluted that 
they can only be accessed by specially created fabricants, called disastermen. 
They “operate in deadlands so infected or radioactive that purebloods [humans] 
perish there like bacteria in bleach” (215). Yet the divisions between 
“consumers”, production workers, fabricants and untermensch also illustrate a 
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crisis in interhuman relations, which is exacerbated by technological 
development, the humanizing of robots – cyborgs like Sonmi – and increased 
modification – robotization – of humans.  
Like other fabricants, Sonmi depends on “soap”, a soporific drug that 
ensures she has no memory and is not curious about the outside world. Her soap 
is modified and consequently she “ascends”: she starts to hear a voice in her 
head – “the voice of sentience” (205) –, her language evolves, her curiosity 
about “Outside” increases and she experiences a sense of alienation from the 
other servers at the diner where she works (206). Sonmi‟s development 
illustrates how cyborgs blur the boundaries between humans – purebloods, as 
she calls them – and machines: her ascension makes her less like a machine or 
robot and more like a human. Purebloods, however, do not want fabricants to 
“ascend” or be educated: “the sight scares them” (216). Such fear is inherent to 
the figure of the cyborg, as Dani Cavallero notes: “the cyborg encapsulates many 
contemporary anxieties about the encounter of the natural and the artificial and 
the idea that there are no clear divisions between the non-human and the 
human, the technological and the biological, the original and the copy” (44). In 
Cloud Atlas, Sonmi literally embodies the social, political and environmental 
changes that Nea So Copros is undergoing.  
The way in which the character of Sonmi questions definitions of 
human and nonhuman echoes Ewing‟s narrative where the killing of the 
Moriori by the Maori is a case of Othering and dehumanization. Similarly, the 
relationship between Europeans and Americans like Ewing and the inhabitants 
of the Chathams is also defined by the duality of self and Other. In his journal, 
Ewing wonders whether the Indians should not be left uneducated – whether 
they would “be happiest „undiscovered‟” (511). On the other hand, he applauds 
attempts made by Europeans to “assist the Indian‟s climb up „Civilization‟s 
Ladder‟” and asks “[i]s not ascent their sole salvation?” (512). The purebloods in 
“Sonmi” likewise struggle with the fabricants because they are anxious to see 
them as Others. Yet, ironically, the purebloods themselves are becoming 
increasingly robotic. They experiment with the boundaries of 
human/nonhuman, pureblood/fabricant through extensive, and extreme, cosmic 
surgery – “facescaping” (218) – and prenatal screening and selection. Also, 
consumers – the privileged class – are defined by their possession of a soul: a 
tiny chip implanted in the index finger. This chip stores their identity, but also 
enables them to operate elevators or spend money. The narrative here plays 
with traditional conceptions of human and nonhuman: consumers are the 
privileged ones in Nea So Copros, and the only ones seen as “human”. Likewise, 
the opposition of human versus animal has historically been defined in terms of 
the soul as well: those that possess a soul – or a certain type of rational or 




A recent collection of essays on Mitchell‟s work illustrates just how little 
attention the environmental themes in his fiction generally receive: out of the 
seven articles in David Mitchell. Critical Essays (2011) that analyze Cloud Atlas 
none of them discusses human-nonhuman relations. This omission 
demonstrates not merely ecocriticism‟s concern with Mitchell: it also 
exemplifies ecocriticism‟s general avoidance of contemporary fiction, 
particularly contemporary British fiction. Head‟s remark that contemporary 
literature‟s emphasis on textuality has made some ecocritics concerned that this 
“might lead readers away from an engagement with representations of the 
natural” (“Problems” 64) explains why experimental novels such as Cloud Atlas 
have been neglected. Mitchell‟s novel, however, achieves the opposite from the 
concern expressed by Head: its experimental nature does not lead away from its 
representations of nature but emphasizes and foregrounds them. For instance, 
the combination of six narratives set in six different historical periods provides 
the kind of temporal scope that Kerridge has argued is necessary to imagine the 
vast scope of environmental change and crisis.41 Its structure, then, because it is 
experimental, may be more adequate to representations of apocalypse than the 
more conventional timeframes of Babel Tower and Solar. 
 The ecocritical reading of Cloud Atlas that I have provided reveals a 
number of ways in which the novel contributes to and challenges existing 
ecocritical analyses. The Russian-doll structure of the novel, for instance, denies 
a single reading and as such the ecocritical practice of reading for the 
(environmental[ist]) message. Instead Cloud Atlas allows for at least two 
different readings. On the one hand, a chronological reading in which 
“Sloosha‟s Crossin‟” is the final story, implies that the post-apocalyptic world in 
which Zachry lives may be a new beginning, a new chance for mankind. The 
appearance of the Prescients, and particularly Meronym, as well as the way in 
which Zachry‟s son passes on his father‟s story, implies that humankind is 
learning from the mistakes it made, and is now beginning anew. This 
chronological reading, then, interprets Cloud Atlas as a variation on the idea of 
progress. On the other hand, however, a more structural or narratological 
reading of the novel – which does not perceive “Sloosha‟s Crossin‟” as the final 
narrative of the novel – suggests that Cloud Atlas does not present progress, but 
entropy. “Sloosha‟s Crossin‟”, then, is not a new beginning for the human race, 
but rather one of the final stages before its total annihilation. This reading is 
supported by the tribal warfare that kills most of Zachry‟s family and tribe, the 
disease that is threatening the Prescients, as well as by Ewing‟s quote at the end 
of the novel: “one fine day, a purely predatory race shall consume itself… Is this 
entropy written in our nature?” (528, emphasis in original).  
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 Cloud Atlas‟s six different genres also invite an expansion of ecocritical 
practice in terms of genre. In my analysis I have looked at the way in which 
genres other than science fiction can be employed to describe apocalypse, and 
how, in turn, representations of apocalypse engage with and subvert the generic 
conventions of the crime thriller and cyberpunk. Most significantly, however, 
Cloud Atlas confronts ecocriticism with its neglect of the human. Although this 
concern is inherent to ecocriticism‟s project of decentring the human and 
providing ecocentric readings of texts, it clashes with the intermingling of 
culture and nature that has become an accepted notion among ecocritics.42 
While Bruno Latour‟s argument that the hole in the ozone layer is both cultural 
and natural is acknowledged and supported by ecocritics, this has as yet not led 
to extensive engagement with the role of humans in environmental crisis and 
apocalypse.43 Little attention is paid to the effect that this crisis has on 
humankind in general – at most, environmentalists and some ecocritics have 
emphasized the effects of crisis on the underprivileged or those living in third 
world countries such as Bangladesh. Potential environmental apocalypse is 
consequently presented as something that, firstly, affects merely the nonhuman, 
natural environment, and, secondly, as not or barely affecting Westerners. 
Ecocriticism would be served, however, by emphasizing more extensively the 
effects that environmental crisis has on humankind in general – those living in 
third world countries as well as affluent Westerners. Focusing on the human in 
apocalypse may also affect or challenge the concept of “nature” as it is generally 
understood. “Sonmi” again provides a good example in this respect: in Sonmi‟s 
world, that which is left of nature no longer carries intrinsic value, but is only 
valuable in as far as it can lead to economic gain. Nonetheless, a broader and 
more inclusive ecocritical practice needs to come to terms with the challenge 







1 Best known in this context is Al Gore‟s An Inconvenient Truth (2006), and the 
awarding of the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize to Gore and the IPCC. See also the IPCC 
reports (http://www.ipcc.ch). Some recent works by climate sceptics are Patrick J. 
Michaels‟s Climate of Extremes: Global Warming Science They Don‟t Want You to 
Know (2010) and Ralph B. Alexander‟s Global Warming False Alarm (2009). 
2 In Ecocriticism (1st ed. 2004) Garrard provides a useful short overview of apocalypse 
(85-107). Frederick Buell‟s From Apocalypse to Way of Life (2003) is a thorough 
discussion of apocalyptic narratives since World War II. 
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3 On the difficulty of representing a world without humans in fiction, see Garrard‟s 
“Worlds Without Us”.  
4 Earlier works that linked environmental crisis to population growth are Fairfield 
Osborn‟s Our Plundered Planet (1948) and William Vogt‟s Road to Survival (1948).  
5 I also discussed this in relation to England, England (chapter two). 
6 A similar bias is reflected in Heise‟s Nach der Natur (2010), in which her examples are 
also explicitly environmentally-inflected (such as Julia Leigh‟s The Hunter [2011], a 
frequently discussed text among ecocritics [66-8]). 
7 Recently, Garrard has contributed to this debate by coining the term “disanthropy” to 
refer to a post-apocalyptic world after humans. As he acknowledges, however, any 
attempt at imagining disanthropy always implies the existence of the human subject, 
particularly in literature: “The helpless allegiance of written genres to narrative voice 
and anthropomorphic characterization makes disanthropic literature conspicuously self-
contradictory, and probably impossible” (“Worlds Without Us” 43). 
8 The ecological thought is “the practice and process of becoming fully aware of how 
human beings are connected with other beings” (Ecological Thought 7). 
9 The other novels are The Virgin in the Garden (1978), Still Life (1985) and A 
Whistling Woman (2002).  
10 Tracy Brain briefly mentions Silent Spring‟s influence on Babel Tower in “„Or shall I 
bring you the sound of poisons?‟: Silent Spring and Sylvia Plath”.  
11 See page 56: “In 1963 Rachel Carson‟s Silent Spring was published in England, and 
Jacqueline gave a copy to Marcus”.  
12 The words “it might begin” are used again at the beginning of the second narrative 
which describes Frederica‟s friend, Hugh Pink, walking in the woods: “Or it might 
begin with Hugh Pink” (2). “It might begin” also echoes the beginning of E.M. Forster‟s 
Howards End (1910): “One may as well begin with Helen‟s letters to her sister” (19). 
Howards End is significant to Babel Tower because its “only connect” epigraph is 
repeated throughout Babel Tower and because Frederica discusses the novel in a course 
she teaches. 
13 The philosopher and cultural ecologist David Abram points to the alphabet, rather 
than language as a whole, as leading to separation between humans and their 
nonhuman, natural environment. See his Spell of the Sensuous (1996), particularly 
chapter four, “Animism and Alphabet”, and chapter five, “In the Landscape of 
Language”.  
14 “I would go so far as to acknowledge the existence of reservoir, brook, field, and 
possibly even forest (more certainly, trees)… To believe that nature „is‟ in the way a tree 
„is‟ is to abstract the notion of essence while concealing the abstraction” (38). 
15 See Phillips‟s The Truth of Ecology (2003). 
16 The Steerforth Committee of Inquiry on the Teaching of the English Language is 
modelled on the Kingman Committee of Inquiry into the teaching of English Language 
of which Byatt was a member in the late 1980s. 
17 “Babel Tower can be read as a reorientation of self-conscious fiction from the 
implicitly underlined ecological perspectives within the poetics and politics of 
ecocentric postmodernism” (Oppermann, “Seeking Awareness” 249). 
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18 See for instance Richard L. Goldberg and Mike Severns, “Isolation and Evolution of 
the Amphidromus in Nusa Tenggara”, who show that the colour and patterns of snail 
shells are not a reflection of their DNA but rather “likely to be influenced by natural 
selection” (par. 4) and shaped by environmental factors. 
19 Phillips cites Mary Hess‟s distinction between poetic metaphors and scientific models: 
“Poetic metaphors, because they are meant to be ambiguous and thus stimulating to the 
imagination, are „peculiarly subject to formal contradictoriness,‟ Hess writes. Scientific 
models, on the other hand, „may initially be unexpected, but it is not their chief aim to 
shock; they are meant to be exploited energetically and often in extreme quantitative 
detail and in quite novel observational domains … Thus their truth criteria, although 
not rigorously formalizable, are at least much clearer than in the case of poetic 
metaphor” (Truth 59). 
20 “by „taking metaphor literally we turn it into a myth‟”  (qtd. on Truth 58). 
21 See Robson and Shivani for Solar‟s satirical elements.  
22 See, for instance, a number of articles on Solar: Alison Flood‟s “Ian McEwan collects 
award for novel that tackles climate change”; Stefan Rahmstorf‟s “What climate 
scientists think of Ian McEwan‟s Solar book”; Axel Goodbody‟s “Die Ringe des Saturn 
und Solar”; Thomas Steinfeld‟s review “Ian McEwan: Solar. Dieses Monster”; “Ian 
McEwan Writes The Book on Climate Change” by Bryan Walsh who notes that “when 
word went out that Ian McEwan‟s new novel, Solar, would be about global warming, 
climate researchers might have hoped they‟d found their champion…. As it turns out, 
they might want to wait for Al Gore‟s next book” (par. 2-3).  
23 I disagree in this respect with Afra Kavanagh who, in a review of Solar, calls Beard 
and those working at the Centre a “band of frauds” (55). 
24 “Seine [Beards] Persönlichkeit bleibt in McEwans schematischer Darstellung 
gespalten und ohne psychologische Plausibilität. Der Roman stellt auch keine anderen 
Personen vor, die eine komplexere Sicht auf die Widersprüche und Spannungen im 
Leben der Zeitgenossen hergäbe” (145 translation mine). 
25 Another example in this respect is William Howarth‟s definition of “ecocritic”: “a 
person who judges the merits and faults of writings that depict the effects of culture 
upon nature, with a view toward celebrating nature, berating its despoilers, and 
reversing the harm through political action” (69).  
26 See Phillips‟s criticism of science as metaphor above in my discussion of Babel Tower 
as scientist narrative. 
27 Anis Shivani has argued that American reviewers disliked Solar because “the 
protagonist is unsympathetic… McEwan doesn‟t give us a classic narrative structure … 
we don‟t quite know where McEwan himself stands on global warming … and we don‟t 
have a sense of formal completion” (par. 10). 
28 “Ian McEwan war einmal einer der besten Schriftsteller Europas” (par. 16); “Nun kann 
aber bei einem Autor vom Rang Ian McEwans die Recherche nicht das letzte und 
höchste Argument für ein Buch sein, sondern nur die gelungene Form” (par. 12); “Aus 




29 In the conclusion, “Beyond Ecocriticism and the Contemporary British Novel”, I 
discuss at more length the challenges that debates on literariness and literary quality 
pose to ecocriticism. 
30 Caroline Edwards notes that, in an unpublished interview, Mitchell explains the name 
Nea So Copros as an acronym for “New East Asian Sphere of Co-Prosperity”, alluding to 
“the Japanese Empire‟s self-appellation of the East Asian Sphere of Co-Prosperity during 
the Second World War” (198 n2).  
31 Robert Frobisher describes the musical piece he is composing – the Cloud Atlas Sextet 
– as a “sextet for overlapping soloists” (463), a phrase that aptly describes the six 
narratives of the novel and their relations to each other.  
32 Murphy more or less repeats this argument in his discussion of genre in “Dialoguing 
with Bakhtin over Our Ethical Responsibility to Anothers”.  
33 L. Buell uses the term “environmental referentiality” in passing in The Future of 
Environmental Criticism (32). 
34 In the next section I will discuss in more detail how Sonmi contributes to the blurring 
of human/nonhuman boundaries. 
35 See William Howarth: an ecocritic is “a person who judges the merits and faults of 
writings that depict the effects of culture upon nature, with a view toward celebrating 
nature, berating its despoilers, and reversing their harm through political action” (69); 
and Kerridge: “ecocriticism seeks to evaluate texts and ideas in terms of their coherence 
and usefulness as responses to environmental crisis” (“Introduction” 5).  
36 This is a quote from Haraway‟s Simians, Cyborgs and Women (1991). 
37 See Glotfelty‟s definition of ecocriticism: “the study of the relationship between 
literature and the physical environment” (“Introduction” xviii).  
38 See Richard Grove‟s Ecological Imperialism: the Biological Expansion of Europe, 900-
1900 (1986), passim. 
39 See Diamond who notes that “both groups had diverged from a common origin” (54). 
40 Mitchell has noted that the chapter on the Moriori in Diamond‟s Guns, Germs, and 
Steel (2005), from which I quote here as well, inspired him while writing Ewing‟s 
journal (“David Mitchell on writing Cloud Atlas” par. 3). 
41 “conventional plot structures require forms of solution and closure that seem absurdly 
evasive when applied to ecological questions with their extremes of timescale and 
complexities of interdependency” (“Narratives” 99). 
42 See my discussion of dualities at the beginning of the previous chapter on place. 
43 See We Have Never Been Modern page 1, which Phillips discusses in The Truth of 
Ecology (see particularly 30-34); Garrard similarly notes that “[t]he „hole in the ozone 
layer‟ is actually a good example of the scientific and cultural construction of global 
environmental problems, since the terms „hole‟ and „layer‟ are strictly metaphorical in 





Ecocriticism and the 














At the end of The Future of Environmental Criticism (2005) Lawrence Buell 
expresses a sentiment all too familiar to many scholars: “I hate conclusions. A 
good book, essay, course, or lecture should open up its subject, not close it 
down. Conclusions are chronically hamstrung by the temptations to reach 
closure or attempt prophecy in the narrow sense of prediction” (128). 
Nonetheless, I will take the risk in this conclusion of predicting a number of 
directions that I believe ecocriticism will explore in the future, as well as 
suggesting some developments that would benefit the field and contribute to its 
growth as a distinct and applicable critical practice and academic discipline. My 
remarks will be concerned with developments in ecocritical practice and 
theory, as well as with ecocritical themes that are likely to come to the fore in 




Generally speaking, ecocriticism has been relatively free of internal critique – 
i.e. criticism on the field by ecocritics –, not only in terms of its theory or 
methodology, but even more so in terms of the works it studies.1 Consequently, 
both the quality as well as the selection of texts traditionally read by ecocritics 
is rarely challenged, nor has the canon been greatly expanded over the years. 
One element that I have paid relatively little attention to in the preceding 
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chapters is the so-called “literariness” of works studied by ecocritics. This issue, 
Timothy Clark proposes, hardly plays a role in much ecocritical scholarship: 
“[m]uch ecocriticism evades questions of literariness, content with a largely 
thematic focus on a text‟s subject matter” (41). In other words, issues of both 
literary quality – whether or not a novel is perceived as “good” or “literary” by 
reviewers and critics, whether it reaches a certain level of accomplishment and 
depth in its characterization, plot and use of narrative techniques – and literary 
form – a work‟s structure, focalization, characterization and other narratological 
elements – have been decisively underexposed.  
In my reading of Ian McEwan‟s Solar (2010) in chapter four I already 
briefly touched on the tension between (environmental[ist]) content and 
whether certain works are considered “good” novels. Thomas Seinfeld‟s review 
of the novel illustrates this particularly well: remarking that although the 
passages on photosynthesis are “not at all boring” (par. 12), he argues that “a 
book by a novelist of Ian McEwan‟s stature cannot be judged finally and 
primarily on its research, only on successful form” (ibid.).2 To put it differently, 
it is – from Seinfeld‟s perspective as a literary reviewer – not McEwan‟s 
(adequate) description of the science of climate crisis that should matter most, 
but if Solar succeeds in being a “good” novel, which for Seinfeld is a matter of 
successful form: i.e. characterization, dramatic composition, plot and other 
narrative techniques.  
Traditional ecocritical practice has been far less concerned with such 
issues of literariness than it has been with the environmental(ist) content of 
novels.3 Although I by no means wish to suggest that literary criticism should 
only be concerned with “good” novels – whatever these may be – I do believe 
that the primary focus on environmental content has led to a canon that is both 
hardly representative of literature in general, and, even more so, that does not 
do justice to the possibilities of ecocritical analysis. Instead, I suggest that 
ecocriticism widen its range of analysis both in terms of selecting its objects of 
study – i.e. include more contemporary fiction that is not environmental(ist) or 
environmentally-inflected – and its method, for instance, showing a 
fundamental concern with form and literary quality. Such a wider ecocritical 
approach makes ecocriticism a more fully-fledged literary discipline and also 
foregrounds the role that form and literary quality play in those works which 
do aim to express an environmental message.   
Yet the future of ecocritical practice does not only lie with the kind of 
broad ecocriticism that I advocate for and demonstrate in this study. A more 
inclusive practice also takes into account ecocriticism‟s geographical spread 
beyond Anglo-American universities to encompass other European, as well as 
African and Asian, institutions and contexts. This also entails a thematic and 
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terminological expansion: as landscapes differ, discourses of nature differ as 
well. The image “wilderness”, for example, is far less applicable, and less 
frequently used, by European authors and ecocritics than by their American 
counterparts.4 Likewise, in non-Western and postcolonial environments 
relations to the land and terminologies to describe nature are bound to be far 




Even though my focus in this study has been on ecocritical practice – which is 
likely to develop further in years to come – the majority of publications on the 
future of the field tend to be concerned with reconfiguring ecocriticism in 
terms of existing theories, whether from the humanities or the social and 
natural sciences.5 It follows that, in the coming years as well, theorization is 
bound to remain one of the focal points of ecocritical scholarship. 
 A rough distinction can be made between two different forms of 
theorization within ecocriticism: on the one hand, approaches that are 
concerned less with theories outside of ecocriticism and the humanities and are 
generally more thematic, and, on the other, those that are explicitly 
interdisciplinary and aim to further theorize ecocriticism by drawing on 
concepts from outside of literary studies and the humanities. Work by Simon 
Estok and Timothy Morton is illustrative of the first type of theorization, which 
often entails the coining of new terms for thematically undervalued aspects of 
ecocriticism. Estok‟s “ecophobia” and Morton‟s “dark ecology” are both 
intended as correctives to the early ecocritical celebration of nature, and 
propose a shift in focus towards negative aspects of the nonhuman and our 
relationship with it.6  
Instead of adopting a thematic approach, other ecocritics are more 
concerned with the theoretical underpinnings of ecocriticism. Ursula Heise‟s 
plea for ecocosmopolitanism, in which risk theory plays a significant part, for 
instance, is one of the best-known examples in this respect.7 More recently, 
Axel Goodbody and Kate Rigby have edited a collection of essays that combine 
a rigorous engagement with European philosophical and scientific thought with 
ecocritical readings of literary texts, illustrative of the theorization-movement.8 
In this volume, Heather Sullivan proposes an “open-systems” model for 
ecocriticism, which focuses on hybridity, rather than dualism, and fluidity 
rather than rigid borders between different systems and organisms. Such a 
model, she argues, shows that “every environment makes and is made by the 
organisms and flows composing it” (244, emphasis in original). Hannes 
Bergthaller, in the same collection, draws on social systems theory to suggest a 
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similar kind of fluidity, and the intersections of ecocriticism and biology are 
extensively discussed in a special issue of Configurations (2010).9 Such 
theoretical developments are likely to evolve in coming years, and as such may 
contribute to both establishing more internal coherence or methodology, as 




In addition to further attention to practice and sustained ecocritical interest in 
theorization, ecocriticism will no doubt also evolve thematically. Dualistic 
thought is already regaining prominence as a significant theme for ecocritics, as 
is signalled by essays such as Sullivan‟s and Bergthaller‟s.  Both argue for less 
oppositional ways of conceiving the human and non-human world, and instead 
propose non-dualistic systems or models, of which Morton‟s “mesh” is another 
example.10 Early ecocriticism, although trying to overcome dichotomies, also 
functioned within this duality by perceiving nature as distinctly other: as 
something to be protected and, in some cases, as holding an external truth. The 
systems and models currently proposed, conversely, suggest a wholly different 
kind of envisioning the world, in which binaries have been replaced by 
continuums, such as the “organism-environment continuum” that Sullivan 
notes (245). This shift from binary to non-binary thought also affects how 
ecocritics read images of nature, most significantly place, which so far has been 
firmly rooted in oppositional thinking.11 
 A renewed and further exploration of dichotomies may also shape 
ecocriticism‟s engagement with other concepts, like the urban and the body. 
Ecocriticism has yet to come to terms with urban environments such as the city, 
and to a lesser extent, the middle landscapes of suburbia.12 In respect to pastoral 
I suggested the term “traces” as a way in which the city and countryside in 
Gerard Woodward‟s August (2001) are never wholly separate. Sullivan‟s open 
systems model, Bergthaller‟s social systems and Morton‟s mesh are yet other 
ways of engaging with the oppositions of culture/nature, human/nonhuman, 
city/countryside that continue to shape contemporary conceptions of nature. 
Yet – and this is where ecocriticism‟s challenge lies – the question is how “eco” 
ecocriticism still is when it is also concerned with environments that are not 
perceived as natural. After all, ecocriticism is largely defined by its concern 
with natural spaces, and its questioning of the term “nature”. Part of the 
challenge is devising new concepts that better recognize the fluidity of 
culture/nature boundaries. In chapter three, for instance, I proposed the term 
“urban nature” as a concept that signifies the blurring of nature and culture in 
cities. Furthermore, in the future, ecocriticism‟s focus may have to shift from its 
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predominant concern with natural spaces, to more conceptual debates on the 
meaning of the term “nature” itself.13 Either way, ecocriticism will need to find 
ways of keeping its distinct focus on relationships between the human and 
natural nonhuman, while at the same time taking into account increased 
urbanization.  
A possible way of engaging with dualism is through the concept of the 
body, the most immediate site in which the human and nonhuman meet, 
interact and even merge. Initially primarily studied by ecofeminists, the body is 
fast becoming an important topic among other ecocritics as well.14 Stacy 
Alaimo‟s celebrated Bodily Natures: Science, Environment, and the Material 
Self (2010), for instance, discusses trans-corporeality, which implies that the 
human is always “intermeshed with the more-than-human” (2) world. Such 
concepts may provide ecocritics with different ways of conceiving not only 
corporeality, but also the binaries underlying many descriptions of human-







Ecocriticism, then, is still very much a work in progress and will hopefully 
remain so in the years to come. For unlike those critics lamenting ecocriticism‟s 
lack of methodology or theory, or despairing of its plurality, I believe this stage 
of varied development and growth to be very fruitful. This vibrancy reflects the 
complexity of ecocriticism‟s subject matter and the ever-changing and shifting 
definitions of nature. In the years it took to complete this study, dozens of 
ecocritical conferences across the globe were organized, ecocritical journals 
started, monographs published and an increasing number of special issues by 
non-ecocritical journals appeared.15 As a result, the field is booming, and 
ecocritical studies and approaches are fast becoming as varied and diverse as 







1 Terry Gifford remarks on the lack of “theoretical infighting” among ecocritics in his 




2 “Nun kann aber bei einem Autor vom Rang Ian McEwans die Recherche nicht das 
letzte und höchste Argument für ein Buch sein, sondern nur die gelungene Form“ (par. 
12), translation mine.      
3 A rare example of ecocritical debate on literariness took place after a session at the 
2010 ASLE-UKI/EASLCE conference at Bath University in which several participants 
noted that the environmentalist literature studied by many of them is frequently not 
exactly “good literature”.  
4 Axel Goodbody and Kate Rigby make a similar point in their introduction to 
Ecocritical Theory. New European Approaches (2-3). 
5 I differentiate fairly bluntly here between theory – the concepts underlying practice – 
and practice, ways of reading texts. Of course, while I realize that these elements are not 
quite as contrary, and that theory and practice influence each other, I make this 
distinction here for the sake of argument, and to structure my discussion of the future 
developments in ecocriticism better. 
6 In chapter one, “Challenges to Contemporary Ecocriticism”, I discuss Estok‟s and 
Morton‟s work at more length. 
7 See her Sense of Place, Sense of Planet (2008). 
8 See Ecocritical Theory. New European Approaches (2011). 
9 Volume 18, issues 1-2 (Winter 2010). 
10 Morton uses the term “mesh” as a shorthand for “the interconnectedness of all living 
and non-living things” (The Ecological Thought 28). He proposes the concept as an 
alternative to “world”, which he believes implies limits, in “Coexistence and 
Coexistents: Ecology Without a World”.   
11 See chapter three for the contemporary challenges to ecocritical approaches to place. 
12 See my discussion in chapter three of Jon McGregor‟s If Nobody Speaks of 
Remarkable Things (2002). 
13 Such debates on the term “nature” – as well as “environment” – were a more inherent 
part of early ecocriticism than they are of contemporary ecocriticism. See, for instance, 
Jonathan Bate in The Song of the Earth (2000) on environment, particularly chapter 
one, and chapter two (“The State of Nature”); some essays included in The Green 
Studies Reader (ed. Laurence Coupe, 2000), also engage at length with the term nature. 
A foundational work in this respect is Kate Soper‟s What Is Nature? (1995). 
14 Early ecocriticism had a particular interest in phenomenology. See for instance the 
work of Louise Westling, who has paid sustained attention to phenomenology – in 
particular the philosophy of Maurice Merleau-Ponty (see her article “Merleau-Ponty‟s 
Ecophenomenology”). 
15 The ASLE website provides a useful overview of conferences and ecocritical journals 
(http://www.asle.org). Also see the first chapter of the present study for references to 
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Documentaires zoals An Inconvenient Truth (2006) van Al Gore en recente 
klimaattops in Kopenhagen en Rio de Janeiro hebben de natuur, en de 
milieucrisis, opnieuw op de kaart gezet. Ondertussen wordt in veel reclames, 
literatuur en films een geïdealiseerd beeld geschetst van de natuur – wat haaks 
lijkt te staan op de vele verontrustende berichten over milieucrisis.  
 Deze spanning tussen ideaal en werkelijkheid is één van de punten die 
centraal staan in dit proefschrift. Ook in de literatuurkritiek worden 
verbeeldingen van de natuur onder de noemer van ecocriticism steeds meer 
bestudeerd. Deze stroming is in de jaren negentig van de vorige eeuw ontstaan 
aan universiteiten aan de Amerikaanse westkust die een sterke traditie van 
nature writing kenden. Geïnspireerd door de milieubeweging en andere vormen 
van literatuurkritiek zoals het feminisme en postkolonialisme formuleerden 
zogenaamde ecocritici manieren van lezen die de nadruk leggen op de 
verbeelding van natuur. Cheryll Glotfelty definieert ecocriticism als “the study 
of the relationship between literature and the physical environment” 
(“Introduction” xviii). Ecocritici stellen vragen over de rol die natuur speelt in 
een tekst: of het landschap in een roman bijvoorbeeld alleen maar achtergrond 
is – en zo ja, wat dit dan zegt over de mens-natuur relaties in deze tekst – of dat 
zij een grotere rol speelt en bijvoorbeeld dient ter verbeelding van de emoties 
van een personage. Ook de spanning tussen imaginaire en werkelijke natuur 
wordt bestudeerd: wat betekent het dat natuur vaak geïdealiseerd wordt in 
literatuur en cultuur, terwijl het bewustzijn van de milieucrisis 
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alomtegenwoordig is? En als klimaatcrisis dan wel verbeeld wordt, hoe pakt een 
auteur dit aan? Is het überhaupt mogelijk om zoiets groots en tegelijkertijd 
onzekers als bijvoorbeeld de opwarming van de aarde te vatten in een literaire 
tekst? Welke rol speelt literatuur in een tijd van milieucrisis? Kan literatuur het 
bewustzijn en wellicht zelfs het gedrag van mensen beïnvloeden en zo bijdragen 
aan een oplossing van de crisis, zoals sommige ecocritici beweren, of blijven 
literatuur en literatuurkritiek toch vooral intellectuele bezigheden die afzijdig 
blijven van de actuele werkelijkheid?  
 
 
UITDAGINGEN VOOR ECOCRITICISM – HOOFDSTUK 1 
Gezien de variatie en breedte in onderwerpen waar ecocritici zich mee 
bezighouden, is de beperkte focus van hedendaagse ecocriticism op zijn minst 
verrassend te noemen. Er is in de loop der tijd wel wat verandering opgetreden: 
ecocritici analyseren vandaag de dag niet meer primair – zoals in het begin – 
zogenaamde nature writing teksten als de gedichten van de Britse Romantici en 
Amerikaanse schrijvers als Henry David Thoreau en Ralph Emerson, maar 
bijvoorbeeld ook de verbeelding van de natuur in Genesis, de romans van de 
Britse auteurs Thomas Hardy en Virginia Woolf, of speculative fiction van de 
Canadese schrijfster Margaret Atwood . Toch blijft ecocriticism primair gericht 
op teksten die een ecokritische benadering expliciet uitnodigen. Als resultaat 
daarvan is de methodologie van ecocritici – de manier waarop zij teksten lezen 
– vooral toepasselijk op werken die, zoals Patrick D. Murphy schrijft, nature-
oriented zijn. Zo zijn ecokritische manieren van lezen bijvoorbeeld vaak sterk 
evaluatief, waarbij romans, toneelstukken of gedichten beoordeeld worden op 
de mate waarin zij milieubewustzijn uitdrukken. Heel simplistisch gezegd komt 
ook dat er op neer dat er bepaald wordt of een tekst “goed” of “slecht” is. Hoe 
reductionistisch dit ook klinkt, toch heeft deze methode ook een eigen logica 
gezien het feit dat ecocriticism zich tot doel stelt om op de een of andere manier 
bij te dragen aan een oplossing voor de milieucrisis. Als 
literatuurwetenschappers zien ecokritici het beoordelen van teksten op de wijze 
waarop zij bijdragen aan deze oplossing als een deel van hun taak. 
Eén van de centrale uitgangspunten in mijn proefschrift is echter dat 
juist romans die niet nature-oriented zijn – tenslotte het merendeel van alle 
romans – een veel gevarieerder, en realistischer, beeld geven van de rol die 
natuur vandaag de dag speelt. Daar is echter wel een ecokritische methodologie 
voor nodig die afwijkt van de gangbare, traditionele methode. Deze verbreding 
– zowel qua corpus als qua methodologie – is niet alleen belangrijk om een beter 
beeld te geven van hedendaagse mens-natuur relaties, maar ook om te 
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voorkomen dat ecocriticism een one-issue party wordt, en zichzelf 
marginaliseert.  
 In hoofdstuk 1 omschrijf ik een aantal uitdagingen voor hedendaags 
ecocriticism. De belangrijkste hiervan is de ontwikkeling van ecocriticism tot 
een toepasbare methode en academische discipline die zich duidelijk 
onderscheidt van andere literatuurtheorieën. Deze ontwikkeling wordt echter 
in de weg gestaan door de beperkingen die ecocritici zichzelf opleggen met 
betrekking tot het soort teksten dat ze lezen, en de manier waarop ze die 
werken lezen. In andere woorden, ecocriticism wordt belemmerd door wat en 
hoe ecocritici lezen. Gezien de doelen en uitgangspunten van ecocriticism zijn 
de beperkingen die ecocritici zichzelf opleggen op z‟n zachtst gezegd vreemd – 
het primaire doel van ecocriticism, bewustzijn over natuur en klimaatcrisis 
creëren en vergroten, strookt niet met de bestudering van slechts een beperkt 
aantal en soort teksten. Hiermee suggereren ecocritici eigenlijk dat natuur en 
klimaatcrisis alleen voorkomen, of een rol spelen, in nature writing of nature-
oriented teksten, wat haaks staat op de alomtegenwoordigheid van natuur en 
klimaatcrisis in hedendaagse fictie.  
Ik plaats deze uitdagingen en beperkingen in de context van 
ecocriticism zoals het zich de afgelopen decennia ontwikkeld heeft. 
Ecocriticism is onder andere sterk beïnvloed door milieuactivisme, en ecocritici 
discussiëren veelvuldig over de spanning tussen aan de ene kant activisme en 
aan de andere kant de academische context van ecocriticism. Dit activisme 
neemt verschillende vormen aan: van het verwerken van milieueducatie in 
literatuuronderwijs, tot het vertalen van waarden als milieubewustzijn en 
vegetarisme in het dagelijks leven. Deze praktische aanpak heeft bij veel 
ecocritici geleid tot een voorkeur voor non-fictie teksten die makkelijker te 
vergelijken zijn met de “echte” wereld, en eerder handvatten voor 
milieuactivisme bevatten.  
 Een ander problematisch aspect aan de (hedendaagse) roman is dat als er 
al stilgestaan wordt bij de natuur, deze omschrijvingen vaak ondergeschikt zijn 
aan de menselijke wereld in de tekst: sociale interacties, omschrijvingen van 
personages en ook structuur gaan uit van de menselijke ervaring van tijd, in 
plaats van gebeurtenissen te plaatsen in een groter kader van natuur en de 
geschiedenis van de aarde. De roman, zo beweren nogal wat ecocritici, is als 
genre te antropocentrisch om tot een ecokritische benadering uit te nodigen.  
 In dit proefschrift kijk ik echter bewust wél naar de hedendaagse Britse 
roman, vanuit het idee dat mens-natuur relaties zo alomvertegenwoordigd en 
cultureel belangrijk zijn, dat haar rol prima bestudeerd kan worden in de meeste 
– zo niet alle – romans: zelfs een werk waarin natuur helemaal niet voorkomt, 
zegt tenslotte iets over mens-natuur relaties. Net zoals ik de canon van 
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ecocriticism verbreed door teksten te bestuderen die tot nu toe geen aandacht 
gehad hebben, is het ook mijn bedoeling om met dit proefschrift een verbreding 
van de theorie en praktijk van ecocriticism voor te stellen. Het gaat me dus niet 
alleen om wat ecocritici lezen, maar ook om hoe.  
 Naast dat ik me richt op romans die op het eerste gezicht niet tot een 
traditionele ecokritische benadering uitnodigen, verschilt mijn methode ook 
van bestaande ecokritische leeswijzen omdat ik me niet alleen richt op de 
inhoud maar ook op de vorm van een werk – het gaat in andere woorden niet 
alleen om wat er verteld wordt, maar ook hoe. Literaire vorm is echter een 
heikel punt bij veel ecocritici, vooral bij hen die wat traditioneler ingesteld zijn. 
Vorm, zo zeggen zij, leidt alleen maar af van de verbeelding van de natuur, 
waarbij ze “vorm” tegenover “inhoud” zetten. Volgens sommige ecocritici zou 
de vorm van een tekst – de manieren waarop een auteur het verhaal 
manipuleert, zoals bijvoorbeeld door genre en focalisatie – afleiden van de wijze 
waarop de natuur omschreven wordt. 
 In dit proefschrift bestudeer ik negen romans, onderverdeeld in drie 
hoofdstukken. In hoofdstuk 2 kijk ik naar Gerard Woodwards roman August 
(2001), Daniel Martin van John Fowles (1977) en England, England (1998) van 
Julian Barnes. In het derde hoofdstuk analyseer ik Haweswater (2002), van 
Sarah Hall, John Burnsides The Locust Room (2001) en If Nobody Speaks of 
Remarkable Things (2002), door Jon McGregor. In het vierde en laatste 
hoofdstuk bestudeer ik A.S. Byatts roman Babel Tower (1992), Solar (2010), van 
Ian McEwan, en Cloud Atlas (2004) door David Mitchell. 
 Daarnaast richt ik me specifiek op zogenaamde beelden van de natuur. 
Al eeuwen worden bepaalde (archetypische) beelden gebruikt om de natuur te 
beschrijven en omschrijven. Zo dachten de eerste Europese bewoners van 
Noord-Amerika zowel in termen van paradijs als wildernis over hun nieuwe 
land. Waar het eerste beeld connotaties heeft als overvloed en vrijheid, 
suggereert het tweede beeld dat de immigranten gevaren moesten trotseren, en 
zich een plek moesten bevechten in een onherbergzaam en onontgonnen land. 
Dit voorbeeld laat zien dat hetzelfde landschap op verschillende manieren 
ervaren en verbeeld kan worden. De rol die beelden van de natuur spelen in ons 
bewustzijn – en specifiek ons denken over de natuur – maakt hen bijzonder 
interessant voor ecocritici.  
 In dit proefschrift kijk ik naar drie van de oudste en meest gebruikte 
beelden van de natuur: pastorale (pastoral), plaats (place) en Apocalyps 
(apocalypse). Deze drie beelden nemen ook een belangrijke plek in in 
ecokritische debatten: de laatste jaren beweren steeds meer ecocritici dat 
pastorale, plaats en Apocalyps ongeschikt zijn om hedendaagse natuur te 
verbeelden: ze zouden te sentimenteel zijn (pastorale en plaats), of niet 
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voldoende de effecten van de milieucrisis weergeven (Apocalyps). Tegelijkertijd 
worden deze beelden, ook aan het begin van de eenentwintigste eeuw, nog 
steeds veelvuldig gebruikt, niet alleen in literaire teksten, maar ook in films en 
reclame. Voorstellen om pastorale, plaats en Apocalyps niet te gebruiken – zoals 
sommige ecocritici doen – is dus niet alleen onhaalbaar, maar gaat ook voorbij 
aan de rol die zij hebben in onze hedendaagse cultuur. In dit proefschrift, 
daarentegen, kijk ik juist wel naar deze beelden, juist omdat ze nog zo veel 
gebruikt worden en daardoor een zekere culturele relevantie lijken te hebben. 
Elk van de drie hoofdstukken die volgen op hoofdstuk 1 richt zich op een beeld, 
de relevantie hiervan voor ecocriticism, en de uitdagingen die het beeld voor 
ecocritici met zich meebrengt. Vervolgens bespreek ik drie romans waarin het 
beeld dat in het hoofdstuk centraal staat op de een of andere manier terugkomt.  
 
 
PASTORALE – HOOFDSTUK 2 
De pastorale is terug te voeren op de werken van Theocritus en Vergilius, 
waarin het expliciete contrast tussen stad en platteland centraal staat. Deze 
oudste vorm van de pastorale noem ik in mijn proefschrift traditional pastoral 
(traditionele pastorale). Verder maak ik in hoofdstuk twee ook onderscheid 
tussen popular pastoral (populaire pastoral) en critical pastoral (kritische 
pastoral). Net als traditional pastoral is ook popular pastoral gebaseerd op het 
contrast tussen stad en platteland, maar kenmerkt het zich vooral door de 
onrealistische verheerlijking van de natuur. In het licht van de crisis in mens-
natuur relaties is dit dan ook het soort pastorale waar ecocritici zich het meest 
tegen afzetten. Popular pastoral is bijvoorbeeld te zien in reclames en toerisme. 
De laatste, en mijns inziens meest constructieve, vorm van pastorale is critical 
pastoral. Ook hier staat het verschil tussen stad en platteland weer centraal – 
maar, meer dan in popular pastoral, en anders dan in traditional pastoral, wordt 
critical pastoral gekenmerkt door het bewustzijn dat aan de stad nooit helemaal 
te ontsnappen is. Het contrast tussen stad en platteland, en de typische 
idealisering van het platteland, wordt daardoor uitgedaagd en op scherp gezet. 
Anders dan in de twee andere vormen van pastorale functioneert critical 
pastoral niet alleen op het niveau van de tekst, maar kan het ook een manier 
zijn waarop ecocritici de tekst lezen.  
 In hoofdstuk 2 bespreek ik drie romans die op verschillende manieren 
gebruik maken van de pastorale. August (Woodward), Daniel Martin (Fowles) 
en England, England (Barnes) verwijzen allemaal naar popular pastoral, de 
meest herkenbare en oppervlakkige vorm van pastorale. August, bijvoorbeeld, 
beschrijft de vakanties van het gezin Jones in de jaren zestig van de vorige eeuw. 
Elke zomer verruilen zij hun Londense huis voor een boerderij in Wales, wat 
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leidt tot idyllische omschrijvingen van glooiende heuvels, gedoofde vulkanen en 
dartelende kalfjes. Ook in Daniel Martin wordt de grote stad – Los Angeles in 
dit geval – verruild voor het Britse platteland, wanneer de hoofdpersoon, 
Daniel, terugkeert naar Groot-Brittannië na de dood van een studievriend. Het 
pretpark dat de zakenman Jack Pitman bouwt op de Isle of Wight belichaamt 
ten slotte het contrast tussen stad en platteland: Pitman vult het eiland met 
typisch Engelse gewoontes, bouwwerken en mensen, om zo een stereotypisch 
evenwicht te bieden aan het echte Engeland. Traditional pastoral, waarin naast 
het contrast tussen stad en platteland ook uitdrukkelijk plaats is voor de realiteit 
van het leven van herders en boeren, komt in zowel August als Daniel Martin 
wel aan de orde, maar wordt door de hoofdpersonen genegeerd: waar de 
alwetende verteller in August ook de economische problemen op de boerderij in 
Wales omschrijft, komt dit in de gefocaliseerde beschrijvingen van de familie 
zelf nooit naar voren. En in Daniel Martin wordt Daniels idyllische beeld van 
het boerenleven in zijn jeugd pas verstoord wanneer zijn jeugdvriendinnetje 
hem in niet te misverstane bewoordingen vertelt hoe hard ze vroeger moest 
werken op de boerderij.  
De roman England, England van Julian Barnes speelt op typisch 
postmoderne wijze met popular pastoral door de natuur keer op keer 
geïdealiseerd voor te stellen, om vervolgens deze omschrijvingen ook weer 
onderuit de halen. Barnes‟ roman maakt ook het meest uitgebreid gebruik van 
critical pastoral – de verschillende pastorale landschappen in het werk worden 
voortdurend belachelijk gemaakt, waardoor de lezer ook uitgedaagd wordt 
kritisch naar zijn of haar eigen natuurbeleving te kijken. Op hun eigen manier 
maken ook August en Daniel Martin gebruik van critical pastoral, of maken een 
lezing op basis van critical pastoral mogelijk. Terwijl in August het onderscheid 
tussen stad en platteland op het eerste gezicht, vooral door het perspectief van 
de hoofdpersonen, benadrukt wordt, blijkt uit mijn lezing dat dit verschil 
ondermijnd wordt door wat ik pastoral traces noem: sporen van de stad die de 
idylle van het platteland binnendringen, en, vice versa, sporen van de boerderij 
die deel uit gaan maken van het leven in London. In een van de eerste jaren dat 
de familie Jones vakantie viert in Wales, bijvoorbeeld, brandt hun tent af. Zodat 
ze hun vakantie niet af hoeven te breken, biedt de boer hen aan om hun intrek 
te nemen in een schuur, die al snel een kopie wordt van hun Londense woning. 
Terwijl de aantrekkingskracht van Wales ligt in het verschil tussen thuis en 
vakantie, stad en platteland, recreëren ze hier, zonder het zelf door te hebben, 
de omstandigheden die ze juist ontvlucht waren. Omgekeerd wordt ook het 
platteland deel van de stad, bijvoorbeeld wanneer Aldous, de vader, de kapotte 
voordeur repareert door er een van zijn schilderijen van Wales op te timmeren, 
waardoor de familie niet meer naar buiten kijkt naar London, maar naar de 
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heuvels en bergen van Wales. Terwijl in August de pastorale ontsnapping of 
retreat nog vrij traditioneel vormgegeven is in termen van stad en platteland, 
wordt het pastorale contrast in Daniel Martin ook op meer experimentele wijze 
weergegeven. Zo ontvlucht Daniel niet alleen de stad, maar ook zijn carrière als 
scriptschrijver voor Hollywood films door in Engeland aan een roman te gaan 
werken. Het puur tekstuele karakter van de roman ziet hij als een manier om te 
ontsnappen aan zijn vorige leven in Californië, waarmee Daniel Martin ook 
suggereert dat literatuur de rol van natuur, of het platteland, in kan nemen in 
een tijd waarin het traditionele pastorale contrast tussen stad en platteland zo 
goed als vervaagd is. De pastorale hoeft, kortom, lang niet altijd zo 
problematisch te zijn als mening ecocriticus beweerd heeft. Daarnaast biedt de 
ecokritische leeswijze die ik voorstel ook mogelijkheden om de pastorale zo te 
analyseren dat er tegenwicht geboden wordt aan de idealisering van het 
platteland en natuur. 
 
 
PLAATS – HOOFDSTUK 3 
Na de pastorale is plaats misschien wel het meest lastige beeld voor veel 
hedendaagse ecocritici. Vooral in de Amerikaanse milieubeweging wordt place 
gebruikt als symbool voor de ideale relatie tussen mens en natuur, waarin 
mensen geworteld zijn op een bepaalde plek en binnen de natuurlijke grenzen 
leven van deze plaats. Plaats is daarmee meer dan je alleen maar ergens thuis 
voelen: een plek wordt een plaats als er sprake is van sociale, culturele en 
natuurlijke verbondenheid, maar ook door besef van de historische en 
economische dimensies van de plek. Volgens veel milieudenkers leidt deze 
betrokkenheid en verbondenheid tot een dieper milieubewustzijn, en dus ook 
het verlangen om de natuurlijke omgeving te beschermen.  
 Voor ecocriticism is plaats eveneens een symbool voor een ideale relatie 
tussen mens en natuur. Tegelijkertijd wordt het beeld gaandeweg steeds 
nostalgischer, aangezien het ideaal en de werkelijkheid van veel Westerse 
mensen steeds verder uit elkaar komen te liggen – waardoor sommige ecocritici 
beweren dat ook dit beeld, net als de pastorale, maar beter niet meer gebruikt 
kan worden. Zoals de pastorale steeds weer verwijst naar de tegenstelling tussen 
stad en platteland, is ook plaats gebaseerd op tegenstellingen, met name in 
termen van wat er wel en niet bij een plaats hoort (binnen – buiten), en wat wel 
en niet natuurlijk is (natuur – cultuur). De roman waar dit het sterkst in naar 
voren komt is Haweswater (Hall). Ook de nostalgie waarmee plaats vaak 
geassocieerd is in dit werk aanwezig. De roman vertelt het verhaal van het 
plaatsje Mardale, dat in de jaren dertig van de vorige eeuw verlaten werd omdat 
het dal waarin het dorp zich bevond onder water gezet werd om zo een 
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reservoir te vormen voor de stad Manchester. Plaats wordt in deze roman 
belichaamd door de inwoners van Mardale, vooral de familie Lightburn die in 
het boek centraal staat. Hun plaatsverbondenheid wordt vooral uitgedrukt door 
hen voortdurend te contrasteren met anderen die niet zo verbonden zijn met 
het dorp, zoals Jack Liggett, de vertegenwoordiger van het bedrijf die de vallei 
onder water gaat zetten. Terwijl de dorpelingen omschreven worden als 
inheemse vogels, en veel kennis hebben van hun natuurlijke omgeving, wordt 
Jack letterlijk neergezet als een exotisch dier, die zo weinig weet van het 
platteland dat zijn luxe stadsauto beschadigd raakt door veeroosters, en zijn dure 
schoenen kapot gaan van de modder. Tegelijkertijd worden deze tegenstellingen 
echter ook onderuit gehaald, bijvoorbeeld door de ontwikkeling die Jack in de 
roman doormaakt. Waar hij eerst een vreemde eend in de bijt is in Mardale, 
voelt hij zich gaandeweg steeds meer verbonden met het dorp en het landschap, 
vooral door zijn relatie met Janet Liggett.  
 Haweswater presenteert een klassiek beeld van plaats, compleet met de 
nostalgie waarmee het beeld nogal eens geassocieerd is. Tegelijkertijd geeft de 
roman een eenzijdig beeld van de rol die plaats in hedendaagse Westerse 
cultuur speelt: zo zullen veel Westerlingen eerder een gebrek aan 
plaatsverbondenheid ervaren dan de verbondenheid die milieufilosofen voor 
ogen hebben, en staat het landelijke, natuurlijke karakter van plaats haaks op de 
groei van de stedelijke omgeving. Deze aspecten komen aan de orde in de twee 
andere romans die ik analyseer in hoofdstuk 3: The Locust Room (Burnside) en 
If Nobody Speaks of Remarkable Things (McGregor). In The Locust Room staat 
fundamentele homelessness centraal: het gebrek aan verbondenheid dat volgens 
de hoofdpersoon – Paul – tekenend is voor de moderne mens. Ook hier wordt 
weer veelvuldig gebruik gemaakt van tegenstellingen, al ontdekt Paul 
gaandeweg de roman dat hij noch in de maatschappij, noch in de natuur thuis is. 
If Nobody Speaks of Remarkable Things biedt weer een heel ander perspectief 
op plaats, door impliciet één van de grootste uitdagingen voor het plaatsdenken 
aan te spreken: de focus van milieudenkers en ecocritici op de natuurlijke 
dimensie van plaats. Zowel filosofen als ecocritici erkennen dat een plaats niet 
alleen gedefinieerd wordt door het niet-menselijke, maar ook door sociale en 
culturele aspecten. Toch ligt in plaats en plaatsverbondenheid standaard de 
nadruk op de natuurlijke omgeving. Voor ecocritici is de uitdaging dan ook om 
te onderzoeken of plaats ook een rol kan spelen in teksten die, zoals If Nobody 
Speaks of Remarkable Things, zich in de stad afspelen.  
Natuur is ver te zoeken in McGregors roman: in de straat die in het 
werk centraal staat, is nog geen grasveld te bekennen. Enig gevoel van 
plaatsverbondenheid wordt dan ook vooral gecreëerd door de – noodzakelijke – 
fysieke nabijheid van de bewoners. Toch spelen ook natuurlijke aspecten een 
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(kleine) rol hierin. In mijn analyse spreek ik bijvoorbeeld over zogenaamde 
communities of sight and sound – gemeenschappen gevormd door gedeeld zien 
en horen, bijvoorbeeld de schaduw van duiven op een muur, of het geluid van 
vogels. Eén van de belangrijkste gebeurtenissen die de – naamloze – personages 
verbindt is de regenbui die op hen allemaal effect heeft. Toch blijft de stedelijke 
omgeving problematisch voor ecocriticism, een literaire theorie die zich 
tenslotte expliciet bezighoudt met natuur. Tegelijkertijd definieer ik – en 
anderen met mij – ecocriticism niet zozeer als de bestudering van natuur in 
literaire teksten, maar de analyse van mens-natuur relaties. De rol van de mens, 
en de menselijke omgeving, verdient daarom meer aandacht in ecocriticism, 
vooral gezien de wereldwijde verstedelijking.  
 In hoofdstuk drie pleit ik dus voor een realistischere definitie van het 
beeld plaats, waarin de nadruk minder ligt op de tegenstelling van natuur en 
cultuur – en de daaruit voortvloeiende idealisering van natuur – maar op de 
manieren waarop natuur en cultuur zich met elkaar vermengen. Ook is er in het 
beeld zoals ik het (her)definieer meer plaats voor een gebrek van 
plaatsverbondenheid zonder hier automatisch om te treuren, zoals veel 
plaatsdenkers doen. Ik stel een aanpak voor die kijkt naar dergelijke 
placelessness of homelessness op zichzelf, niet alleen als tegenstelling van plaats. 
Tenslotte beargumenteer ik dat er in ecocriticism een grotere rol moet zijn voor 
de stedelijke omgeving, hoe moeilijk dit ook valt te verenigen met de 
traditionele ecokritische focus op het niet-stedelijke. 
 
 
APOCALYPS – HOOFDSTUK 4 
Van de drie beelden die centraal staan in dit proefschrift, wordt Apocalyps het 
meest geassocieerd met hedendaagse milieucrisis – het wordt ook wel het 
krachtigste beeld genoemd dat de milieubeweging tot haar beschikking heeft. 
Ecocritici houden zich niet alleen bezig met verbeeldingen van Apocalyps, maar 
in het bijzonder ook met het effect dat zulke verbeeldingen hebben. Velen van 
hen vinden dat Apocalyps als beeld in dienst zou moeten staan van 
milieubescherming en –behoud. Met andere woorden: omschrijvingen van 
Apocalyps zouden in romans meer moeten zijn dan alleen fictie, en op de een of 
andere manier iets bijdragen aan ons denken over milieu en milieucrisis. Deze 
manier van lezen sluit aan op de evaluerende leeswijze die veel (traditionele) 
ecocritici er op nahouden, en die mijns inziens een breder ecocriticism in de 
weg staat. In hoofdstuk 4 ligt de nadruk daarom niet zozeer op de functie van 
Apocalyps in een breder milieu-perspectief, maar op de manier waarop 
Apocalyps omschreven wordt, en vooral de rol die narratologische aspecten 
zoals genre daarbij hebben.  
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 In de drie romans die in hoofdstuk 4 besproken worden heeft Apocalyps 
verschillende oorzaken. In Babel Tower (Byatt) wordt gesproken over de 
effecten van pesticiden zoals DDT in de jaren zestig van de vorige eeuw, en de 
grootschalige vernietiging van planten en dieren die dat tot gevolg heeft. 
McEwans roman Solar, daarentegen, biedt een hedendaagser perspectief, en 
presenteert de opwarming van de aarde als één van de oorzaken van 
toekomstige Apocalyps. Beide romans adresseren ook impliciet ecokritische 
opvattingen over, respectievelijk, de relatie tussen taal en natuurverval, en de 
functie van literatuur in een tijd van milieucrisis. In Babel Tower wordt een 
link getrokken tussen het ontstaan van menselijke taal, en een scheiding tussen 
mens en natuur die uiteindelijk tot de huidige crisis geleid heeft – een theorie 
die vooral in de beginjaren van ecocriticism de nodige bijval vond. In Solar 
maakt de hoofdpersoon – de natuurwetenschapper Michael Beard – de 
kunstenaars belachelijk die door middel van hun beelden of romans een 
bijdrage denken te leveren aan het oplossen van de milieucrisis. Hiermee maakt 
de roman ook impliciet die ecocritici belachelijk die vinden dat verbeeldingen 
van bijvoorbeeld Apocalyps eenzelfde effect kunnen hebben.  
Cloud Atlas (Mitchell) is het soort roman dat veel ecocritici links 
hebben laten liggen vanwege het experimentele karakter ervan. De roman 
bestaat uit zes verhalen, verteld in zes genres, die – met uitzondering van het 
zesde verhaal – allemaal halverwege afgebroken en dan in omgekeerde volgorde 
afgemaakt worden in de tweede helft van het boek. In hoofdstuk vier laat ik 
zien dat de experimentele structuur bepalend is voor de manier waarop 
Apocalyps verbeeld wordt. Zo wordt juist door de manier waarop de 
verschillende verhalen naast elkaar gezet zijn goed duidelijk dat, ten eerste, in 
elk van de verhalen er zich wel (bijna) een Apocalyps voordoet, en, ten tweede, 
dat deze Apocalypsen het resultaat zijn van menselijke honger naar meer. 
Daarnaast laat mijn lezing de invloed van genre zien op de verbeelding van 
Apocalyps. Genre is een van de tekstuele aspecten die ecocritici vaak negeren 
omdat ze bang zijn dat het afleidt van de inhoud, of boodschap, van een tekst. 
In Cloud Atlas blijkt echter pas hoe zeer de keuze voor een genre bepalend is 
voor de manier waarop Apocalyps omschreven wordt. Zo wordt een van de 
verhalen omschreven als een jaren ‟60 thriller: dit genre leent zich uitermate 
goed voor het soort David-en-Goliath- scenario waar ook de milieubeweging 
vaak gebruik van maakt in hun acties tegen multinationals.  
Ik pleit, met andere woorden, in hoofdstuk vier dus voor een andere, 
meer literaire, benadering van het beeld Apocalyps dan de meer op 
milieubescherming en –activisme gerichte benadering van veel ecocritici. Deze 
benadering is wat mij betreft ook effectiever, aangezien de pogingen van 
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ecocritici om Apocalyps zo te lezen dat het oplossingen biedt voor de 





Dit proefschrift laat zien dat ecocriticism veel breder toepasbaar is dan tot nu 
toe het geval leek te zijn. De methode die ik daartoe ontwikkeld heb benadrukt 
niet alleen mens-natuur relaties in hedendaagse Britse romans, maar resulteert 
ook in een aanpassing van ecocriticism die positief bijdraagt aan de 
ontwikkeling van de theorie zelf.  
 Mijn methode is slechts één van de manieren waarop ecocriticism in de 
aankomende jaren en decennia zou kunnen veranderen. Daarnaast doe ik in de 
conclusie van dit proefschrift nog een aantal andere voorspellingen over de 
toekomst van ecocriticism. In theoretisch opzicht ga ik er vanuit dat 
ecocriticism nog meer dan nu al het geval is verbinding zal zoeken met andere 
disciplines, binnen en buiten de geesteswetenschappen. Dit blijkt onder andere 
uit recente publicaties waarin ecocritici modellen gebruiken uit de sociale en 
natuurwetenschappen. Ook verwacht ik dat een aantal thema‟s (nog) meer 
aandacht zullen krijgen binnen ecocriticism, zoals dualistisch denken, een 
onderwerp waar al jaren door ecocritici over gediscussieerd wordt. Waar men 
eerder echter streefde naar het voorbij gaan aan dualistisch denken, gaan er nu 
steeds meer stemmen op om alternatieven te bedenken voor dualistisch denken, 
bijvoorbeeld het beeld van het web waarin tegenstellingen niet meer recht 
tegenover elkaar staan, maar met elkaar verbonden zijn. Voor de ontwikkeling 
van ecocriticism als literaire theorie zou het vooral goed zijn als ecocritici zich 
meer bezig gaan houden met stedelijke omgevingen, die een steeds groter deel 
worden van de omgeving van de hedendaagse mens. Alleen zo kan het écht 
bijdragen aan literatuurtheorie, en groter bewustzijn kweken van mens-
natuurrelaties – zowel de ideale natuur waar we naar verlangen, als de realiteit 
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